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39 LONDON ROAD, CAMBERLEY
Morning and Evening Wear, Court and Military Dress for all occasions
::

::

::

::

Hunting, Sports and Lounge Kits

::

::

::

::

All Cloths cut by expert West End Cutters and made exclusively by hand
::
::
in our Mayfair Workshops by the Best English Tailors
::
::
REGIMENTAL TAILORS TO THE BUFFS
Telegrams :
'Militaila Wesdo, London"

Telephones:
Mayfair 0945—Gamberley 498

HENRY HARTS Co., Ltd.

Regimental Histories of The Buffs
The following Histories may be obtained from the Administrative

Established 1820

Officer, Depot The Buffs, New Infantry Barracks, Canterbury.

HISTORICAL RECORDS OF THE BUFFS
1572—1704
by H. R. KNIGHT

Half bound in leather  £1 10s,

ANTIQUES
OBJETS

HISTORICAL RECORDS OF THE BUFFS
1704—1814 and 1814—1914

DART

by C. R. B. KNIGHT
In Two Parts  £1 0s. 9d. Postffree

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE BUFFS
by E. FOSTER HALL

Revised edition  2/6 Post free

13 BESTJ.LANE BENCH STREET
DOVER
CANTERBURY
PHONE 4135

" DRUMS AND DRUMMERS"
by G. R. HOWE
Price 2/2 Post free

PHONE 503
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The Past and Present Association
Headquarters : DEPOT, THE BUFFS.

Telephone : Cmutmr 4784,

Stertiary : MAJOR A. J. PRARRTB.

BRANCHES
Branch
1. 1st Bn., The Buffs
2. 4th Bn., The Buffs
3.

ASHFORD

Chairman
SecondinCommand
SecondinCommand
Mr. J. W. Rossiter (Jnr.)

Secretary
R.S.M.
R.S.M.
Mr. F. J. Sharrard, 13 Sackviile Crescent,
Godington Road, Ashford
Mr. F. Gould, 51 Lincoln* Inn Fields,
London, W.C.2

4. London

Mr. R. W. Billings

5.

Major J. C. Jackson

Mr. C. A Mills. 10 West Street, Dover

6. WEALD

Col. F. B. Burns, T.D.

7.

MKDWAY

Mr. F. C Cox

Mr. E. Maxwell 7 StoneStreet, Cranbrook,
Kent
Mr. H. A. J. Brand, S3 Delce Road,
Rochester

S

SLTTINGBOURNR

Col. D. J. Dean, v.c., T.D.

9.

RAMSGATK

Mr. C. F Fakley

DOVER

19. MARGATE

Mr. R. H. Harman

11. HYTHE

Col. J. V. R. Jackson

12.

CANTERBURY

Mr. L. F. Parratt

13.

HFRNE BAY

Mr. W. Stanard

14.

FOI.KESTONF.

15

DEAL

17.

FAVERSHAM

(

Major A. A. West
Mr. H. Taylor

15. SANDWICH

Cept. J. Green

Mr. W. Sinclair, 50 Hotnewood Avenue,
Milton Regis
Mr. B. F. Knott, 33 Brunswick Street,
Ramsgate
Mr. J. H. Shakeshaft, 14 Alexandra Road,
Broadstairs
Mr. L R. Peirce, 16 Frampton Road,
Hythe
Mr. J. J. Sharp, "Mylton", Tonford Lane,
Thanington, Canterbury
Mr. A. Trice, 23 Queen's Gardens, Heme
Bay
Mr. H. Fordred, 36 Fernbank Cresent,
Folkestone
Mr. D. II. Hart, 45 St. Barts Road,
Sandwich
Mr. W. F. Oram, 344 Middle Deal Road,
Deal
Mr. W. Drury, 2 Dorset Place, Faversham

13. BRIGHTON

Capt. R. J. Robertson

19.

Capt. W. M. Iverien, K.D. Mr. S. F Frederiksen, St. Hansgade,
4 Kobenhavn, N. Denmark

DENMARK

Major H. Milton, 118 Queen's Road,
Brighton

Meeting Datet and Places

First Saturday in each month, Somerset
Arms, 7 p.m.
Third Saturday in each month, Prince
Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, West
minster, 7.30 p.m.
First Thursday in each month, "Eagle
Hotel", London Road, Dover, 7.45 p.m.

Last Saturday in each month, The Two
Brewers,
High
Street,
Rochester,
7.30 p.m.
First Friday in each month, Drill Hall,
Fast Street, 7.30 p.m.
Third Friday in each month, Freemason'*
Tavern, Ramsgate, 8 p.m.
First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall,
Harley Square, 8'p.m.
Last Wednesday in each month, British
Legion Hut, 7.30 p.m.
First Friday in each month, Rhodaus Town,
Canterbury, 8 p.m.
Second Monday in each month, British
Legion Club, May Lodge, 8 p.m.
First Tuesday in each month, Drill Hall,
Shellons Street, 8 p.m.
First Tuesday in each month, Drill Hall,
8 p.m.

First Tuesday in each month, Royal
William, Faversham, 7.30 p.m.
Second Monday in each month, R.F.
Record Social Club, The College, Ditchling
Rise, Brighton, 8 p.m.
7th Day in each month, Keglebanens
Selskabslokaler Bernstorffsgade 7, Copen
hagen, 7.30 p.m.

GROUPS
(a)
(b)

Dover, Folkestone, Hythe, Deal
Ramsgate, Sandwich, Margate

(c) Canterbury, Heme Bay, Ashford, Weald
(d) Medway, Sittingbourne, Faversham

LADIES' GUILD
Preeident : HON. MRS. P. G. SCAVT.RTT
Branch
1.

LONDON

Chairman
Mrs. D. F. Spinner

Secretary
Miss M. J. Coley, Worcesters Lodge,
Ridge Hill, Nr. Barnet, Herts.

2.

DOVER

Mrs. J. Crookenden, J.P.

3. FOLKESTONE

Mrs. G. Wood, J.P.

Mrs. A. M. Foulkes, 25 Vale View Road,
Dover
Mrs. Kay Mantell, 5 Page Place, Folkestone

4. DEAL

Mrs. Fast

Mrs. G. Maxted, 143 Middie Street, Deal

5. MEDWAY

Mrs. King Holt

6.

Mrs. L. King

Mrs. M. Selleiis, 69 Priestfield Road,
Gillingham, Kent
Mrs. E. Partiss, 22 Bond Road, South
Ashford
Mrs. J Ravensdale, 10 Railway Terrace,
Sittingbourne

ASHTOHD

7. 9«TIINGBOUUNE

Mrs. M. E. Dean

[iii]

Meeting Dates and Places
First Saturday in each month, Prince
Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, S.W.I,
6.30 p.m.
First Thursday in each month, T.A.
Drill Hall, Liverpool Street, Dover, 3 p.m.
Every other Wednesday, Drill Hall, Shellons
Street, Folkestone, 3.30 p.m.
First Wednesday in each month, St.
George's Hall, High Street, Deal.
First Thursday in each month Foresters'
Hall. King Street, Gillingham, 2.30 p.m.
Second Wednesday in each month, The
Drill Hall, Ashford, 3 p.m.
Third Wednesday in each month, Drill
Hall. Fast Street, Sittingbourne, 6.45 p.m.

THE BUFFS (Royal East Kent Regiment)
Colonel-in-Chief : His Majesty Frederik IX, K. G., King of Denmark
Colonel: MajorGeneral Hon. P. G. .Scarlett, C.B., M .C , D.L., Stonegreen HallMersham, Nr. Ashford, Kent.
Same

CAPTAINS—continued
Court, D. N.
T/Maj., DAQMG., Scottih Command.
GordonWilson, N. F., M.B.E. T/Maj., G.S.O.2, War Office.
1st Bn.
Nash. T P.
1st Bn.
lTrcnch Blake, M. A. O'B.
1st Bn. Royal Sussex Regt., MELF.
Iliffe, R. O
Depot.
lladshar, G
Dunglinson, W. G. H.
... 13r. Mii. Missiou, Ethiopia.
... 1st Bn.
Barrett, D. P. R
G.SsO.3, Sudan.
Dent, T. E
... 1st Bn.
MacDonald. E. W. ...
Marshall, F. ...
IstBn.
1st Bn.
Dubois, G. E., M.C.
Peckham, A. D.
...
... att. Depot, Leave U.K.
1st Bn.
Squire, S. J. ...
...
Thorneycroft, F. E,
... War Office.
Willows, D. A.
2nd 13IJ. Parachute Regt.
Wilson, P. F.
... A.D.C., Conul., II.C. District.

Unit or Appointment
LIEUTENANTCOLONELS

§Dewar, M. P. D., M.B.E}. ... T/Col., G.S., E. Africa.
§ Parry, F. \V. I).
...
... T/'Col., H.C.Bde.
Oliver, G. E. F.f D.S.O. ... att. Depot.
MAJORS

... Div. Battle School, MELF.
Bruce, E. P. C., M.C.
... T/Col., School of Infantry.
Parrv, R. F., M.C. ...
... T/Lt.Col., 1st Bn.
Connolly, J. F., D.S.O.
... Depot.
Craig, B. H
... T/Lt.Col., 4th Bn.
Telf, A. G.
Craddock,R.W., D.S.O.,M .B.E. T/Brig., War Office
... T/Lt.Col., I.D.C.
Atkinson, J. G., O.B.E.
... 1st Bn.
Grace, H. R.
... War Office.
Scott, E..SM.B.E...
... 1st Bn.
Harris St. John, 13. J.
1st Bn. Royal Sussex Regt., MF.LF.
Lewis, P. T. ...
... 5th Bn. Nigeria Regt.
Bailey, N. T.
Udlmanii; E. T.. C., M.C. ... T/Lt.Col. M. A., Copenhagen.
... A.P.M., B.A.O.R.
Rawlings, A. C.
...
1st Bn. Roval Fusiliers B.A.O.R.
Horley, 13. M.
... 1st Bn.
May, j. F
... 1st Bn.
Ravenhill, R. A. C....
2/Jrd Bn. K.A.R., E. Africa.
Plumptre, P. B., M.B'E.
... 1st Bn. E. Surrey Regt.
Dendy, R. II.
1st Bn. Royal Fusiliers, B.A.O.R.
Lucas, J. P
... 3rd Bn. Parachute Regt.
Norris, N F. II. C. ...
W. Africa.
Majendie, A. E.
1st Bn.
Crichton, R. F., M.C.
... Adjt. Cambridge U.T.C. (T.A.)
McGrath, B., M.C. ...

Hamilton, C. M.
Gatehouse, H. R.
Phillips, L. M.
Griffin, C. J.
French, B.G.J.
Webber, J. W.
Pirn, A. H. E.
Brigstocke, W. F. ...
StratfordTuke, R. A.
Gillum, J. R.
Dalgliesh, A. R. F. ...
Grugeon, J. D.
Mullins, G. O.
MonckMason, G. V. S.

CAPTAINS

Blaxland, W. G.
Gay, A. W. ...
Montgomery, D.
Morgan, F. de R., M.C.
Poulsen, N. D.
Cox, E. G:, M.C. ...
Collins, H. A.
Critchley, L P.
Worts., J. B., M.C.
Semmence, R. G. H.
§ Supernumerary

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Broadley. A., M.B.E., T.D.
O'Gearv, M. G.
Euckeridge M.
Bailev, C. F., M.C
Ford, E. N. M.C
Minard, F. G.
Pickard, D. L. L, T.D.
Stewart, E. B.
Papworth, R. E.
Leates, M. M.C.
Todman, N. E. II
Brooke, C. W.
Sherwood, R. I>.
Pitkin, W. H.
... "
Carey, R., M.C.
Robertson, R. J.
Elliott, N
Ranslev, E. J., M.C.
McGrath, G. A
Bloomer, R. 31.

.

Staff College, Camberley.
2/3rd Bn. K.A.R., E. Africa.
T/Maj., 3rd Bn. Parachute Regt.
School ot Infantry.
G S.O.3, War Office.
G.S.O.3, FARELF.
4th Bn.
G.S.O.3, MELF.
Gold Coast Recruits Trg. Centre
1st Bn.

CAPTAINS

West, C. T. F.
Gatehouse; P. O. R.
Ward, M. W.
Dracopoli, M. P. St. F.
Williams, L. J., M.B.E.
Watts, E. H. F.
Kille, W. E.

1st Bn. Parachute Regt.
Language Course, London.
HQ. British Gurkhas in India, Barrack
pore.
1st Bn.
1st Bn.
1st Bn. Parachute Regt.
Depot.
1st Bn. Parachute Regt.
Depot.
1st Bn.
IstBn.
IstBn.
IstBn.
1st Bn.

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

2ND LIEUTENANTS

... IstBn.
... 1st Bn.
... 1st Bn.
... 1st Bn.

QUARTERMASTERS

...
...
...

Maj. (Q.M.), Depot.
Capt. (Q.M.), 1st Bn.
Capt. (Q.M.) 4th Bn.

Short Service Commissions

T/Maj., War Office.
att. Depot, Course, U.K.
3 A.B.T.C.
MELF.
att. Depot, Course, U.K.
4 Int. Tr. Team, S. Command.
T/Maj., D.A.D. Claims Commn., Hong
Kong.
13 Trav. Wing, W. Command.
1st Bn.
War Office.
9 Trav. Wing, E. Anglia Dist.
att. Depot, Leave U.K.
P.R.O.MELF.
War Office.
Aldershot District.
Depot.
1st Bn.
N. Ireland District.

LIEUTENANTS

CAPTAINS—continued
Delves, N. H.
HammondSeaman, H. L ... Malay Regt.
... W.O. 3 P.I.A.
Fakley, J. F.
Wilson, A. F. F.
... Depot.
Coote, A. D

Butcher, D.A.T.
Huntley, S. J.
Severn, P. H. K.
Barlow, W. B.
Roseberry, L S.
Thomas, E. B
Miuto, 1. G.,
Hicks, E. M. G.
Prentice, J. R.

...

LIEUTENANTS

War Office P.S.O.

... T/Capt. W. Africa.
... Inf. Div. Pro. Cov.
... T/Capt. D.A.P.M.", S.I.B./R.M.P.
... 1st Bn.
... 1st Bn.
2ND LIEUTENANTS

...

Depot
Depot

QUARTERMASTERS

Rowcliffe, T. A.,, Capt
Stone, J. H., Capt.
Corps, J., Capt.
4th Battalion

...
...

Brit. Mil. Mission, Saudi Arabia, MELF
Hong Kong.
Depot R., Norfolk Regt.

HON. COLONEL
4 th Bn. : Col. D. J. Dean, V.C., I.D., Woodcourt, 1 Fark Avenue, Sittingbourne, Kent.
LIEUTENANTS
LIE UTENANT COLONEL

J elf, A. G.
MAJORS

Hews, G. R. D., M.C., T.D.
Taylor, N. G. H.
Prestige, J. T. R.
Thorne, P. A., M.C.
Neville, F. G., M.C.
Tilleard, J. T. D.
Alexander, U. H. B., M.B.E.

Collins H. A. (Adjt.).
Hannah, W. H.
Balding, C. E. E.
Plunkett. P. N. P.
WatsonAlexander. B.

Bashall, T. H.
Fynmore, P. J.
Lees, H. D.
Eames, A. G.
Lewis, W. G. G.
Klean, P. II.
Pantony, D. A.

2ND. LIEUTENANTS

Bett, J. T.
Bennett, R. G.
Sambrook, J. R.
Wicker, D. A.
Crowdv, K\ E. L.
RoperCurzon, Hon., J. C. I.

. ^

QUARTERMASTER

Ki le, W. E, Capt. (QM)
CHAPLAIN

he Rev. A. N. B. Sugden, M.A., S.C.F.
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EDITORIAL

I

N order that this Journal may appear earlier in the month, it has been decided that the date for
notes and articles from contributors to reach the Editor's office shall be changed from the 10th
to the 1st of the month. By this means and providing that such contributors send in their
contributions by the date specified, it is hoped to produce the Journal by the middle of the current
month.
This alteration will take effect with the August number.
*

*

*

Major A. J. Peareth will be on leave from September 8th until the end of that month. His duties
as Editor of the Regimental Journal and Secretary of the Association will be undertaken by the
Administrative Officer.
Correspondents, whether on matters dealing with The Dragon or the Past and Present Association,
are requested to address such correspondence to the Editor or Secretary respectively, and not to
Major A. J. Peareth.
*

*

*

The BBC is broadcasting from the Tower of London on Thursday, 2nd August, 1951.
On this day the 1st Battalion The Buffs will be on duty and the Ceremony of the Keys will be
broadcast.
The ceremony takes place at 9.50 p.m. when 1st Battalion Drummers will be heard sounding
Last Post and the Band of the 1st Battalion will also be heard.

Personalia

B

RIGADIER and Mrs. J. G. Nicholson have
been staying with Colonel and Mrs. Parry,
during which time they attended the 1st
Battalion cocktail party. They return to Egypt
in September next.
*

*

Lieut.Colonel P. T. G. LyndenBell had the
misfortune recently to break his leg while upon
his gardening pursuits. After a week in hospital,
he has returned to his home and is making good
progress.
*

*

Lieut.Colonel E. H. Allen has recently under
gone an operation at the King Edward VII
Hospital, where he was most comfortably and
efficiently looked after. We are glad to know he
is making a good recovery.

*

*

Captain A. T. Farrow has recently had to
undergo an operation from which we are glad to
know he is making a good recovery. His son
has been accepted for entry into Whitgift School
and goes there in September,
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THE DRAGON
We regret to record the death, on July 7th, of
Mr. E. Skene. He served in the 8th Battalion in
the 191418 War and was a Life Member of the
Association, belonging to the London Branch.
*
#
*
ENGAGEMENT
MR. N. P. CAUSTON AND MISS B. L. KELSEY
The engagement is announced between Nigel,
son of Capt. L. P. Causton, M.C., and Mrs.
Caustqn, of Medstead, Hants., and Barbara,
younger daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. Griffith
Kelsey, of Hove, Sussex.
*

*

*

MR. F. B. PLUMPTRE AND MISS M. M. DEEDES

The engagement is announced between Fitz
walter Brook, elder son of the late Mr. G. B.
Plumptre and of Mrs. G. B. Plumptre, of Good
nestone, Canterbury, Kent, and Margaret
Melesina, youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Deedes, of Gait, Hythe, Kent.

Future Events
CIVIC FESTIVAL, Monday, 30th July to Saturday,

4th August.

CRICKET FESTIVAL, Saturday, 4th August to

Friday, 10th August.
REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY, 12th AugUSt.
8TH BATTALION, THE BUFFS (191418) ANNUAL
DINNER, Saturday, September 22nd, Union
Hotel, 11 Pimlico Road, London, S.W.I.
Applications to: Captain R. Waby, D.C.M.,
M.M., 33 Hayter Road, Brixton, London,
S.W.2.
LONDON BRANCH LADIES' GUILD DINNER, Saturday,
29th September.
THE BUFFS OFFICERS' REUNION CLUB SUPPER,
Friday, October 5th, 1951, 7 p.m., Rembrandt
Hotel.
6TH BATTALION, THE BUFFS (191418), ANNUAL
DINNER, Saturday, October 13th, 7.30 p.m.,
Talbbt Restaurant, London. Dress optional.
Tickets 10/. Applications to: R. W. Billings,
14 Hornfair Road, Charlton, S.E.7. Kent
Representative: A. W. Rennells, Unicorn Inn,
Bekesbourne, Nr. Canterbury.
1/4TH BUFFS (1914/1919) REUNION DINNER,
Saturday, October 21th, Drill Hall, St. Peter's
Lane, Canterbury. Further details will be
published later.
BUFFS GOLFING SOCIETY AUTUMN MEETING, Little
stone, Saturday, October 21th and Sunday,
October 2Sth,

Buffs Golfing Society
SUMMER MEETING
UNNINGDALE is, I sup
pose, one of the pleasantest
places for a day's golf, and
when the day is one of Sum
mer's best, the setting is com
plete. On arrival, one notes the
large army of Caddies waiting
for those brave enough, or rich
enough, to employ them. One
enters a veritable palace — or
so it seems to those unused
to such golfing splendours — of
a Club House where in the
changing rooms, attendants are
at hand to deal with one's equipment, if worthy
of attention.
Here it was that the Society held its Summer
Meeting on Sunday, 24th June, and it was a great
pity that more members did not turn out to enjoy
the amenities of this fashionable Club.
Sixteen stalwarts, however, paraded to meet
the Captain, Rabbit Hoare, and most of them
played around in the morning to create the
appropriate appetite for the good lunch which
followed. A glass of port, or its equivalent,
helped to stimulate the afternoon's efforts and
it was with a feeling of general wellbeing that
the real object of the exercise was undertaken by
the eight couples playing a Stableford Com
petition under handicap, which latter was further
increased for some by the lack of ability of their
partners.
It was not possible to follow the various
matches, but suffice it to say that it was all most
enjoyable, and our thanks are due to the members
of the Sunningdale Golf Club for making us
welcome, ahd to our Honorary Secretary for his
foresight in arranging for us to play there.
We were glad to see Colonel and Mrs. Lucas
walking round during the afternoon, and Capt.
and Mrs. Sinclair rounded off a good day by
very kindly inviting us to take wine with them at
their house at Weybridge on our various ways
home. Unfortunately, not all of us were able to
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RESULTS

Burn and Boyd
...
...
Pearson and Vertue
...
Hoare and Baron ...
...
Lamarque and Crookenden
Scott and Argles ...
...
Lummis and Watney
...
Coates and Robertson ...
Thomas and Sinclair

Points
30
27
26
25
25
22
20
19

THE DRAGON

Match v. Liphook G. C

1st July, 1951

On July 1st the eagerly awaited match versus
Liphook G.C. took place.
The popularity of this fixture was evident
from the numbers who responded to the
invitation. No fewer than 11 turned up. The
twelfth place was taken by an acting Buff for the
occasion. It really looked as if the Society was
beginning to recover its prewar vigour. One can
imagine the mute protests from the long neglected
bag of clubs, hidden away in some box room or
under the stairs, smiting the conscience of the
backslider. However that may be, 1 still know of
more than one conscience that could do with a
prick!
But all this is by the way, the eleven enthusiasts
who presented themselves to the Manager (our
eminent Captain) and, after being duly partnered,
battle was soon joined.
I always find Foursomes a great relaxation
from Singles. Concentration has an opportunity
to relax, it is more conversational, and at times
even lighthearted. For all that, the serious
nature of the business is only just below the
surface. If there is not the elation at the opponent
pitching headfirst into a bunker, felt in a Singles,
there is still a certain satisfaction.
The morning Foursomes then is a form of
"pipeopener" for the more serious event of the
afternoon, when as I overheard on the first tee,
"No quarter is asked for or given".
The weather on this occasion was almost
tropical. The course, as was to be expected, was
in first class order and lay before one with all its
wiles inviting one to destruction or success.
At two points the course crosses the main
road to Petersfield and Portsmouth, and here
the constant stream of motor bikes, 'buses and
cars whizzing along the road at breakneck speed
on the hot tarmac, formed a sharp contrast with
the sober gait of the golfers, pacing from hole
to hole on the green sward, unhurried, and in
complete calm and serenity. Fortunately we
each have our own ideas of bliss, and of the
two samples I know which one I prefer.
In these sylvan surroundings the matches were
decided. The results detailed below seem to show
that the B.G.S. did better in the afternoon when
the difference was only two matches, whereas in
the morning it was four matches to none.
This speaks well for the lunch, and indeed it
required no spokesman to proclaim its excellence.
We are indeed indebted to our charming hosts
for their hospitality in entertaining us, which we
all appreciated very much. 1 can only hope that
they will ask us again.
J.C.

FOURSOMES

Scott and Gillum

...

0

Burn and May
Crookenden and Boyd
Thomas and Lummis

i
i
0

Coates and Montgomery 0
Hoare and Sinclair ... 0

Clarke and Tufnell
(5/4)
1
J. Montgomery and
White
i
Walker and Lushington |
Crawford and Carse
(2/1)

1

Stack and Young (3/2) 1
Durston and Hocking
(6/5)

SINGLES

Scott
Gillum
Burn
May
Boyd
Crookenden ...
Thomas
Lummis (1 up)
Coates
Montgomery...
Hoare (4/3) ...
Sinclair

0
0
1
0
0
0

Clarke (4/2) ...
Tufnell (2/1)...
J. Montgomery
White (6/4) ...
Walker (4/2)...
Lushington (6/1)
Crawford
Carse
Stack
Young
Durston
Hyde

Match v. Team of Rye Members
On Sunday, 8th July, a team of eight members
of the Society assembled at Rye to play a match
against a team arranged by D. Murton Neale,
Esq. It is never quite certain who will be able to
turn out, and in this case our prospective team
was rather stronger than turned out to be the case
on the day. So it was that we had rather a hotter
side against us than we should have had.
However, it was a great occasion and a pleasure
to play again on this splendid course. It certainly
is a "Tigers" course and I fear much trouble was
experienced by some, not a few balls being lost.
The buildup of the team was facilitated by
Colonel Connolly, who produced no less than
six players out of the eight. The work of the
Hon. Secretary was thereby reduced to a
minimum.
We were most hospitably entertained by our
adversaries to lunch and tea, which was much
appreciated.
To those who played there in days gone by,
the alterations to the course are quite startling,
and make it very much more difficult. The
disappearance of the narrow guage railway is also
another familiar landmark that has been removed,
as also the little boys who stood at the many gates
on the road to the course who cadged pennies to
open the gates for one.
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The results of the match is subjoined and
show a rather crushing defeat that, however,
did not detract from the enjoyment.
J.C.

was able to give the Cadets some useful advice
on the care and maintehance of the drums.
The officers were entertained to lunch in the
Officers' Mess, while the cadets sat down to a
real soldiers' dinner* Where some of the smaller
SINGLES
ones stowed it all is quite beyond my com
F. G. C. Weare (2/1)... 1
H. R. Grace
D. Vidler (5/3)
... 1
J. Gillum
prehension!
A. G. Weare (7/5) ... 1
R. Ravenhill ...
During the afternoon the Cadets took the
J. L. S. Vidler...
... 0
J. Crookenden
R. Ross (7/6) ...
... 1
J. May
Drummers on at cricket. Although not quite up
J. H. Bledisloe
... 0
R. C. Lancaster
to County standard, both sides seemed to enjoy
A. V. Owen (7/6)
... 1
J* F. Connolly
the
game, which the Cadets won by a few runs
D. M. Murton Neale
G. E. F. Oliver
after their opening batsmen had made a doubtful
(2 up)
...
... 1
start. The pitch certainly helped to make for
brighter cricket, for once the ball hit the ground
there was no knowing where it would go. One
FOURSOMES
of the Drummers received a cracking blow on
F. G. C. Weare and
H. R. Grace and R.
the jaw by a "rocketer", a ball like the bird that
J. L. S. Vidler (3/2)
Ravenhill
rises straight up when flushed. Even with the
D. Vidler and A. G.
J. Gillum and J. May
aid of my long distance spectacles I couldn't see
Weare (3/2)...
if he retired hurt, but I was told he was out lbW.
R. Ross and J. H.
R. C. Lancaster and J.
Blesisloe (2/1)
Crookenden
A Cadet was about to take his turn at the wicket
A. V. Owen and D.
J. Connolly and G. E.
when a pal called out to him to put on a batting
Murton Neale
F.Oliver (3/2) ...
glove, adding that at least it makes you look
good.
The day's entertainment ended with a mess
room tea and large slices of NAAFI cake.
Not only was the visit a very enjoyable outing,
but of great instructional value to the Cadets.
HgOiir thanks are due to Colonel Connolly, who
gave his personal attention to making the day a
success; to Major Crichton, the Adjutant; and
Y kind permission of Lieut.^CoL J. F. no less to DrumMajor Moyes and his drummers.
Connolly, a party of five officers, which
P.N.H.
included Major A* Bell, the Officer Com
manding, two adult Warrant Officers and 30
Cadets, paid a visit to the 1st Battalion at Old *
Park Barracks on Sunday, 15th July.
As one of the main objects of the visit was to
encourage the Canterbury Cadet Band to greater
REGULAR ARMY
efforts, the programme opened with a display of
Lt. P. F. Wilson to be Capt., 4th July, 1951*
marching and playing by the Drums. And a very
fine exhibition it was. Not only was the marching,
EMERGENCY COMMISSION

covering and dressing excellent both in quick and
Lt. J. H. Jackson resigns his conimn., 27th June, 1951.
slow time, but the placing and stick work of the
NATIONAL SERVICE LIST
drumtriers was of a high order, while I have
22323582 Cadet Richard Taylor Ottley tp be 2nd Lt;,
seldom heard the flute section to greater
advantage. Before playing off with Lhe Regi 6th March, 1951.
mental March, we were treated to an intricate
TERRITORIAL ARMY
drum solo ably led by the leading sidedrummer.
The King has been graciously pleased to confer the
DrumMajor Moyes showed himself to be an award of the 4 4 Territorial Efficiency Decoration and 1st
absolute master of the Mace, and he is to be Clasp" upon the following officers:—
cpngpratulated in working up his Corps of Drums
Capt. (Hon. Maj.) V. G. Bourne, M.C.
to such a high standard of efficiency.
Maj. (Qr.Mr.) T. Burt, M.B.E., retired.
The parade was followed by a visit to the
The following Officer is awarded the 1st Clasp to the
barracks .andctq the Drummers'Roomy which is Efficiency Medal (Territorial):—
obviously still a show piece* :The
Lt. (Hon. Capt.) L. Forbes.

1st Army Cadet Force
Battalion, The Buffs
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"What Goes On"

T

each year to throw grenades, and to fire his
Rifle, the Bren Gun and the Sten in just the same
way as his friends in the Rifle Companies.
The life of a Signaller is therefore an interesting
and a varied one. After his initial training he
may either stay in the Platoon or return to his
Company as an operator. If he stays in the
Platoon he will in time operate a wireless set,
lay cables, work a telephone exchange, do office
duties or drive. On top of all this he will gain
a sound knowledge of Electricity and, if he is
interested, the amount that he can learn about
wireless is unlimited. Without any doubt a
place in the Signal Platoon is one of which a
soldier can be justly proud.

IV. SIGNALS AND SIGNALLERS

HE modern Signal Platoon has grown out
of all knowledge compared to its predecessor
of the last war. With the modern trend of
extreme mobility in war the need of good com
munications is of primary importance. The
answer has been found in a strong and well
equipped Platoon. On the Higher Establishment
the Platoon is commanded by a Captain, assisted
by a Subaltern, two Sergeants and five full
Corporals; the total strength is two Officers and
56 Other Ranks. Apart from these there are
22 driveroperators working wireless sets in the
Rifle Companies and in the Support Company
Platoons. These subunits must also find the
operators for their own 88 set nets.
The two wireless sets most used in the Infantry
Battalion are the 31 and 88. These are VHF
Frequency modulated sets, replacing the old
18 and 38 sets respectively. Their aim of complete
simplicity in operating has meant such complexity
in internal working that any repairs needed are
generally outside the scope of the selftaught
experts within the Platoon. Nevertheless, with
the care of seventy odd wireless sets, the Platoon
Storeman is a very busy man.
Perhaps one of the greatest changes in the
Platoon is the absence of Morse. No longer is it
included in the Classification course but reserved
solely for PostClassification experts. The reason
for this is that the new sets have no Morse
facilities. Perhaps this is a pity, for there are
many occasions when a flag or a lamp is of far
more use than a broken down wireless set.
But the one thing that has not changed, and
probably never will, is the weight of a drum of
cable. Linelaying is still one of the main
occupations of the Platoon. Although setting it
up can be hard work, the telephone is far less
temperamental than the wirless set and the labour
of laying the cables is well rewarded.
The scale of transport in the Platoon is very
generous. There are two Universal Carriers,
used for the forward control set and for line
laying, three jeeps, a 15 cwt. truck and a 3 ton
lorry, plus the inevitable motor cycles. All these
vehicles are driven and maintained by members
of the Platoon, so that any men who is M.T.
minded gets his chance to drive without becoming
a lost soul in the M.T. Platoon of H.Q. Company.
As always in the Infantry, the Signaller is an
Infantry soldier first and a specialist second.
His normal rifle training is not allowed to lapse,
and under normal conditions he gets his chance

*

O

*
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Albuhera Day,
Canal Zone

N Albuhera Day a very jolly reunion was
held for members of the Regiment at
present stationed in the Canal Zone.
The reunion took the form of a trip to the Blue
Lagoon, a favourite bathing spot opposite
Kabrit, where the water is cooler and cleaner
than at Fayid.
Most of the twentyseven people present were
exmembers of the 1st Battalion who moved to
Egypt after the Battalion left Khartoum last
year. At present they are scattered in penny
packets in extra regimentally employed jobs in
the Fayid/Ismailia area.
The first task was to concentrate everyone
ready to start early on the morning of the 16th
May. People living in Ismailia and surrounding
district spent the preceding night in G.H.Q. Camp
Group.
The morning of the 16th May dawned, as usual
in Egypt, with every promise of good picnic
weather. Later in the day it turned out that a
layer of low cloud was a heavensent blessing
which prevented us all from being frizzled alive
on the open spaces of Sinai.
Having collected food and drink for the day,
we arrived at Fanara Wharf at a quarterpast
eight.
It was a warm day but the sky was overcast
as we made the hour's trip to the far side of the
Lake. Once there we spent the morning swim
ming and playing games. Both are thirsty
occupations, so it was good to see the large pile
of icecool beer and minerals stacked under the
sunshade.

im
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At Junchtime wg were summoned by Mrs.
Critchley and Mrs. Munday, wife of C.S.M.
Munday, who had prepared an excellent picnic
luncheon. The only item missing from the
catering department was plates, which in the
loading had been left behind. However, by
cunning use of lids, containers and saucers, we
quickly overcame this apparent calamity. As
time passed, the buzz of conversation faded.
One by one forms fell into the horizontal position
and soon no sounds, save the regular breathing
induced by "Stella", disturbed the stillness of
the Sinai.
Later in the afternoon some people indulged in
games; others went beachcombing; others fell
back into the sea and others back to sleep!
Tea at four o'clock was welcome, and by five *
o'clock we were packing up ready to return to
Fayid.
It was an enjoyable day and a good opportunity
for meeting friends, some of whom have already
returned to England on release. Of the Regular
soldiers present, W.O. II Munday is C.S.M. of
No. 1 Company; Cpl. Fastbinder is on the
Regimental Police Stiff, and L/Cpl. Long is in
the Sports Stores, all in G.H.Q. Group Camp;
L/Cpl. Stevens sings to the detainees in the
Detention Barracks at Fanara.
Pte. Woodcock, now in the Middlesex Regi
ment, is also in G.H.Q. Group Camp.
Two members of the Royal Fusiliers and a
ColourSergeant in the Middlesex Regiment were
invited to join the Albuhera Day Party, but
unfortunately they were prevented from attending
owing to pressure of work.
L.p.e.
#

*
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Boys' Town—Modena

T

HERE are many exprisoners of war who
remember with deep gratitude the help given
them by the Italians, when they escaped
after the Allies made an armistice with Italy in
1943.
The penalty of helping escaped prisoners of
war was imprisonment, torture and death, and
yet thousands of simple, honest and very brave
Italians took that risk.
Today in Modena, Northern Italy, a Boys'
Town to accommodate 1,200 boys is being built,
and one of the houses is to be dedicated to the
memory of Don Elio Monari, a young priest
who was executed for the help he gave to British
escapers.
The opportunity has now come to repay in a
small Way the sacrifices made by Don Monari

and many others like him, who valued the cause
of freedom more than their own lives. An appeal
sponsored by Field Marshal Lord Alexander,
who commanded the Allied Armies in the Italian
campaign, has just been launched in Britain anf
the Commonwealth, and it is hoped that those
British prisoners who escaped and were helped
by the Italians, and also their friends and
relatives, will subscribe towards the £7,000
required to build the Don Monari house.
Any donations from our readers, sent care of
the Editor, Everybody's, 114 Fleet Street, London,
will be greatly appreciated and forwarded to the
Appeal Committee.

Lloyd's Patriotic Fund

T

HE Annual Report of Lloyd's Patriotic Fund just
issued shows that in the course Of the year 1,263
cases received benefit, the grants totalling £21,466.
Originally established during the Napoleonic Wars,
the bulk of the General Fund is expended in giving
regular assistance to widows, orphans and dependent
relatives of Officers and Men of the Army, Navy or
Marines killed in action or retired through ill health,
caused by War or foreign service. Most of those receiving
regular assistance from the General Fund are dependents
of Officers and Men who fought in campaigns prior to
1914 and it is interesting to note that the Trustees are at
present helping a few dependents whose relatives fought
in the Crimea and Indian Mutiny. Indeed one such lady
is now in her 96th year !
In addition to the graoting of annual awards, the
Trustees are also able to help with a temporary grant to
tide over an emergency, but it has always been the aim
of Lloyd's Patriotic Fund to effect permanent betterment
in the circumstances of a few, rather than togive temporary
grants to a large number. The Trustees can also help
with education by nominating children to certain Navy
and Army schools.
To come to more recent events and to one of the Fund's
main activities is the Naval War Fund. Originally
established in 1915 from a special collection at Lloyd's
it has been augmented by substantial help from King
George's Fund for Sailors. From that Fund the Trustees
are able to help in the maintenance and education of tie
children of Naval Officers who have been killed in action
or whose deaths were as a result of service in the recent
war. It is a source of gratification to the Trustees to know
that their intention that the children should receive as
good an education as would have been the case had their
dathers lived, is being attained in many cases.
Dependents of Officers of the Fleet Air Arm are also
assisted in a similar way from a separate Fund known
as the Corporation of Lloyd's Air Force Fund.
The work of Lloyd's Patriotic Fund, started in 1803,
is, therefore, still being carried on after its inception
nearly 148 years ago, and although there are now in
corporated in the Fund several other trusts, including the
South African War Fund, the original General Fund still
claims the greatest interest and is worthy of the most
generous support.
Full particulars of the work of the Fund can be obtained
from the Secretary at the office in Lloyd's Building, No. 3,
Lime Street, London, E.C.3,
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REGULAR FORCES EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIATION, 14 HOWICK
PLACE, S.W.I

T

HE following passage is an extract from an article
in the Illustrated London News of 19th May written
by Dr. Arthur Bryant, the historian. The first part
of the article was a tribute to the gallantry of the men of
the Gloucestershire Regiment in Korea. The extract is
reproduced by kind permission of the Illustrated London
News and the author.

"In all three Services the Regular is the permanent
backbone without which the Force could not have its
being. This priceless national asset—one which has
saved Britain and the cause of human liberty and civilis
ation again and again—is achieved through the service
and sacrifice of the individual. One such sacrifice arises
when a man embraces as his wholetime profession a
calling which at a comparatively early age ceases, leaving
him, usually with no more than a very small pension,
to find a new career and livelihood. By that time it is
often exceedingly difficult for him to do so, and in the
past the gravest hardship and injustice has often been
inflicted for these reasons on men of the highest character
and achievement who have served their country un
flinchingly and whose further capacity and desire for
usefulness has been callously, if unconsciously, ignored
by their fellowcountrymen. The frustration and sense
of bitterness that this has sometimes caused can be well
imagined.
The National Association for the Employment of
Regular Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen came into existence
sixtyfive years ago for the resettlement in civil life of
Regular soldiers, and its scope was extended in 1922 to
include sailors and airmen. During the war years it also
served to assist any man to find employment who had
served for not less than two years and whose assessment
in the Service had been at least "Good". The men whom
the Association exists to resettle are, therefore, invariably
of high and proved character, and its work is as beneficial
to the employer of labour as it is to the richly deserving
men for whom it works. The Association's functions
are carried out by trained professional "jobfinders", all
retired Naval, Army and Air Force officers or other ranks
who, over a long period of years, have built up in their
respective areas a fund of goodwill and confidence, based
on the quality and character of the men they have recom
mended, and who, knowing from long experience the
particular needs and outlook of discharged Service men,
interview applicants for work either in their own offices
or in special rooms set aside for their work by the Ministry
of Labour in the Employment Exchanges. It is the duty
of these invaluable intermediaries to discover and follow
up every possible opening for permanent resettlement in
civil life that may prove suitable for exRegulars, and to
overcome the many obstacles and prejudices that in the
past have stood in the latter's way in this unmilitary
country. This work has made giant strides in the past
generation, and has long been recognised by the Ministry
of Labour and, more recently, by the Trade Unions, who
have shown much and growing goodwill towards the
solution of a problem which at one time had seemed almost
insoluble. Some Government Departments have been
particularly sympathetic, notably the Post Office, which

has long entrusted to the Association the responsibility
for maintaining rosters and submitting exRegulars to
the Department for posts of established postmen. What,
however, is needed—and this is a national responsibility
resting in the last resort on Parliament and public
opinion—is a clear recognition by the nation and its
Treasury that service in the Regular Armed Forces of
the Crown should rank for purposes of continuous pay,
promotion and pension in the same way as service in or
under any other of His Majesty's Ministries, There is
no reason in either logic or equity why a Civil Servant
should be better treated than one who, enlisting in the
regular service of the Crown, offers to his country, not
only his wholetime service, but his very life. Service in
the Regular Armed Forces should cease to be—as it so
often has been—a liability to a man's future and be made
what it so richly deserves to be—an asset. Those who
embrace it should be given, like other servants of the
Crown, the opportunity of an integrated career."
#
#
#
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An Apple a Day

ODAY'S servicemen have a grocer resourceful
enough to send "live" milk any distance in case of
need, who can be relied on to meet the strangest
emergencies, who supervises the turnips from field to
table, and who buys from his own customers.
While the international road to Berlin was closed an
urgent demand was received from Berlin for a shegoat
in milk. A goat answering to this description was located
in Holland, escorted through the Russian Zone on a
''diplomatic" pass with a ladyinwaiting en route for
Berlin. This was one of the less routine tasks performed
by Produce Procurement Branch of NAAFI Supplies
Department.
NAAFI'S greengrocery trade is one of the most
enterprising, well organized and versatile in the world.
In the U.K. it provides the fruit, vegetables and milk
messing requirements of the Army and the Royal Air
Force. It is in the unique position of sometimes buying
from, as well as selling to its customers, via the Forces'
gardening schemes.
The Army and R.A.F. have agricultural and horti
cultural schemes and the produce of spare land on camps
and airfields is consumed by the units, but the seeds
are supplied by NAAFI, who also frequently buy produce
surplus to the Units' needs. For the embellishment of
camps and stations NAAFI seels flower bulbs and seeds,
as also grass seed or turf for service sports grounds from
tennis courts to soccer pitches, fertilizers to encourage
growth and insecticides to discourage pests.
Fruit and vegetables are the main if not the only natural
source of vitamin C. Green vegetables, potatoes, tomatoes,
oranges and strawberries are good examples. Vitamin A
is present in good quantities in some of them, e.g. carrots,
swedes and oranges. Thus Army dieticians have provided
for the inclusion of substantial quantities of vegetables
and some fruit in the daily menu.
Boiled beef and carrots are still on the menu but the
variety has increased greatly since the war, due to the
resumption of imports and maintenance of home pro
duction above prewar levels which together have brought
prices within every day reach.
Cauliflower is usually featured in the monthly list of
messing items and tomatoes are available throughout
the greater part of the year. Like everyone else, NAAFI's
forecasts can be, and sometimes are, upset by the weather.
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56.2
6.6
Coconut
13.0
43.5
29.8
Peanut
7.4
60.7
18.2
Walnut
3.4
In addition the vitamin and mineral content is com
paratively high, varying with the different nuts. Almonds
are relatively rich in vitamin A, and the brazil and peanut
in B. Nut kernels are well supplied with minerals, the
phosphoric content comparing favourably with that of
cereals, a fairly high percentage of potassium, and calcium,
sodium, magnesium and iron.
There is a small but steady demand for nuts throughout
the greater part of the year, but at Christmas time they
become an essential and important addition to the festive
fare and scores of tons are wanted. Brazils, the most
popular of ^11, are fresh and milky when they arrive
during the summer months and have to be "conditioned"
in warehouses to allow some of the moisture to evaporate
to prevent mould and allow the nuts to mature. Of non
messing items the serviceman's choice in one place cannot
be taken as an indication of his preference elsewhere, a
noteworthy example being the inexplicable sale of 1,400
coconuts in a few weeks in the restaurant at Shorncliffe.

Heavy winter rains delay work on the farms and certain
vegetables may not then be freely available in all districts.
The basic consumption of potatoes by the Forces is
roughly four "spuds" per man, but hungry young National
Servicemen and"Z" Reserve summer campers, stimulated
by the country air, want additional helpings ^nd NAAFI
is able to provide them for these uniformed Oliver Twists.
Ten ounces of potatoes and nine ounces of raw onion is
claimed by vegetarians to equal the same quantity of
beef steak. Perhaps the serviceman has become convinced
by Dr. Edith Summerskill's consolatory speeches. . .
i.e. one pound of nuts is 3£ times better than an egg, and
similar Strachey multiplication tables. Even Shakespeare
was not immune to such theoretical persuasions, since
he wrote, "He who sleeps—dines". But then he woke
up to days when one lunch equalled the British meat
ration for a calendar year. . . .
NAAFI does not cater specially for service vegetarians,
but does have to cater for varied appetites in all parts
of the world.
So while she does not provide pip water, dandelion
coffee and nasturtium salad, the NAAFI club and canteen
manageress bears in mind those of Britain's 117,000
vegetarians who may be uniformed, and provides numbers
of varied salads winter and summer.
Fruit is always welcome and many young Servicemen
pop into the NAAFI during a halfhour break to stuff
their pockets with apples and pears. Grapes and peaches
were once luxuries beyond the reach of the Serviceman,
but nowadays there are times when excellent quality
grapes from South Africa, Greece and Italy, and peaches
from Italy, all at reasonable prices, are eagerly bought.
Dessert dates which contain up to 60 per cent, of sugar
and three to five times as many calories as any other fruit
eke out the sweet ration.
Dried fruits—figs, dates and currants—are an extremely
valuable addition to the menu with 65—75 per cent,
sugar content. Service units have the option of drawing
fresh or dried fruit, subject to availability.
For many years traders and scientists have been working
to provide us with summer fruits and vegetables all the
year round. In addition to importing from countries with
seasons earlier, later or the opposite of our own, progress
has been made in extralow temperature storage, and
today NAAFI provides quick frozen peas, beans, straw
berries, raspberries, melons, fruit salads and many other
varieties to units on request.
Servicemen under 18 years of age were among the
specially entitled persons for whom bananas were always
available when allocated under the Ministry of Food's
scheme. The lifting of the restrictions means that imports,
which at present show no increase, will have to go farther,
but the Ministry have stated that efforts being made in
the Colonies to produce more of this fruit will, in time,
catch up with the demand. When a child in Germany
was sick with Coeliac disease doctors appealed for bananas
which were to be part of her treatment and which, at the
time, were unprocurable there. A word to the local
NAAFI was passed to London Headquarters. This
arrived between allocations, but a small quantity was
located in the U.K. and, with the cooperation of the
R.A.F., flown to Germany within a few hours.
Nuts are an important source of food and we are
assured by the people who claim to know that they have
the following content :—
Water
Protein
Fat
Almond
4.8
21.0
54.9
Brazil
4.7
17.4
65.0
Barcelona
5.7
12.9
64.0

The demands of many thousands of customers are
catered for by 15 Area Produce Buyers and their small
staffs situated in strategic positions. This facilitates a
wide choice of supplies—local sources, ports of entry
and all principal markets, including Covent Garden. In
various parts of the country there are specialist production
areas—e.g. apples from Kent, Essex, Sussex, broccoli
from Cornwall—and, when conditions are favourable,
the Buyers in those areas will despatch to other areas.
The most suitable forms of transport are chosen to ensure
delivery of the goods in the freshest possible condition.
NAAFI runs its own school where knowledge of all
commodities and service to its customers are the key
notes. Here District Managers learn about vegetable
characteristics, method of presentation, and the well
dressed stand which is every shop manager's objective.
At any one of these 500 shops the serviceman's wife and
family has a greengrocer on the spot, and in a number of
cases a free delivery service is provided. The rarer fruits
and vegetables for which there may not be a regular
demand can always be provided at reasonable notice.
Quick frozen produce is being introduced experimentally
into certain shops which are being remodelled and whose
demand is likely to be sufficient to justify the provision
and maintenance of the rather expensive equipment.
All the world loves flowers and it is often only expense
that prevents their wider use. Here NAAFI has been
able to provide its customers with flowers and pot plants
at reasonable prices. The aspidistra has given way to
more graceful ferns and hanging baskets are not infre
quently seen in R.A.F. messing halls. A "Say it with
Flowers" scheme is also run for the benefit of servicemen
wishing to mark events and occasions.
Fresh milk is popular particularly with the young
serviceman. Pasteurized milk is available to him in all
restaurants and canteens in the United Kingdom. Fresh
milk which was at one time available for messing only
during the summer period is now provided all the year
round, though there are still some of the old school who
nostalgically recall the condensed milk concoction
affectionately known as "sergeants' tea".
NAAFI endeavours to meet the needs and whims of
the services at every point of the globe. But recently a
request from an R.A.F. station in NorthWest London
for a buck rabbit and two does, live, was discreetly refused.
It was indicated to the Group Captain that NAAFI is
anxious to guarantee results on all supplies, and in this
case felt that such assurance could not reasonably be given !
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THE DRAGON

1st Battalion

T

HE month of June will
probably be remembered
by most of us for the
number of hours spent on
the barrack square under the
eagle scrutiny of Drill Ser
geant Jelley of the Cold
stream Guards. It did not
take any of us very long to
appreciate his full worth;
not a few of us have had,
quite rightly, the rough side
of his tongue turned in our
direction; and all of us have
undoubtedly benefited by his
presence and by his in
structional ability. As these words are written,
the proof of it all is still to come, but already
some of us are not a little anxious about the
ordeal that lies ahead. For Guard Commanders,
in particular, there seems such a great deal that
has to be remembered; in Drill Sergeant Jelley's
immortal words: "Unless you know the blasted
sequence of events off pat, you'll find yourselves
marching into 'yde Park".
In the intervals, much has been going on.
Rifle meetings, cricket matches — on all levels
and including the Regimental Week at Canter
bury — comings and goings of Officers to and
from Courses, the Regimental Dinner, visits to
London to watch guard mounting ceremonies,
and to Lingfield and Folkestone for other, quite
different, reasons — all these have made the days
of June go swiftly by, days memorable for their
warmth and sunshine.
Departures and arrivals have been few during
the past month. Lieut. N. F. Griffin's twoyear
attachment to the Battalion came to an end;
for about half that time he had acted as M.T.O.
and all of us were sorry to see him go. We wish
him the best of luck in his own Corps, the
R.A.O.C. Lieut. French, after but a brief stay
with us, has moved across into the other side of
Old Park Barracks, to take up the duties of
"Camp Comedian" at H.Q. Infantry Brigade.
To him, too, we offer our best wishes. It is with
considerable pleasure that we welcome Capt.
C. G. Cowan, from our affiliated Regiment the
Queen's Own Rifles of Canada, on his arrival
for a 10 weeks' attachment. His choice of time
is a good one and it is more than pleasant to be
able to keep affiliation's knot so tightly tied with
visits such as his.

A party of Officers attended Lieut. C. J.
Griffin's wedding, in the middle of the month.
From all accounts the ceremony appears to have
gone without let or hindrance and we now look
forward to having him and his wife with us at
Dover.
All the silver, of both Officers' and Sergeants'
Messrs, has now returned to roost after its
sojourn in London. There is no doubt at all
that the Goldsmiths and Silversmiths Co. have
done their job admirably, and it is a real joy to see
both Messes once again properly equipped.
The important thing for us to try and do now is
to keep them so, and to restrain ourselves when
the urge to commit some extraordinary and sense
less act of vandalism descends upon us.
And so to London, about which more next
month. For the sake of the records, however,
here is a list of the Officers, Warrant Officers and
Senior N.C.O.'s who will be with the Battalion
during our month in Wellington Barracks:—
*
*
*
Battalion H.Q.—Lt.Col. J. F. Connolly, D.S.O., Majors
H. R. Grace, R. A. C. Ravenhill, R. F. Crichton, M.C.,
Lieut. J. R. Gillum.
"A" Company.—Major J. F. May, Capt. G. E .Dubois,
M.C., 2/Lieuts. G. V. S. MonckMason, E. H. Salmon,
D. C. F. Bateman.
"2?" Company.—Major B. J. Harris St. John, 2/Lieuts.
M. P. St. F. Dracopoli, R. E. Smith (R.A.E.C.), R. T.
Ottley, M. V. Hay ward.
"C" Company.—Major M. A. O'B. ffrench Blake,
Capt. D. P. R. Barrett, Lieut. I. G. Minto, 2/Lieuts.
C. T. F. West, P. O. R. Gatehouse, D. F. L. Turner,
G. P. Gardiner.
"5"' Company.—Capt. R. G. H. Semmence, Lieuts.
A. R. F. Dalgliesh, J. D. Grugeon.
H.Q. Company.—Capts. G. A. McGrath, E. F. H.
Watts (Q.M.), E. W. Macdonald (M.T.O.), Lieut. N. F.
Legge (R.S.O.).
W.O.s.—W.O. I E. Weeks, W.O. lis W. Howe, H.
White, G. Faulkner, H. Russell, R. Callaway, E. Johnson,
A. Maker.
Senior N.C.Os.—C/Sgts. E. Miles, G. Fagg, C. Webb,
J. Seymour, E. Brown, G. Berrett, Sgts. R. Diamond,
G. Stremes, D.F.M., N. Larkings, V. Baldwin, W. Dutton,
K. Giblett, J. Villhaber, R. Partridge, R. Cockerton,
E. Gardner, J. Smissen, W. Wilson, T. Jameson, A. Noy,
M. Marsh, R. Fusco, P. Bollard, P. Floyd, R. Brice,
A. Horswell, J. Middleton, E. Knight, H. Bradley, M.
Clarke, W. Lawrence, W. Jackson, L. Ivory, G. Moyes,
H. Press.
*

*

*

SUMMARY OF BATTALION CRICKET RESULTS
19TH MAY V LITTLE CRESSINGHAM. Lost by 26 runs.
Little Cressingham 93 (Pte. Fuller 413, Sgt. Hubbard
411); The Buffs 67 (Lieut. Legge 24).
5TH JUNE V GRENFELL C.C. Won by 8 wickets. Grenfell
C.C. 100 (2/Lieut. Gardiner 423, Major Grace 320);
The Buffs 131 for 8 (having batted on) (Lieut. Legge 45,
Major Ravenhill 53).
13TH JUNE V "K" DIV. KENT COUNTY CONSTABULARY.

Won by 40 runs. The Buffs 115 (Lieut. Legge 73); " K"
Div. Police|75.
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15TH JUNE V TRINITY HALL, CAMBRIDGE. Won by 3
wickets. Trinity Hall 102 (Sgt. Hubbard 532, Lt.Col.
Connolly 213, 2/Lieut. Bateman 35); The Buifs 126
(having batted on) (Lieut. Legge 40, Lt.Col. Connolly
28, 2/Lieut. West 22).
16TH JUNE V TILMANSTONE COLLIERY. Won. The Buffs
100 (Capt. Macdonald 29, Lieut. Legge 20); Tilmanstone
Colliery 86 (Bowers 30, Capt. Macdonald 631).
21ST JUNE V ST. LAWRENCE C.C. Drawn. St. Lawrence
130 (Attenbosson 28, Hutchison 22, Pettit 20; Capt.
MacDonald 219, Sgt. Hubbard 220, 2/Lieut. West 223);
The Buffs, 128 for 6 (Major ffrench Blake 58 n.o., Lieut.
Legge 24; Pettit 329, Heyer 221).
26TH JUNE V SOUTHAMPTON WEDNESDAY. Washed out
by Rain.
29TH JUNE V H.M.S. "OPPORTUNE". Lost by 5 wickets.
The Buffs 58; H.M.S. Opportune 103 (having batted on)
(Turrell 41; Capt. Dubois 410, Lieut. Gillum 319,
2/Lieut. Bateman 213.
3RD JULY V DUBLIN UNIVERSITY C.C. (Touring Team).
Drawn. Dublin University 201 for 9 (Roe 54 n.o.,
Rombant 32 n.o., Murphy 31; Major Grace 363, Sgt.
Hubbard 246) ; The Buffs 143 for 8 (Major ffrench Blake
32, 2/Lieut. Bateman 28; Rombaut 349, Warke 347).
1ST BATTALION, THE BUFFS V "K" DIV. KENT COUNTY
CONSTABULARY

On Wednesday, June 13th, a weakened Battalion side
visited Deal to play "K" Div. Kent County Constabulary,
which resulted in a win for the Battalion by 40 runs.
Capt. MacDonald won the toss and we went in first
against some fairly accurate bowling. We started late
in the afternoon and time was the important factor
throughout. Lieut. Legge gave us a fine display of batting
and speed between the wickets in a not chanceless innings
of 73. The mainstay of the side, he received useful support
from Capt. MacDonald who scored a steady 17 not out
and 2/Lieut. Snowden who contributed eleven quick runs.
We finished off the innings, after an excellent tea, by
declaring with a total of 115 for seven wickets.
Some steady bowling from our opening bowlers, Capt.
MacDonald and 2/Lieut. Gardiner brought four quick
wickets, followed by some fast accurate deliveries from
2/Lieut. Bateman, which pinned down the middle batsmen
when they were beginning to score more freely. Our
opponents' last batsmen put up gallant stands and the
time question pressed. However their innings was finally
brought to a close during the last over of the game, when
2/Lieut. Snowden took a brilliant running catch off one
of 2/Lieut. Ward's slow medium deliveries.
Scores.—The Buffs 115 (Lieut.
73); "K" Div.
K.C.C. 75.

Trinity Hall elected to bat first, and soon Wright cut
a ball beautifully past third man for a boundary whereupon
the Colonel decided that boundaries were going to be too
frequent and ordered the boundary flags to be moved
back "at least fifteen yards"—an unusual piece of games
manship which came to fruition, for in the very next over
Wright was lbw to Sgt. Hubbard—doubtless much dis
concerted ! Kerr showed that he could smite the ball;
Kinsey produced some nice strokes before losing patience
and finally Thomson suggested that he was worthy of a
more exalted position in the batting order with some
weird but effective blows, but apart from this Sgt. Hubbard,
the wiliness of the Colonel and a few devastatingly in
accurate overs from 2/Lieut. Bateman were too much
for our opponents and they were all out shortly after
luncheon for a total of 102.
The Buffs lost a wicket with only 3 runs on the board
but Lieut. Legge and Major Grace took the total to 31
before the latter holedout in his favourite position in the
neighbourhood of the bowler's wicket. Capt. Barrett
was run out cheaply and then Lieut. Legge succumbed for
a most useful and attractive 40 runs. He has proved
himself a most sound lefthander, invariably in form
and with a pleasing variety of strokes. 2/Lieut. West had
a short spell at the wicket and included in his 22 a straight
drive for 6 which tempted him into a similar stroke which
was his downfall. Major ffrench Blake and Capt. Watts
were soon back in the pavilion and it was left to the Colonel
and 2/Lieut. Snowden to see us past our opponents'
total. They then hit out, the Colonel bringing his total
to 28 before being clean bowled by Cpl. Dean.
For our opponents Wright bowled excellently through
out and his analysis reads 17 overs, 9 maidens, 3 wickets,
43 runs, and Kinsey, too, was commendably steady;
their fielding was always tidy and Cpl. Dean was a menace
close to the wicket.
TRINITY HALL

Wright, lbw, b Hubbard
McKeag, b Hubbard ...
Kerr, b Bateman
ColemanSmith, c and b Hubbard
Gurner, b Hubbard
Kinsey, b Hubbard
James, lbw, b Bateman
Gillum, b Connolly
Yonge, b Bateman
Dean, st ffrench Blake, b Connolly
Thomson, not out
Extras

4
6
29
3
4
14
4

7

0

6

12

13

102

Total ...

Bowling:—Sgt. Hubbard 532, 2/Lieut. Bateman 35,
Lt.Col. Connolly 213.

1ST BATTALION THE BUFFS V TRINITY HALL, CAMBRIDGE

Won by 3 wickets.
This was a most enjoyable game played under very
pleasant conditions: a hot sun and a cool breeze to
temper the strength of the sun. Trinity Hall were unable
to field a full team owing to University Commitments
and an argument between a motorcycle and a heavy
lorry, and Lieut. Gillum became a Cantab for the occasion
six months prematurely, together with Lieut. Yonge, the
M.O. and Cpl. Dean. In the end we won by three wickets,
but this event was scarcely noticed in the leisurely
atmosphere that prevailed throughout the game. So
leisurely was it in fact that the SecondinCommand
indulged in a postprandial nap and missed the first two
or three overs after luncheon !
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2/Lieut. Bateman, run out
Lieut. Legge, lbw, b Wright ...
Major Grace, c and b Wright
Capt. Barrett, run out ...
2/Lieut. West, c ColemanSmith, b Kinsey
Major ffrench Blake, b Kinsey
Capt. Watts, b Wright
2/Lieut. Snowden, st McKeag, b Kerr
Lt.Col. Connolly, b Dean
2/Lieut. Gardiner, not out
Sgt. Hubbard, b Dean
Extras
Total

3
40
13
T
22

2
3
8
28

0
0

6

. 126

Bowling:—Wright 343, Kinsey 226, Dean 24, Kerr 11.

THE DRAGON
In a thrilling match at Old Park on June 21st the
Battalion failed by three runs to beat the St. Lawrence
Cricket Club.
St. Lawrence won the toss and elected to bat. Mackenzie
and Pettitt began quite satisfactorily, until with the total
at 28 the latter was clean bowled by Capt. Macdonald,
who was making the ball do surprising things on a lifeless
wicket.
Two more wickets fell almost immediately, but any
ideas of an early collapse were dispelled by Ken Hutchison
—an old friend of the Battalion in Hong Kong days from
the 2/6 G.R.—who hit the ball with some relish. He was
finally dismissed to a splendid catch in the slips.
The score was all the time jogging along quite happily
and the innings closed for a useful amount. Attenborrow
played a valuable part until he danced down the wicket
to hit the Colonel out of the field, but paid the supreme
penalty for failing to connect.
Our visitors were unlucky to have only ten batsmen,
as the eleventh—believed to have been Colonel Jelf—was
not in attendance.
The Battalion, then, were set the task of scoring 131
runs in something under two hours. 2/Lieut. Bateman
fell in the third over, and Major Grace at once showed
that he was depending on the fielders to an unusual extent.
Two snicks—one to first slip and one to leg slip—and a
prod in the general direction of short leg's left hand left
him still at the wicket. He then cleared his throat, as it
were, with two boundaries, but soon after holed out to
midoff, who made no mistake about the catch.
Lieut. Legge was not at his best either, and the ball was
passing the bat too many times for comfort. But he had
made some useful runs before he was struck on the pads
once too often.
Meanwhile 2/Lieut. West had been and gone, and almost
at once Cpl. Weatherall and the Colonel were back in the
pavilion—or would have been if there was one. So defeat
seemed highly probable when Lieut. Gillum joined Major
ffrench Blake with 6 wickets down for a meagre 60 runs.
But the illustrious ffrench Blake played another of his
splendid innings, and Gillum managed to stop the straight
ones, and occasionally to connect with the crooked ones.
So the score doubled itself and Major ffrench Blake passed
his fifty.
And so to the last over with 18 runs needed for victory
and all to play for. The batsmen strove hard, but 15 runs
were all that could be squeezed out, which was just not
enough. So the match ended in a flurry of excitement
and a draw.
Major ffrench Blake deserves special mention. His
innings in this match contained 2 sixes and 7 fours, and
it is rumoured that his average to date this season is in
three figures.
Finally, as Mr. Rex Alston says to save time, here is
the full scorecard.
ST. LAWRENCE C.C.

P. A. Mackenzie, lbw, b Macdonald
E. B. Pettitt, b Macdonald
...
F. Poynter, c ffrench Blake, b Grace
L. Lafitte, c Grace, b Hubbard
K. M. Hutchison, c Connolly, b Hubbard ...
G. B. Heyer, b West
E. Pratt, lbw, b West
N. H. Attenborrow, st ffrench Blake, b Connolly
R. Huggett, not out
G. Sinker, run out
Extras (b. 1)
Total

10
20
7
6
22
5
4
28
17
10
1
130

Bowling:—Macdonald 82192, Grace 101431,
Hubbard 9.53202, West 71232, Connolly 50271,
Dean 2070.
1ST BATTALION THE BUFFS
2/Lieut. D. C. F. Bateman, b Pettitt
5
Lieut. N. F. Legge, lbw, b Heyer
24
Major H. R. Grace, c Huggett, b Pettitt
... 14
2/Lieut. C. T. F. West, c Sub., b Pettitt
...
0
Major M. A. O'B. ffrench Blake, not out
... 58
Cpl. Weatherall, c Sub., b Heyer
3
Lt.Col. J. F. Connolly, st Lafitte, b Mackenzie
4
Lieut. J. R. Gillum, not out
19
Extras (b.l)
1
Total (6 wickets)

... 128

Capt. E. W. Macdonald, Cpl. Dean and Sgt. Hubbard
did not bat.
Bowling:—Pettitt 100293, Attenborrow 51310,
Heyer 81212, Mackenzie 92321, Huggett 20140.
MATCH V DUBLIN UNIVERSITY CRICKET CLUB

Outside assistance had to be sought for this match
since some of the stalwarts of the Battalion side, notably
Lt.Col. Connolly, Major Ravenhill and Capt. Macdonald,
were otherwise committed, and the Band was giving us
musical encouragement, which was much appreciated by
both sides. 2/Lieut. Bushby and 2/Lieut. Prentice from
the Brigade Depot and two representatives from the
Border Regiment were brought in to offset the reputed
strength of our opponents; rumour had it that four of
their members played for the Gentlemen of Ireland
although in fact only two of them did ! The match was
played on the Depot Ground at Canterbury.


After some alarms and excursions we took the field
some twenty minutes late. It was a glorious day, almost
too hot at times but with a strong breeze which made
strenuous cricket tolerable. The wicket was playing fast
but true and there was every promise of a high scoring
game. Sgt. Hubbard in his first over surprised batsman
and slips alike with a delivery that sped past outstretched
hands like a bullet, but in the same over he caused one to
pop up and a catch went to 2/Lieut. Prentice in the gully.
No further wicket seemed likely for the batsmen seemed
full of confidence and were middling the ball, as indeed
they were throughout the whole batting order—a most
depressing state of affairs. However Major Grace had
Jaffey flicking at a ball that moved away slightly and
2/Lieut. West got a hand to it as it passed wide to his
left at second slip. The next wicket fell some twenty
runs later when Major ffrench Blake took a catch at the
wicket, followed by another when a second catch went
to 2/Lieut. West in the slips. Major Grace clean bowled
Warke who was reputed to be the best bat in the side,
though patently out of practice, with a beauty that came
back, and Sgt. Rainford (Borders) took a brilliant running
catch to put us in a very favourable position—88 runs on
the board and seven wickets down. The fielding had been
keen and steady with 2/Lieut. Bushby outstanding.
After luncheon we became optimistic when Major
ffrench Blake stumped Harrison off Major Grace's
bowling, but Murphy and Roe put on thirty for the
ninth wicket, and then Roe went on to complete his
fifty while Rombaut batting No. 11 was 32 not out when
the innings was declared closed with the total at 201.
Our opponents had strong batting the whole way down
and the "hutch was never open" or looked like being
opened.
2/Lieut. Bushby and Lieut. Legge each opened their
score with a boundary and batted well enough to some
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Steady if not inspired bowiing. Unfortunately Lieut.
Legge got in a tangle with his bat and pads and was run
out following a swift pick up and a lovely throw in, arid
soon after 2/Lieut. Bushby was caught flicking a ball
into the leg trap. 2/Lieut. Bateman was batting steadily
and hitting anything overpitched very hard indeed. Pte.
Turner (Borders) and Major Grace were both out cheaply
and the prospect of a. win vanished. 2/Lieut. Bateman
was eventually caught at midoff for 28 runs. Major
ffrench Blake and 2/Lieut. West pushed the score along
and the prospect of defeat diminished but. 2/Lieut. West
fell to temptation and was bowled attempting a big blow.
Sgt. Rkinford hit merrily for 22 valuable runs while Major
ffrench Blake looked as safe as a house, but he was out
lbw essaying a hook.. It was left to Lieut. Gillum and
2/Lieut. Prentice to play out time, which they did but not
without some nerveracking moments.
So ended a most enjoyable game. Our opponents'
batting and fielding were a joy to behold; their batting
was aggressive and full of good strokes and their fielding
was keen and very competent. On the whole we did quite
creditably to put most of them out and to score enough
runs to have victory in mind if time had allowed.
DUBLIN UNIVERSITY

Jaffey, c West, b Grace
Maxwell, c Prentice, b Hubbard
Ellis, c West, b Rainford
Stranach, c ffrench Blake, b Rainford
Warke, b Grace
Harrison, st ffrench Blake, b Grace
Coker, c Rainford, b West
Murphy, b Hubbard ...
Roe, not out
...
...
...
...
Piggott, lbw, b Prentice
Rombaut, not out
...
...
Extras
...

... 12
0
12
... 11
1
15
... 9
31
... 54
10
32
... 13

Total (9 wickets declared) ...

... 201

Bowling:—Major Grace 363, Sgt. Hubbard 246, Sgt.
Rainford 231.
. THE BUFFS

Lieut. Legge, run out ...
...
2/Lieut. Bushby, c Harrison, b Rombaut
2/Lieut. Bateman, c Stranach, b Rombaut
Pte. Turner, b Warke
Major Grace, b Warke
Major ffrench Blake, lbw, b Rombaut
2/Lieut. West, b Harrison
...
...
Sgt. Rainford, b Warke...
Lieut. Gillum, not out ...
2/Lieut. Prentice, not out
...
Sgt. Hubbard did not bat
Extras
Total{8 wickets)

15

16

28

0

6

32
15
22

5

1

143

Bowling:—Warke 347, Rombaut 349.
SERGEANTS' MESS
We have now returned from camp and have managed
to "Stay Put" in Dover for a whole month. If this is for
better or worse is a matter of opinion, although in spite
of the hard work I am certain that most members prefer
the comforts of the Mess to the bottom of a slit trench
somewhere in the wilds of Norfolk.
After the initial rush to leave camp the journey back
was carried out very smoothly—the majority of members
travelling in luxury by train—with two minor casualties—

Sgt. Diamond a split eye arid Sgt. Giblett a broken hand.
After our training the march from the station was no
hardship to the majority. By 0300 hours everything was
quiet on the Old Park Barracks Front.
Having been allowed a few days to get settled in and to
be reintroduced to our beloved square, all members could
been seen once again in training for the quickest way to
the railway station, which was found without the aid of
maps, on five days' well deserved leave.
Having returned from leave we really got down to some
"square bashing" in preparation for London Duties as
owing to the delayed return very little time was available
to master the new procedure of Guard Mounting as carried
out by the Brigade of Guards in London. To assist us in
this we have had the pleasure of having Drill Sergeant
Jelley, Coldstream Guards, attached to the Battalion arid
he soon became acquainted with the bar in the Mess.
Various mystic white flags and marks appeared on the
parade ground, which we have since learnt represent
everything from the gates of Wellington Barracks (where
the Battalion is to be accommodated) to the gates of
Buckingham Palace or St. James's Palace. Judging by
the* words of command issuing forth from the living
quarters of the Mess a great deal of private study must
be going on and even at 0230 hours various commands
can be heard in spite of all members being fast asleep.
With less than a fortnight to go before our appearance
before the critical eyes of Londoners I am pleased to
report that all members are well up to the high standard
required by the "Backbone of the Army".
Mess functions have still been rather restricted during
the month as the majority of members of outside clubs
have been away on holiday or are taking part in other
activities; hence the cancelling of social evenings with
Heme Bay Past and Present Branch and the Dover
Conservative Club. Saturday nights (Ladies' Night) are
still a great success and thoroughly enjoyed by all. To
ensure that they are well entertained and to help all future
social evenings the Mess has purchased a Radiogram and
although our present stock of records consists mainly of
those purchased in Khartoum, various members and
friends have assisted with loans.
We welcome to the Mess the following members: Sgts.
Dutton and Wilson from Canterbury and Sgt. Press, who
has rejoined us from Brigade H.Q. Unfortunately Sgt.
Adams has left the Mess on being surplus to the Estab
lishment. We hope to see him again in the near future.
All members join in congratulating DrumMajor
Moyes and his wife whose marriage took place at the
beginning of the month. Best of luck and happiness to
them both. Incidentally the Corps of Drums did not
attend the wedding so Reveille was not sounded. It was
suggested that a bugler be detailed to sound this call on
the first morning of their married life.
I cannot pass the mention of the Drums without stating
that more noise is now forthcoming since Sgt. Gardner
(ExDrummer Boy) has been attached to them.
In conclusion may we take this opportunity of wishing
the best of luck to all exmembers of the Mess, wherever
they may be, and we are all looking forward to seeing
some of them during our stay at Wellington Barracks.
CORPORALS' CLUB
The Corporals' Club of the 1st Battalion, The Buffs,
greets you with yet a further record of the many and
varied happenings, plans and hopes that have come to
pass in the last month.
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For the first time since Stanford we were able to hold
the usual Corporals' Club Meeting, which took place one
late afternoon in the middle of June.
Cpl. Harding, affectionately known as "Titch", was
elected President for the coming quarter.
The Entertainments Committee, which also changes
every quarter, was elected in the usual manner and this
time Cpl. Foxall was elected.
It is good news that, almost without exception, the
Corporals in the Mess have recently become members of
the Past and Present Association. An invitation to join
was offered by the R.S.M., and on hearing the "pros"
and "cons" of the case all we could wonder was how it
was that we had been going on for such a long time in
what would appear to have been utter darkness. We all
agree that it is a thing that we have always wanted to do
but never had the opportunity, and 1 dare say that there
will be many others of the remaining Members who, on
seeing the example set, will take up their pens and sign,
to make the entire Mess a subordinate branch of the
Association.
Preparations for the Dance, which has been settled for
July 14th, are forging ahead in the capable hands of the
Committee, and already invitations have been despatched
far and wide. To all those Members for whom the
Wedding Bells have recently chimed I extend, on behalf
of the Club, our hearty congratulations and every good
wish.
*

*

*

"A" COMPANY
A spell of leave at the beginning of the month and then
this typically fluctuating English summer saw us busily
engaged in smartening up our drill for London Duties,
with time to enjoy a short cricket season. Of the drill we
need not dwell in these columns and perhaps after the
last interCompany game perhaps the less said about
cricket also. Capt. Dubois and 2/Lieut. Bateman have
both played for the Battalion; however in the Inter
Company League, the Company started with an easy
victory over"B" Company, but the batting debacle which
followed against H.Q. Company was nothing short of a
slaughter of the innocents and is best forgotten.
Lieut. Thomas and 2/Lieut. Ward left for Warminster
this month and we hear that the latter has already injured
himself again in offduty hours. 2/Lieut. MonckMason
now knows all the form there as he came back earlier in
the month with the grading "B" written all over him;
and Capt. Dubois has finished his Sniper's course at
Hythe.
We have lost L/Cpl. Gibson and a number of men who
have been drafted to the Royal Norfolks at Crowborough
en route for Korea, and to them all we wish the very best
of luck. Other departures this month include Cpl. Bird
who was posted to the Middlesex Regimental Depot at
Mill Hill. Cpls. Flannigan and Broomhead are again
instructing on a Junior Leaders course. Personnel in the
Company keep on changing rapidly and we are continually
supplying men for Signals, Snipers and M.T. courses.
While on the subject of M.T. 2/Lieut. Salmon has been
having a course of his own, surprising more people than
himself by his antics on a motorcycle which is ably taken
to pieces and reassembled at frequent intervals by Pte.
Bartlett.
Amongst the fourwheelers, Lieut. Mullins' vintage
model now has a rival belonging to 2/Lieut. Bateman which
has spent more time in the garage this month than on the
road.
Ending on a happier note, we should like to congratulate
the alarming number of N.C.O.s and men who were
married on return from Norfolk.

"B" COMPANY
The month began pleasantly enough with five days'
leave, which proved to be the mythical lull before the
storm in every way. The day after our return we were
pitchforked into the intricacies of the drill laid down for
Public Duties, which were soon clarified for all of us by
the arrival of Drill Sergeant Jelley of the Coldstream
Guards. As the time approaches we become more pro
ficient and have even got to the stage when we can drill
to Drum beats as opposed to the human voice. Reports
of the high standard set by the Brigade of Guards reach
us through those Officers and N.C.Os, fortunate enough
to have witnessed the actual ceremony in London, though
they seem to be of the opinion that bearskins and scarlet
tunics cover a multitude of sins. We are doing our best
with a new suit of battledress and DrillSergeant Jelley
is doing his best to eradicate any trace of the sins above
mentioned.
The background to all this has been very unstable due
to the continuous arrival and departure of various drafts.
First of all we lost 18 men who were placed on a draft
for overseas at the usual short notice. We should all like
to wish them the very best of luck and we hope to see
them all back with us one day and to hear of their
adventures. On the 15th June we received 20 men from
H.C.G.T.C. and on the 25th June we lost 22 of them on
a draft to 1st Royal Norfolk Regiment. Having settled
this we received, two days later, a further 40 men from
H.C.G.T.C. and finally on 30th June we had returned to
us 12 of the 1st Royal Norfolks draft, who were sub
sequently found to be ineligible through age. All this has
caused a great deal of running around and a certain
grim humour on the part of those concerned with
administration !
In the field of sport we have not been as successful as
we should have liked, having lost all our cricket matches,
though the continual change of players can be held out
as a very creditable excuse.
We have also held tentative swimming lessons for non
swimmers, but have not yet reached the water, hitherto
contenting ourselves with vague waving motions performed
lying on the grass.
Captain J. P. Nash has gone on a Company Commanders
course at Warminster and we hear that he has passed his
entrance examination to the Staff College—many con
gratulations !
2/Lieut. M. V. Hayward has left us on an Assault
Pioneer Course at Maidstone and returns on 8th June,
Cpl. Wagstaff has gone on an N.C.O.s' tactical course at
Warminster and was last seen wearing Sergeants' chevrons
a nice "racket" that seems to be worked for the benefit
of those who go on these courses.
Cpl. Foord has left us on posting to the C.R.M.P. and
is taking up duties as a "Turnkey" at the M.C.E., Col
chester. We hope to come across him some day though
we have no desire to meet him in his official capacity.
In spite of all the changes we have undergone, the
Company is settling down well into its stride and we
look forward with increasing confidence to our duties in
London and hope to prove worthy of the great honour
bestowed on the Regiment.
"C" COMPANY
There have been a bewildering number of new faces in
the Company this month, and we start a new month with
a Company well over strength. All normal training has
been overshadowed by our activities on the square in
preparation for Public Duties in London.
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We all extend our heartiest congratulations to Capt.
and Mrs. D. P. R. Barrett on the birth of a son who
arrived just in time to welcome his surprised father home
after a hectic day's work.
The weather has smiled favourably on the Company's
endeavours during the last month to take the cricket field
against some very strong opposition. With the help of
new blood from Canterbury, and fine batting from our
Company Commander, we gained some remarkably
encouraging results.
A welcome feature of the Company's recreational
training during the recent heatwave has been our two
visits by route march to Dover for a swim in the welcome
cool of the sea, though I understand that it was rather
cold for the majority on the first visit.
We are pleased to welcome back some of our N.C.O.s
and men who had been on T.A. assistance since May 20th.
Some extremely favourable comments have been passed
on to us regarding the valuable work they had done.
During the latter part of the month Capt. Barrett,
2/Lieut. Turner and some 60 men (mostly part of the
Korean Draft) went up to Stanford for four days to act
as enemy to the Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers on Exercise
"Pied Piper III". We were very unfortunate with the
weather which had been fine for weeks but broke on our.
second day. We had a rather miserable day in the pouring
rain but nevertheless we quitted ourselves favourably iri
the exercise.
The highlight of the latter part of the month was the
Past and Present Dance in the Gym., when we saw a good
percentage of the Company's N.C.O.s in very high spirits.
Though we did not see much of them on the dance floor,
they were well occupied in seeing that the bar profits did
not suffer.
The dance happily coincided with C.S.M. and Mrs.
Callaway's 17th wedding anniversary, and we wish to
offer them our warmest congratulations.

SUPPORT COMPANY
M.M.G. PLATOON
It would be fair to say, I think that everyone was glad
to return to Dover. It was not that the previous two
months' training had got the Platoon down but rather
that we were glad to return to familiar faces and sur
roundings. The few roadworthy carriers that we brought
back with us were very pleased I am sure to see the inside
of the M.T. sheds again and at this moment are looking
very "spick and span" after their wash and brush up.
Here at Dover we find very little time to attend to
training. The whole morning is taken up on the square
and we find it difficult to fit in three periods of gun training
in the afternoon. However, Sgt. Horswell and Cpl. Adams
still remain cheerful and, as far as I can gather, sane.
Wasp training has also started and we hope to be able to
get the Wasps into action on our next visit to the P.T.A.
We were sad to lose Ptes Balcombe, Callaway, Hayler,
Lennon, Brazell and last but not least "bread pudding"
Doe to the R. Norfolks. We sincerely hope that they will
come back to us safe and sound and that someone will
find sufficient food to satisfy Pte, Doe. We were glad to
receive Pte. Bull back into the fold from the Korea draft.
We understand that he missed the age group by four days.
Our "waifs and strays" in the form of Ptes. Boxall, Bunce,
Smith, Gray and Tittensor are still with the 14/20 H. in
Norfolk on T.A. attachments. Their driving ability should
be excellent by the time we visit Bodney again.

A/TANK PLATOON
The breathing space after our strenuous training at
Stanford was short lived, for we started preparing for
Public Duties immediately upon our return. An honoured
duty, although one's interest does tend to flag towards the
end of the second drill parade of the day !
News of the Platoon is brief; we still have much to
learn as our experiences at Stanford showed. Even Sgt.
Brice must learn to jump off a carrier and not be blown
off when it bursts into flames. Luckily no one was hurt,
but our C.Q.M.S. and C.S.M. both shed tears over the
loss of G.1098 stores and rifles.
Congratulations to Wildish on his well earned promo
tion, and we trust that he will produce a good result on
his cadre course and join Cpls. Bonus, Clifton and
Croucher as detachment commander.
With the return of Lieut. Grugeon from a course, we
are now busy brushing up our fire control for our great
shoot ! This is due to take place at Lulworth in August,
and to many it looks like a few days by the sea ! A
dilusion perhaps.
Again our notes must be punctuated with farewells,
this time to Ptes. Downes, D. Robinson, Turner and
Walding who leave for Korea. Good luck to you all,
and let us hope that a ceasefire will have been proclaimed
by the time your boat arrives.
In case my opening paragraph has disillusioned you,
we are not taking our guns to London, although we thought
that it would be rather novel to change guard with our
17pdr. in attendance. If any of our old members do
happen to be in London we would be only too glad to
see them again.
3IN. MORTAR PLATOON
After a strenuous six weeks' stay in Norfolk, during
which we took part in numerous schemes, acting both as
Mortar Platoon and as a rifle platoon, it was with a sigh,
almost of relief, that we returned to Dover at the beginning
of June. After two days in which to sort ourselves out,
we went on a very welcome week's leave and returned
feeling ready for most things.
Following two of the oldest members of the Platoon,
Ptes. Castle and Gwilliams, who left us for Korea in early
May, we have lost during the last month the greater part
of our trained mortarmen, namely Ptes. Prosser, Lockyer,
Martin, Purser, Stevenson and White. We wish them all
the best of luck wherever they are now, and hope to have
them back with us some day.
We would like to congratulate Cpl. McGonigal on his
efforts during his three weeks' leave, as he returned not
only with a new name but also as the proud possessor of a
new wife: all ranks of the Platoon join in wishing him a
long and happy married life. Other members of the
Platoon have also been smitten by this midsummer
madness, and are beginning to consider single life un
satisfactory, to such effect that we must congratulate
Cpl. Bassett, L/Cpl. Cock and Pte. Reynolds oii their
engagements. L/Cpl. Cock also comes in for more
congratulations on his promotion.
We have had several new arrivals in the Platoon and
we welcome Cpl. Hannant and others to the Company.
Unfortunately we have been able to carry out very little
training during the last four weeks as most of our time
has been spent on the drill square under DrillSergeant
Jelley of the Coldstream Guards, in preparation for our
tour of duty in London. After the first <hill parade under
him men were to be seen marching off the square with a
stunned look on their faces, but as the days go by the
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faces are looking more intelligent and the drill is improving
to a marked degree.
We have heard that Cpl. Proud, who left us in Khartoum,
is now serving with the East Surrey Regiment at Shorn
cliffe and has just successfully completed a Mortar Course
at Netheravon, where he gained a "B" grading. Our
next notes will be written after ten days' duty in London.
H.Q. COMPANY
COMPANY H.Q.
As usual work is taking up a great deal of everyone's
time, and even L/Cpl. "Slim" Reeve has been heard to
moan about the extra hours he has to work each day.
At present we are looking forward to our stay in London.
The main item this month has been the disappearance
of our pay section to an office said to be in a quieter
position. This is said to aid Cpl. Swain and L/Cpl.
Shields in their accounting but we've heard rumours of a
different nature. The former continually reminds us that
he is going on a resettlement course soon and should be
getting his "little red book"; the latter after hearing this
for the Nth time is looking quite woeful.
L/Cpl. Reeve is also due for his Resettlement Course
so it seems as though we shall soon be seeing a whole lot
of new faces to cheer these dreary halls.
Despite Pte. Puttock, our storeman, receiving a motor
cycle in the back of the neck and L/Cpl. Shields having a
touch of 'flu, all members of this H.Q. are bearing up well
and send their best wishes to all past and present members
of the Battalion.
INTELLIGENCE SECTION
After a successful sally in the "Wilds" of Norfolk, the
"I" Section returns to its "hideout" with the W.T. Staff
in Old Park Barracks. And so we say cheerio to those
gallant parttime members from Rifle Companies who
have been filling the gap while the Battalion has been on
training.
Pte. Johnson, after being loaned to the B.O.R. for a
few days, has been placed on a Unit Cadre, and now we
congratulate him on his promotion to the dizzy rank of
LanceCorporal. To our ranks we welcome Pte. Jableman,
who will be the Section's "tame" Artist, but the B.O.R.
have their "hooks" on him for the time being !
Cpl. Harrison's return from Hythe has caused quite a
stir; a Sniper Section is now in the process of being
formed, but there have been threats that the remaining
members of the "I" Section, Cpl. Beal and Pte. Waldron,
may be dragged in to help during the training process.
We must end on a less cheerful note; Lieut. Gillum is
due to hand over the "Rod" of I.O.ship, and before next
month he may be gone. So we take this opportunity of
wishing Godspeed, and all the very best to him.
THE BAND
The month started off rather well with our success
during the Massed Bands programme and Retreat at
Colchester, for the Command Horse Show on Saturday,
June 2nd. We may safely claim that out of the five Bands
taking part, The Buffs excelled in both musical outlook
and general turnout. In actual fact we were, by numerous
onlookers, mistaken for a Band from the Brigade of
Guards. The only thing that caused this misunderstanding
to be rectified was the already too familiar call from
followers of the Regiment—"Good Old Buffs",

In the middle of the month we took part in parades at
Hythe, on the 16th, and Folkestone on the 17th; both
parades were very well organised.
The month's work came to a close with programmes
played for our own Depot Cricket Week at Canterbury—
the first time that we had had to perform these duties
since the 1947 cricket season.
With the Public Duties drawing nearer the Band,
together with their company colleagues, are finding the
time spent on the square increasing with every day. So
far the Coldstream Drill Sergeant has spent all his time
with the rifle companies, though due to the many black
looks that we have received we know that our time is
very short.
In this issue we would like to congratulate one of our
members who took the fatal step to become a man of the
world. Well done, Bandsman (Rabbit) Jones. Also we
would like to congratulate the DrumMajor, who also
decided during the month that he had remained single
too long.
With our minds very much on Palace Guards, we will
close with sincere wishes to all past and future members
of the Regimental Band.
*

*

*

BATTALION ORDERLY ROOM
Since the move back to Dover from the P.T.A. there
have been a few changes in the Orderly Room. Pte.
Mills has left us and is now on an N.C.O.s' Cadre Course
whilst Pte. Slade has taken over the role of typist and
Release Clerk. We welcome Pte. Jabelman as Documents
Clerk on attachment from the Intelligence Section.
Two members of the staff are on London Duties, so,
as always, the Orderly Room has been very busy since
our return from leave. Everyone will be pleased to hear
that the O.R.Q.M.S. has passed his Army Certificate of
Education, 1st Class. C/Sgt. Webb is occupied these
days with the great deal of work required for the admin
istration of "Z" Reservists. L/Cpl. Willcox is a very
happy man just now, having acquired a motor cycle, thus
giving him more time at home with his wife.
The next issue of The Dragon will bring details of our
work in London so until then we wish all readers a pleasant
English summer.
M.T. PLATOON
After a very hectic time of cleaning up our vehicles on
the Battalion's return from Norfolk, we are now back to
the normal work of keeping the wheels rolling.
We have a potential drivers' course running which we
hope to pass out and add to our regular Platoon in due
course. All our regular drivers are busy cleaning, greasing
and generally "spiving up" for our first R.E.M.E. inspec
tion in England which we intend to be a very good one,
although our daily details must still be carried out.
This month the main bulk of the M.T. is accompanying
the Battalion to London which will give them a pleasant
change for a month.
We give a hearty welcome to our new M.T.O., Capt.
W. E. Macdonald, and sincerely hope his stay with us will
be a very pleasant one; also we wish the best of luck to
our late M.T.O., Lieut. N. F. Griffin, who has returned
to his parent Corps, the R.A.O.C., after his two years
with the Battalion.
Cpl. Hardy and Pte. Seal have now forsaken the Dragon
for the R.E.M.E. badge, on their transfer under the
phase two of the R.E.M.E. conversion, but we are glad
to say we do not lose them as they are now attached to us
as fitters.
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We were glad to return to Dover after our strenuous
two months at Bodney Camp.
Sgt. Bednell can now find his way to and from there
blindfold.
Sgt. Clarke has left us for "B" Company. Their gain
is our loss. His understudy at Bodney, L/Cpl. Griffiths,
will no doubt carry on his good work. Our congratulations
to the latter on his appointment.
This month began very favourably. Everyone, except
the Quartermaster, who had been to Bodney, went off
on a few days' leave.
Since our return everyone has concentrated on re
organizing after training, checking damage and losses of
equipment and stores and preparing for Public Duties in
London.
There was a suggestion, in the early days of the month,
that the Battalion would, at long last, be clothed in No. I
dress. This was, of course, too good to be true. The
only lucky people who will get it are the Band and the
Drums. As for the remainder of us ordinary mortals, it
seems that the Treasury has decided to open up the coffers
and allow us to borrow some decent Battledress in which
to gladden the eyes of the tourists when we mount guard
at the Royal Palaces.
Sgt. Adams has been in close conclave with the Brigade
Armourer during the past few weeks, giving the Battalion's
weapons the once over.
In the absence of Sgt. Dutton, L/Cpl. Brown and his
Pioneers have been going about their various tasks in
their usual unobtrusive but nonetheless effectual manner.
Pte. Gill, our most recent arrival, has already left his
mark over the entrance to Battalion Headquarters.
L/Cpls. Stokes and Wilson have been busily borrowing
battledress from the Mob. store, in order to make good
the depredations caused by training. Their big moment
was to have been the first Board of Survey since the
Battalion's return to England but, after everything had
been prepared, it was found that there were no officers
available. However, we're living in hope of being able
to do it eventually. At the time of writing these notes,
L/Cpl. Wilson is on sick leave. We all hope he is up and
about again well before the notes appear in print.
Welcome to Cpl. Dyer. He has taken over from Cpl.
Dean. We wish the latter every success in his new
Company. Fuel N.C.O. in the middle of summer, with
stocks mounting daily, is not a bad job. The testing time
is winter when stocks are dwindling, tempers are short
and there's a coal strike in the offing. However Cpl.
Dyer will no doubt take such things in his stride, especially
if Mr. Smith is pushing from behind.
L/Cpl. Bryant is a little harassed. He wonders where
he can put 12 tons of ammunition. He would welcome
suggestions.
These notes end on a cheerful note. The Board of
Survey and Brigade Armourer's Inspection are events of
the past. No. 1 dress for the Band and Drums has arrived.
Battle Dress and No. 7 Bayonets are on their way and
Sgt. Bednell has got his 16 m/m. projector. Our Cup is
full and overflowing.
*

*

*

SIGNAL PLATOON
At long last the unbelievable has happened—Summer
is here—not only are the birds singing, but our ears are
burning with the remarks from our drill instructors.
We may be young soldiers, but our education is mounting
by leaps and bounds. It is hard to feel a signaller these
continued on p. 167

Beneath Bell Harry
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UNE has been as
always a busy month
and the usual annual
events have been taking
place. We have been
extremely lucky in the
fine weather with which
we were blessed for
Cricket Week.
On the 30th June the
Depot and 4/5th Bat
talion gave a large com
bined cocktail party. A
tent was erected behind
the Mess on the lawn,
and the 1st Battalion
Band played whilst the party was in progress.
Those attending included the following guests:—
The Mayor and Mayoress of Canterbury; Lieut.
General Sir Wyndham and Lady Green; The
Bishop of Dover and Mrs. Rose; Brigadier and
Mrs. Bannister; Colonel, Mrs. and Miss F. W. B.
Parry; and other past and present members of
the Regiment.
*

*

*

SERGEANTS' MESS
The last month at the Regimental Depot has passed
smoothly, and with the arrival of the delayed summer sun
our worthy caterer Sgt. Shaw has managed to acquire a
suntan whilst grafting in his garden.
We offer our heartiest congratulations to R.S.M.
Moody and Mrs. Moody on the birth of a son, their first
child. His recent gloomy look has now vanished, much to
our relief.
The Buffs Cricket Week enjoyed fine weather and on
the Saturday there was a large attendance of Mess Members
for the match against the Band of Brothers.
On Thursday, 5th July, a social (housewarmer) was
held at the Brigade Depot Mess in Wemyss Barracks.
Everyone enjoyed themselves and even more so when
they saw the price of the liquor. Of course the old team
of foxes, Shaw and Laker, worked their Piddington act
and ensured that they snaffled a couple of tombola
houses. Incidentally, Sgt. Laker is now seen at all times
in "civvies" looking like a city "shark". Is it true that
his blues have gone to Moth Brothers ?
Members of the Mess are wondering whose pyjama
jacket was hanging in the Mess the other morning ! The
much embarrassed owner claimed it from the caterer
after an inquisition as to the whereabouts of the rest of
his attire.
R.S.M. Hurley still dominates the snooker table except
when Lofty Shaw cunningly turns the radio on fortissimo
just as Mr. Hurley is about to pot the black.
Instead of eyes down for Tombola it's eyes down for
TV. Sgt. Sweeney watched the Wimbledon championships
until the ladies were knocked out ! We have had frequent
visits from Buffy Howe and Jumbo Excell from the 1st
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Battalion but the latter is moving to Dover on I Oth July,
so Lofty will have to look around for a partner to carry
him on the dart board.
*

*

*

DEPOT COMPANY
On 18th June the custom of recruits performing the
duty of Cathedral Orderly and turning over a page of the
Book of Life was revived. The best recruits will continue
to do this towards the end of their six weeks' training and
consider it a great honour to do so.
On 21st June a Miniature Range shooting competition
was held between the recruits of Blenheim Platoon and
the Permanent Cadre. The recruits put up a creditable
performance, winning by 1 point.
On 18th June we had a cricket match against the Drums
with disastrous results to ourselves.
The 27th June the Colonel of the Regiment took the
Salute at the Passing Out Parade, and presented Certificates
of Merit to the best recruits of whom the following
particularly distinguished themselves.
Pte. Maynard, Smartest Recruit; Pte. White, Best
recruit at P.T.; Ptes. Maynard and Reed, Best L.M.G.
shots; Ptes. Dolling and Jones, Best Rifle shots; Pte.
Williams, Best allround shot; Blenheim Platoon was
the winning platoon.
Continued on p. vi.
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NCE again this month
we are able to report
two more successes in
shooting.
On 23rd and 24th June we
entered teams and individuals
for the Home Counties
District in 44 (HC) Infantry
Divisional Rifle Meeting held
at Hythe, and gained two
successes of which we are
very proud.
Our team for the Falling
Plate Competition — Capt.
Balding, Lieutenant Klean,
C.Q.M.S. Carter and Sgt.
Miller, all T.A. personnel — defeated all their
opponents and ran out worthy winners of the
whole District, and in addition, Sgt. Miller of
"S" Company became the Champion at Arms
for the Division.
Next month we are sending a team to Bisley
to compete for the China Cup, and hope that we
may bring back yet another trophy.
Our Adjutant has had to spend most of the
month organising the players in the Regimental
Cricket Week, once again held at the Depot.
Unfortunately it was not possible for any other
members of the Battalion to play for the Regi
ment this year.
We are very pleased to welcome Sgt. Bell on
to the Permanent Staff as a storeman in the
"Q" Department, and hope that he will enjoy
his stay with us. We also welcome Mr. Powell
and Mr. Stace, who have now joined the B.O.R.
and the Q staff respectively.
It is with much regret that we say goodbye to
Mr. Mattocks, who has been forced to leave us
through illhealth. His loss is a greatone, for
he has been with the Battalion since its reform
ation in 1943. We thank him very much for all
the hard work he has put in whilst with the
Battalion and wish him the very best of good
fortune in the future. We hope, however, to see
him on many drill nights throughout the year.
*
*
*
H.Q. COMPANY—CANTERBURY
The first ten days of June saw Headquarters Company
still at Camp with the rest of the Battalion. The writer of
these notes was unable to be present and in an attempt
to glean information about the period was obliged to
question members of the Company who were.
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By courtesy of the "Kentish Gazette"
MajorGeneral R. C. H. Kimmins, G.O.C., congratulates the team
of the 4th Battalion, The Buffs, winners of the "Falling Plate"
(Rifle and Light Machinegun) Competition. Left to right: Capt.
C. E. E. Balding, Lieut. P. H. Klean, Sgt. C. Miller and Sgt.
C. Carter.
Alas, only hazy and nightmarish recollections remain—
of Swans and Quick marches and advances to Contact,
of digging slits in the Old Park, not a catapult shot from
their homes and families; of Withdrawals and Tours of
the English Countryside. In spite of this Company
returned to Canterbury on the allotted day, and, with one
exception, at the allotted time. The exception was C/Sgt.
Chapman who, it is reported, returned in the hours of
semidarkness having remained behind to assist the
P.M.C. (our Company Commander) in a fruitless search
for one brown erring teapot (Officers' Mess, for the use of).
We returned to find scores of Buffs Cadets still in
quarters we had fondly imagined would be ours, and
for some time our training programme consisted of weapon
training and kit checks. It was in the middle of this that
we learnt that our Signals King, Sgt. Edwards, was to be
posted overseas in September. It was while he was
acquiring the nickname of "Mossadeq" Edwards that
Sgt. Bell returned from hospital looking very much a
new man. We welcome him back and learn that he is to
take a party of 15 (men) to Camp with the E. Surreys in
August, where doubtless he will have much opportunity
to instruct his young charges in the noble art of soldiering
for His Majesty.
It has now been established that a domestic event
occurred during camp, in the family of Smith, M. D., of
this Company. Full details will be recorded when a
Sitrep is forthcoming and we close these notes with the
hope that the new arrival will be introduced to one and
all at the Headquarters Company Outing which is being
planned by our P.S.I. for 26th August.
"A'' COMPANY—RAMSGATE, MARGATE
AND SANDWICH
Annual Camp this year was spent, as everyone knows
by now, at Swingate. From this Company's point of view,
after the usual "teething troubles", which always occur
in Camp, a good time was enjoyed. We were also fortun
ate to have 99 per cent, attendance, the only absentees
being Sgt. Hurlow who has already attended fourteen

days' course at Warminster and Pte. Spicer who will be
going to Camp on 18th August with the 6 Surreys.
On return from Camp normal training resumed but has
been somewhat different to the original programme as
laid down. Firstly we assisted "D" Company in producing
a Guard of Honour at the Leas Cliff Hall, Folkestone,
the occasion being a rally of Old Contemptibles and
British Legion. A first class evening was spent by us all,
and except for a slight misunderstanding, which must
have cost Harry Hellis and Eddie Gillespie three or four
pounds, we arrived back in Ramsgate in the early hours
of the morning.
At the P.S.l.'s conference the week following the
Adjutant gave us bare details concerning the part the
Battalion would take when the 1st Battalion take over
London duties. Having been accorded the honour of
marching through the City of London with the 1st Battalion
it was not difficult to produce volunteers to make up the
detachment from the Battalion. We have produced
twelve who are now busy rehearsing and also attending
to the finer points of their kit.
A very successful and pleasant weekend was spent by
Capt. Balding, Lieut. Klean and Pte. Peall at the District
Rifle Meeting. Both officers were on top of their form,
and after taking part in the InterUnit Team Competition,
were both chosen to make up the team for the Falling
Plate Competition. The other members of the team were
C/Sgt. Carter and Sgt. Miller. Imagine our great dis
appointment when on reading the draw our team were
drawn in the first round against the winning team of the
District Meeting.
Our disappointment however turned to glee, when
after some excellent shooting (and some incidental music
supplied by the London Scottish), which incidentally may
have been the cause of the bad shooting of the R.E., our
team accomplished what was, as we thought, the im
possible, and emerged victorious in the first round.
Sufficient to say now is that they continued in this style
and won the event, very closely indeed, however, for it
was decided on the number of rounds each team had left,
and we managed just the odd one or two,
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I would like to report for record purposes, that the
firkin of beer which was part of the team prize, was dis
posed of by sale and was not consumed in the truck going
home.
We would like to take this opportunity of congratulating
Sgt. Miller on his really outstanding performance.
Capt. Balding was subsequently chosen to go to Bisley
to represent the Battalion in the China Cup team, and
Lieut. Klean who was also to go unfortunately was unable
to attend through pressure of work.
Congratulations to the .following on, their promotion,
another step we hope towards the Sergeants' Mess: Cpls.
Hewitt, Isaacs and Couzens.
It was pleasant indeed on going to Sandwich a week
ago to see Mr. Greenaway. He was, until a month ago,
probably the oldest member of the Sandwich Detachment,
but through domestic reasons was unable to reengage
on the completion of his term of service. We can only
say how very pleased we were to see him and assure him
that he will be welcomed whenever he has the time to come
and see us.
As we go to press the annual course is being fired by
all Volunteers. The results of the Rifle shooting have
been published, and I am sorry to say they are most
disappointing. It looks as if we shall have to leave the
M.M.G. for a little while and get back to some (pokie die).
"B" COMPANY—WHITSTABLE AND HERNE BAY
How nice to be back to the quiet life of44 civvy street"
again after a fortnight's soldiering. How some of us
missed our feather beds and warm slippers; but who
wouldn't like to have that camp again with its spirit of
comradeship, which one misses in civilian life.
The weather was fairly good, but such a cold wind
visited us at night, that we even had to drink our beer in
overcoats, a very rare sight, but a very pleasant one.
The schemes were enjoyed by all, and the messing
arrangements were excellent, thanks to the hard work
put in by Sgt. Joyce and his merry gang.
During our camp the Brigade Rifle Meeting was held,
and our heartiest congratulations go to our P.S.I., C.S.M.
Jolley, who was Champion at Arms. Well done, Wilf !
for putting our Company and Battalion on top.
Our 44 old soldier" Sgt. Trinkwon was seen sneaking
away in search of 44 shekels", and, lo and behold ! the
Sten Gun Competition was taken by him, scoring 46 out
of a possible 50, 10 yards firing from the hip. It has been
whispered that he squared a44 young recruit" to put a few
shots on his target.
Although the standard of shooting was below average,
the Battalion became Brigade Champions for 1951; a very
stout and good effort.
Also we must congratulate 2/Lieut. RoperCurzon and
Pte. Cornelius on having a share in the 44Pool Bull".
Following the Brigade Meeting, we had the Battalion
Rifle Meeting, where we discovered a very 44 old man"
winning the Individual Championship, none other than
our R.S.M. Well done, Sir ! But please tell us what you
trained on, and how you did it.
Congratulations to our C.Q.M.S. who was a member
of the team who won the Divisional Falling Plate Com
petition. This consolation made up for him not being
able to defend his Revolver Title.
At the present time the Battalion China Cup team is
hard at work practising for their trip to Bisley on 11th
July, where they hope to keep the Buffs flag flying high.

jm
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Maj.Gen. B. C. H. Kimmins presenting the Infantry Division
Champion at/Arms Cup to Sgt. Miller
We have the following members of the Company in the
team: C.Q.M.S. Carter, Sgt. Trinkwon and 2/Lieut,
RoperCurzon.
SEEN AND HEARD AT THE RANGE
44 A"

Company commander who, having fired, discovered
he had the best score of that detail, which was boldly
put on a blackboard. All were invited to see such shooting,
but alas ! the scores were taken down wrong, and instead
of 16 they should have been 6. Bad luck, Sir, but you
had your moment of44glory".

"D" COMPANY—FOLKESTONE
The Company has now settled down after Camp and
is back in the normal routine. Plans are now well in hand
for the Venetian Fete and all kinds of weird "Heath
Robinson" contraptions are littered about the Drill Hall.
The Company with members of4 4 A" Company formed
a Guard of Honour at the Reception given by the Mayor
of Folkestone to the Old Contemptibles in the Leas Cliff
Hall on 15th June. Afterwards the Guard joined in the
Reception and a very good evening was had by everyone.
Unfortunately two members of the Ramsgate detachment
were posted 44missing" but turned up the following
morning.
We welcomed to the Company two new members this
month, Ptes. Peto and Morford and hope their stay with
the Company will be a long and happy one.
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COMPANY—ASHFORD, CRANBROOK AND
TENTERDEN
With Annual Camp over and the after effects surmounted
we are once again settling down to training at the Drill
Halls.
Camp this year was a great success from the point of
view of "S" Company. Admittedly we never put in as
much specialist training as we would have liked; but the
two days on the Range and the Infantry training carried
out during the schemes proved very beneficial.
We are sorry to report one casualty during Camp,
namely, C.S.M. Isler, who injured his leg during the
Officers' and Sergeants' Football match; he has been
under the doctor for the past three weeks. We wish him
a speedy recovery and hope that he will soon be on his
feet again.
During the month various members of the Company
took part in the Divisional Rifle Meeting. We would like
to give Sgt. Miller our heartiest congratulations on being
the individual Champion at Arms of 44 Division. He was
also a member of the team which won the Falling Plate
Competition. Well done, " Dusty", keep it up !
The Company ran a dance at Ashford on Friday, 22nd
J une. The Hall was filled to capacity, and a very enjoyable
evening was had by all. Thanks are due to the Entertain
men s Committee, and to our W.R.A.C. friends, who put
in a lot of hard work to make the evening a success.
We are pleased to welcome four National Service
Volunteers this month, namely, Ptes. Richardson, Stock
well, Hall and Balchin. We wish them a long and happy
stay with us.
Our Pioneer Platoon is now operating once again on
Wednesday evenings at Tenterden, under the able guidance
of Sgt. Babbage.

1st Bn. Signal Platoon—Continued from page 162
days, with so many other preoccupations to keep us busy,
but with our next visit to Norfolk on the horizon, we must
train very hard to get up to the standard expected of us.
Since we missed last month's publication it is just as
well to give you an idea of the layout of the Platoon at
present.
Our R.S.O., Lieut. C. J. Griffin, is honeymooning in
Austria; Sgts. Stremes and Floyd are still with us drilling
and administrating; Cpls. Brown, Mannering and Ptes.
Nairne, Piggott and Howe also honeymooning; Cpl.
Miller is on a course; and Ptes. Coppard, Gates and
Score are in hospital. Pte. Score is making good progress,
and we hope that it will not be long before he is out and
about again; Pte. Gates wrote today, and informed us
that he will be in hospital for a further five months before
getting his discharge. He seems quite happy, however,
and we wish him luck and no permanent illeffects. Pte.
Coppard has a broken leg and should be with us shortly.
We suffered a great loss last week when the ever cheerful
Pte. Boniface left for an overseas posting accompanied
by Ptes. Gilfrin, Coley and Wells. We wish them all
happy hunting, with the knowledge that wherever they
go they \flll leave a good impression. Our "new" old
hands, Ptes. Creser, Fisher, Whitten, Russell, Beton,
Bradberry, Pirie, Martin and Hemsley, apart from their
training for public duties, have many jobs to do and are
kept very busy, lt will be on these that the Platoon will
mainly have to rely shortly, for of our "Ancients"—Cpls.
Walker, Hibburd, Joyce, Ptes. Fanjat, Pennicard Stewart,
Martin and Vidler—only Stewart and Martin will be with
us at the end of the year, with our three LanceCorporals,
Dunk, Ambrose and Lincoln, who are suffering the pains
Continued on page vi -

Past and Present
Association
Life Members
JUNE 1ST—30TH, 1951

1st Battalion Branch.—Maker, A., C.S.M., Ball, G.,
C.S.M., Webb, C., C/Sgt., Pendle, C., Sgt., Stremes, G.,
Sgt., Marsh, M., Sgt., Bradley, H., Sgt., Larkings, N.,
Sgt., Floyd, P., Sgt., Sharpe, T., Bandmaster, Hubbard,
K., Sgt., Lynch, T., Sgt., Berrett, G., C/Sgt., Diamond, R.,
Sgt., Villhaber, J., Sgt., Johnson, C., C.S.M., Miles, E.,
C/Sgt., Horswell, A., Sgt., Ellis, D., Sgt.
London Branch.—Bacon, W. W., Neill, S. W.
Ramsgate Branch.—Horn, R.
*

*

*

Life Associate Members
JUNE 1ST—30TH, 1951

London Branch.—Baxter, G.
Sittingbourne Branch.—Russell, R. A.
*

*

*

Annual Members
JUNE 1ST—30TH, 1951

Ramsgate Branch—Goldfinch, J. G. H.
*

*

*

Grants—Benevolent Fund
The total grants from the Benevolent Fund and the
World War 1939 Charitable Fund during the month of
June, 1951, are:—
£ s. d.
Benevolent Fund
25 10 0
World War 1939 Charitable Fund
45 0 0
*

*

*

Donations—Benevolent Fund
H.Q., 4th Battalion, The Buffs, Collection
Church Parade
*

*

£ s. d.

2 0 0

*

Donations—The Buffs War Memorial
Fund, 1939—45
Lieut.Colonel P. T. G. LyndenBell
Major J. T. R. Prestige
Mrs. J. M. James

£
5
10
5

s.
0
0
0

d.
0
0
0

£20 0 0
Total to date, £3,314 3s. 2d.
*

*

*

Ashford Branch
Our monthly meeting was held at the Somerset
Arms on Saturday, July 8th, when we had a
nice gathering.
After the Minutes had been read and accepted
and correspondence approved, we discussed the
arrangements for Remembrance Day. The
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Secretary took the names of all who wished to
attend. We hope to bring a nice party with us
for the parade. Mr. Stace was busy with an
outing to Ramsgate on Sunday the 8th.
I am very sorry to say that Mr. Edwards does
not improve much yet. He has been to a London
Hospital for treatment. Also, Mr. Dray has
been knocking himself about by falling down a
pit at his work. We hope that both of these
members will soon improve.
A party of 20 went to the Dolphin Hotel,
Lydd, on June 9th, for a game of bat and trap,
and also darts, and a very enjoyable evening was
spent with Mr. Baines and the boys of Lydd.
We arrived home about midnight.
Mr. Pawney entertained us on the piano at
our meeting and some of our members played
off their games of darts and crib.
A very enjoyable evening came to a close about
9.30 p.m.
*

*

*

London Branch

Our annual gathering to lay a wreath at the
Cenotaph in Whitehall was held on Saturday,
16th June. The parade assembled at 6 p.m.
on the Horse Guards Parade under the command
of our Chairman, Mr. R. W. Billings. Mr. E. W.
Tong was the parade master.
Our President (Major J. E. Enright) marched
the column to the National Memorial, led by the
City of London Drums, which had been engaged
through the efforts of Major H. V. Duffy. Major
J. E. Enright laid the wreath and gave the
oration, the buglers sounded the "Last Post"
and "Reveille". The column was then marched
to the Prince Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street,
Westminster, where it was dismissed. The
members made their way either to the bars or to
the meeting room for either liquid or solid
refreshment. The landlord and his staff dispensed
the one and Mr. Collins and his helpers the other.
Many members had provided the flour, sugar,
etc., which Mr. and Mrs, Collins had converted
to cakes, tarts, sausage rolls and sandwiches
which were laid out in profusion and handed
round by Mrs. Timns and other volunteers—
I am unable to recall all the names.
Among other activities, Mr. Collins conducted
his usual raffle, the two most coveted prizes being
won by Mr. E. F. Jarvis and Clarence "Kelly's
Eye" Holness, whose Regimental No. was 1
in the 6th 1914/18 Battalion. He had brought his
famous tin whistle with him.
Benny Field gave his usual rendering of
Galway Bay. We seldom see our old ''comrade"
these days.

Among many old hands we saw W. J. Manning,
"Molly" Marshall, the Molkenthin brothers,
InPensioner Neddy Norman, "Snowball"
Manning, "Spud" Austin, McGuinness and
InPenioner "Polly" Pullenger, the last four
having enlisted in 1892.
Two new members were recruited, W. W.
(5th and 9th Battalions) and S. W. Neffi (2nd
Battalion). They were welcomed into the Branch
by the Chairman.
There were 90 on parade, including members
of the Ladies' Guild.
Ramsgate Branch was represented by Bob.
Goldsmith and Fred Johnson, who was accom
panied by his son. Mr. C. Fakely, their Branch
Chairman, who was unwell and unable to make
the journey, sent apologies and regrets. The
Ramsgate members had arranged to leave
London by the 9.35 p.m. train from Victoria, but
Bob was unable to drag Fred away from the
party until 11 p.m., when the landlord said
"Sorry — Act of Parliament!". That meant the
midnight train. We learn that Fred lives next
door to the station at Ramsgate and Bob has to
walk a mile and a half.
We were pleased to have our President with
us after a long illness which had kept him in all
the Winter.
*

*

*

Ladies Guild
A meeting was held at the Prince Alfred
Restaurant, Tufton Street, Westminster, on
Saturday, July 7th, with Mrs. D. E. Spinner in
the Chair.
The Minutes for the previous month were
read and signed.
CORRESPONDENCE.—Letters were received from
Mrs. Watts and Mrs. Harris.
REGRETS were received from Mrs. Enright, Mrs,
Collins, Mrs. Buxton, Mrs. Taylor, Mrs. Ricketts
and Mrs. Watts, who had had an accident.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS.—The Election of
Officers took place. Owing to the resignation of
Mrs. Odell (Hon. Treasurer), Mrs. Everett was
elected Hon. Treasurer, Mrs. Coley ViceChair
man, Miss Coley Hon. Secretary. Committee
members: Mesdames Odell, Austen, Normah,
Hogben and Cobbe.
The Chairman thanked Mrs. Odell for her
past work, and welcomed Mrs. Everitt in her
place; also Mrs. Spinner thanked all the Com
mittee members for their good work and all
members for supporting the Guild, and hoped
they would continue to come along and keep the
Buff spirit going.
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OBITUARY.—Mrs. Spinner announced the pass

ing of Mrs. Williamson, who had been an
Associate Member for a great many years, and
had been a keen supporter of the Guild activities.
Our deepest sympathy to Mrs. Harris in the loss
of her friend; also our deepest sympathy to Mr.
and Mrs. Collins in their recent bereavement.
Welcome.—A welcome was given to Mrs.
Stunt and Mrs. Baxter after their long absence.
It was proposed that a vote of thanks be given
to Mr. and Mrs. Collins for providing the eatables
at the Cenotaph Parade social evening.
REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY.—Mrs. Spinner gave
the latest news for the arrangements for Remem
brance Sunday. Coach fare 12/. Names to be
given to Mr. Ricketts as soon as possible.
Application to Mr. Gould for Cathedral tickets
and lunches.
LADIES' GUILD DINNER.—The Chairman again
appealed to all members to support the Ladies'
Guild Dinner on September 29th. All subscrip
tions are now due. There will not be a Guild
Meeting in August.
RAFFLES were given by Mrs. Hawkins, Mrs.
Love, Miss Evans and Mrs. Annan.
Mrs. Coley on behalf of all members thanked
Mrs. Spinner for her work during the past year.
*
*
*

Dover Branch
Minutes of the monthly meeting held at the
Eagle Hotel on Thursday, 5th July, 1951.
Major Hart, in the absence of our Chairman
(Major Jackson) opened the meeting at 7.30 p.m.
The Minutes and Correspondence were read
by the Secretary.
Arrangements were made for Canterbury
(Reunion) and names taken for 'buses, etc.
Mr. White resigned from ViceChairman and
Mr. J. Deal was appointed in his place. A vote
of thanks was accorded to Mr. White for past
services.
A most enjoyable and successful Dance was
held at the Gymnasium, Old Park Barracks, on
Friday, 29th June, 1951.
370 members and friends were present and a
most enjoyable and excellent time was had by all.
Our special thanks are due to Lieut.Col.
Connolly, R.S.M. Weeks, P.T. Staff Instructor
and Provost Sergeant ; also to the Sergeants'
Mess Caterers for running the bars; Mr. A.
Meakin, a capable M.C.; Members of the
Branch Committee for their effort at the door;
also members of the Ladies' Guild for their help.

A raffle was run and prizes were won by
Sgt. Pendle (camera), S.M. Maker (box of
chocolates), who also won the Ticket Entrance
Prize. The Mystery Prize was won by C.S.M.
Galloway and his wife. This novelty caused
endless amusement; they had to open their
prizes on the stage.
Letters of regret were received from Major
General the Hon. G. Scarlett, Brigadier Tweedie,
Captain Knowles, Capt. Fish (Mayor of Dover),
Mr. J. Arbuthnot (M.P. for Dover) for their
inability to attend the Dance!
Twenty members were present at the meeting.
Box collection 12/9\ for Branch Funds.
The meeting were pleased to see Lieut. Knowles
and to know that his foot was better and that he
was able to get about again.
Capt. G. E. Dubois of the 1st Battalion was
also present.
*

*

*

Ramsgate Branch
Our Branch is fairly healthy, but unfortunately
owing to extra seasonal work some of our mem
bers cannot attend, and I am afraid our attend
ance at Canterbury will suffer for the same
reason. We should like to be there, but I for one
cannot attend. Our thoughts will be there, also
our best wishes for a successful day after the
Service.
We hold no Branch meeting in August, but
Bill Costin and his band of stalwarts are ready
for a big winter programme.
Now I must close so as to be in time for this
month's issue with a brief report of our last
meeting.
The meeting of the Ramsgate Branch of the
Past and Present Association The Buffs was held
at the Freemasons' Tavern on Friday, 15th June.
In the absence of Mr. Fakley owing to illness,
Mr. E. H. Swendell presided, supported by
Capt. R. J. S. Morgan, Lieut. W. Wotton and
Mr. B. E. Knott (Branch Secretary).
Mr. Swendell welcomed the officers and mem
bers for their attendance and expressed the
Branch's sympathy to their sick members. Quite
a number were sick and they included their
President (Major A. J. H. Taylor), their Chair
man (Mr. C. F. Fakley), also Messrs. Speakman,
Curtis, Bing and Hammon. Mr. Swendell
stated that the Association had sustained a big
loss in the early death of Major Van Ammel
and requested the members to stand in silence
for two minutes as a token of respect to the late
Major. Messrs. J. Johnson and R. Goldsmith
were attending the London Branch Cenotaph
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Parade at London. They were to represent the
Ramsgate Branch and a wreath would be placed
on the Cenotaph from the Branch.
Mr. J. Hogberi thanked the Branch for their
kind enquiries in respect of his recent illness and
stated that he was pleased to be back at their
meetings.
«
Mr. Knott stated that he had received details
of the Association Remembrance Service at
Canterbury Cathedral on 12th August and as
the Branch had sanctioned free transport it was
hoped that the Ramsgate Branch would be well
represented on this occasion. All Branches in
Kent and London were attending this parade
and arrangements for their welcome had been
prepared by the Depot The Buffs.
Mr. Swendell stated that Mr. Bugden would be
appointed "Marker" for the Ramsgate Detach
ment and he thanked Mr. Bugden for offering
his services at the Parade. Business being con
cluded, refreshments were served by Buff Host
Dick Atkins and the remainder of the evening
was spent in reviving old friendships.
#

*

*

Margate Branch
We deeply regret to report the death of Mr. C.
Pearce, of Margate Branch, on the 28th June.
Behind that conventional announcement lies a
loss that will be felt by every member of the
Branch, and many old comrades who served with
him in the l/4th Battalion. Many others since,
who knew him as sportsman and friend, will
long remember him for his forthright decisions,
both as referee and umpire.
Mr. Pearce was serving in the 1/4th, under the
command of Col. Mainwaring Dunstan, when
the Battalion sailed for India on the Dongola,
11th October, 1914. He accompanied the
Battalion from Mhow to Aden, and was from
there invalided in 1916.
He had recently returned from a tour in
Holland, having attended a rally at Zutphen,
organised by the Invalid Tricycle Association.
Mr. Pearce was Secretary of the Thanet Branch
of the Boot Trades Association, and had held
office in two Friendly Societies.
At this funeral at Margate Cemetery on Tues
day, 3rd July, the Branch was represented by
our Chairman, Mr. R. H. Harman and six
members. At the conclusion of the service at
the graveside, the exhortation was spoken by
Lt.Col. C. S. F. Witts.
. BRANCH MEETING.—The Branch Meeting for
July was held on the 4th at the Drill Hall, Hawley
Square, with Mr, R, H, Harman in the Chair.

It was but very poorly attended, and it was
perhaps fortunate that there was very little
business to transact. Before commencing, mem
bers stood in silence for a minute in tribute to
the memory of Mr. Pearce.
Details of Remembrance Sunday on 12th
August were communicated to members by
the Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. Shakeshaft, and it
was left to him to arrange transport and notify
by post those members not present.
Business was then concluded and the remainder
of the evening passed pleasantly at darts, etc. .
*

*

*

Sittingbourne Branch
Minutes of the 191st monthly meeting held
at the Drill Hall, East Street, on Friday, July
6th, 1951.
Colonel D. J. Dean was in the Chair, supported
by Mr. W. Mount.
An apology for absence was received from
Major Wills. About 24 members were present.
Minutes of the last meeting were read, and
after a slight alteration they were signed as
correct.
Correspondence was read, and a matter arising
was the Carnival on August 1st. It was carried
unanimously that we enter a tableaux and a
subcommittee was set up to deal with it.
Before the meeting closed, Cpl. F. Larkin
of the 1st Battalion Band arrived and was given a
hearty welcome.
Booby won by Mr. E. Spice was won by
Mr. A. Excell, making 12/.
*

*

*

Heme Bay Branch
At our last monthly meeting 15 members were
present.
There has been very little to note during the
last months except the waiting to see who we
meet in the next round of the Darts Knockout
Competition.
All our members are keeping in good health
and regular work.
Mr. Millar seems to have recovered from his
accident and can again take the goods that
matter, if only in small doses.
Mr. Marsh has completed a fine holiday with
weather to suit the occasion.
Our Chairman is now due for his holiday, so
look out, Brighton!
The "Mayor of Bullockstone" was seen sweat
ing it out in a blue coat during the heat wave
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and then with it off during a December day in
June. On being questioned, he stated "Orders
is Orders".
I am pleased to report that Mr. Mount is again
back in harness.
We all hope to see many old friends and
comrades during the Remembrance Service on
August 12th.
*

*

*

Folkestone Branch
Our President (Col. C. E. Wilson) made one
of his very welcome visits to our July meeting,
held on the 3rd at "D" Company Club.
Major West, our Chairman, presided over a
fair attendance. There was little to talk about
except the arrangements for Canterbury. We
are hoping for a good attendance, but shall know
more about this at our next meeting.
We were all sorry to hear of the passing of
Harry Barnes. Although not a Buff, he was
always very interested in our doings, and was a
member of "D" Company Club for a very long
time.
We managed to win the darts against Hythe,
and now await information as to our next
opponents. I wonder if we are to have another
evening at Ashford. There are worse ways of
spending two or three hours.
That's about all for now, and let's hope for a
fine day on Sunday, August 12th.
*

*

*

Ladies Guild
The Annual General Meeting of the Ladies
Guild, Folkestone Branch, was held in the Drill
Hall on Wednesday, June 27th, at 3 p.m., with
24 members attending.
Minutes of the last meeting were read and
signed.
Officers elected for the ensuing year were as
follows:—Mrs. R. G. Wood (Chairman), Mrs.
Coote (VieeChairman), Mrs. Tyrell (Vice
President), Mrs. Mantell (Secretary), Mrs. Hassell
(Treasurer). Committee Ladies: Mrs. Cannon,
Mrs. Rich., Mrs. Hackney, Mrs. Smith, Mrs.
Curley, Mrs. Couteria. Mrs. R. G. Wood
(Chairman) said the balance sheet was very
satisfactory.
After all the business was over, we settled down
to our usual game of whist, followed by tea.
We regret the loss of two of our members
since our last notes, Mrs. Holliday and Mrs.
Finnis.

We should like through these notes to express
our thanks to our Chairman and ViceChairman
for the pleasant afternoons they gave us.
On January 17th, Mrs. R. G. Wood had a
very nice tea catered for us by the Peerless Cafe
and contributed quite a number of prizes for our
game of whist.
On May 16th, *Mrs. Coote extended an invit
ation to her house. About 22 members accepted.
She also provided us with an excellent tea, and
prizes for whist. This was enjoyed very much by
all, especially the walk in her lovely gardens.
On May 22nd four members from our Branch
were invited to the Medway Ladies' Guild
Meeting. A very pleasant afternoon was spent
with them, one of our members bringing home a
prize.
On June 6th we entertained the Ashford
Branch. We had invited Deal as well, but were
sorry to hear they have had to close down.
We were disappointed that the members from
Ashford do not play whist, but one lady played
to represent the Branch and the others went for
a walk by the sea, and came back to tea with us.
Mrs. Laws, one of our members, gave us a
small coffee set for a raffle. This was won by Mrs.
Smith. Mrs. Curley, another member, gave us a
lovely silk tea cosey. This was won by Mrs.
Mantell.
On June 13th we had our Annual Outing,
going on a circular tour, starting at 9 o'clock,
stopping at Hay wards Heath for lunch. It was
there at lunch that one of our members (Mrs.
Finnis) collapsed and was taken to Haywards
Heath Hospital. We went further round, stop
ping at Tonbridge for tea, eventually reaching
home about 9.30 p.m. All enjoyed the ride as
the countryside was looking so beautiful.
*
*
*

Brighton Branch
A good monthly meeting at the beginning of
June with fifteen members present.
It is a very pleasant meetingplace and we are
very much indebted to the R.E. Record Office
Social Club for allowing us to use it. Refresh
ments (including Kent's Best) are all laid on and
ladies are very welcome and are soon very much
at home. We are very lucky indeed to have
found such a new home.
We wish more members would turn up,
especially the younger Buffs who served in the
last war—we are still much stronger in South
African and Great War veterans—we can only
repeat all ages are welcome and all ladies very
welcome.

THE
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1st Bn. Signal Platoon—Continued from page 167
of a Cadre Course. The new recruits to the Platoon
include Ptes. Warren, Raven, Armitt, Apark, Davids,
Rew, Browning, Johnson, Moult, Percy, Parker, Howe,
Trussler, Dunn, Foxwell, Harvey and Cooper.
They are willing and cheerful, and no doubt will turn
out good Signallers. Half the Platoon have just returned
from an afternoon of P.E. Tests; they look rather fatigued
but I am glad to say that they all passed. The Battalion
shooting team of eight men included four from the
Signals, Sgt. Stremes, Ptes. Bradberry, Beton and Boniface,
and there are twentyeight men from the Platoon on
Public Duties, so the Platoon is holding its own in other
fields besides Signalling.

A large number of relatives came to watch the event
and attended the tea party afterwards.
The next evening there was a dance in the gymnasium
which was a great success. A great deal of hard work
was put in by Sgt. Jones, A.P.T.C., and Cpl. Rodmell and
their assistants.
The 3rd July saw the departure of our first
which went to the 1st Battalion.

intake

Our second intake arrived on 5th July. They are formed
into two platoons, Oudenarde and Malplaquet.

Our next notes will come from London, and I have no
doubt there will be plenty to report, but for the time
being 1 will close with best wishes to the new members of
the Platoon, Mesdames Griffin, Brown, Mannering,
Nairne, Howe and Piggott; and Mrs. Martin ?

In closing we offer our hearty congratulations to L/Cpl.
Castle, a Buff serving with the Brigade Corps of Drums,,
on his recent marriage, and L/Cpl. Branson on his
promotion.

[By courtesy of the "Kentish Gazette '
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How to get "The Dragon"
UOR those wishing to receive the Paper direct through
the post each month, the rates of subscriptions are:
1 year, 8/. 6 months, 4/. 3 months, 2/.
Remittances should be sent to the Editor, Depot The Buffs,
New Infantry Barracks, Canterbury.
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The Past and Present Association
Headquarters : DEPOT, THE BUFFS.

Telephone: CANTERBURY 4784,

Secretary : MAJOR A. J. PEARETH

BRANCHES
Branch
1. 1st Bn., The Buffs
2. 4th Bn., The Buffs
3. ASHFORD
4. LONDON

Chairman
Secretary
SecondinCommand
R.S.M.
SecondinCommand
R.S.M.
Mr. J. W. Rossiter (Jnr.) Mr. F. J. Sharrard, 13 Sackville Crescent,
Codington Road, Ashford
Mr. R. W. Billings
Mr. F. Gould, 51 Lincolns Inn Fields,
London, W.C.2

5. DOVER

Major J. C. Jackson

Mr. C. A Mills, 10 West Street. Dover

6. WEALD

Col. F. B. Burns, T.D.

7. MEDWAY

Mr. F. C. Cox

Mr. F. Maxwell, 7 StoneStreet, Cranbrook,
Kent
Mr. H. A. J. Brand, 83 Delce Road,
Rochester

& SITTINGBOURNE

17. FAVERSHAM

Col. D. J. Dean, v.c., T.D. Mr. W. Sinclair, 50 Homewood Avenue,
Milton Regis
Mr. C. F. Fakley
Mr. B. F. Knott, 33 Brunswick Street,
Ramsgate
Mr. R. H. Harman
Mr. J. H. Shakeshaft, 14 Alexandra Road,
Broadstairs
Col. J. V. R. Jackson
Mr. L. R. Peirce, 50 Paraker Way, Horn
street, Hythe.
Mr. L. F. Parratt
Mr. J. J. Sharp, "Mylton", Tonford Lane,
Thanington, Canterbury
Mr. W. Stanard
Mr; A. Trice, 23 Queen's Gardens, Heme
Bay
Major A. A. West
Mr. H. Fordred, 36 Fernbank Cresent,
Folkestone
Mr. H. Taylor
Mr. D. H. Hart, 45 St. Barts Road,
Sandwich
Mr. W. F. Oram, 344 Middle Deal Road,
Deal
Cept. J. Green
Mr. W. Drury, 2 Dorset Place, Faversham

18. BRIGHTON

Capt. R. J. Robertson

19. DENMARK

Capt. W. M. Iversen, K.d. Mr. S. F. Frederiksen, St. Hansgade,
4 Kobenhavn, N. Denmark

9. RAMSGATE
10. MARGATE
11. HYTHE
12.

CANTERBURY

IS. HERNB BAY
14. FOLKESTONE
15. SANDWICH
16. DEAL

Major H. Milton, 118 Queen's Road,
Brighton

Meeting Dates and Places

First Saturday in each month, Somerset
Arms, 7 p.m.
Third Saturday in each month, Prince
Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, West
minster, 7.30 p.m.
First Thursday in each month, ''Eagle
Hotel", London Road, Dover, 7.45 p.m.
Last Saturday in each month, The Two
Brewers,
High
Street,
Rochester,
7.30 p.m.
First Friday in each month, Drill Hall
Fast Street, 7.30 p.m.
Third Friday in each month, Freemason's
Tavern, Ramsgate, 8 p.m.
First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall,
Harley Square, 8 p.m.
Last Wednesday in each month, British
Legion Hut, 7.30 p.m.
First Friday in each month, Rhodaus Town,
Canterbury, 8 p.m.
Second Monday in each month, British
Legion Club, May Lodge, 8 p.m.
First Tuesday in each month, Drill Hall,
Shellons,{Street, 8 p.m.
First Tuesday 'in each month, Drill Hall,
8 p.m.
First Tuesday in each month, Royal
William, Faversham, 7.30 p.m.
Second Monday in each month, R.F.
Record Social Club, The College, Ditchling
Rise, Brighton, 8 p.m.
7th Day in each month, Keglebanens
Selskabslokaler Bernstorffsgade 7, Copen
hagen, 7.30 p.m.

GROUPS
(a)
(b)

Dover, Folkestone, Hythe, Deal
Ramsgate, Sandwich, Margate

(c) Canterbury, Heme Bay, Ashford, Weald
(d) Medway, Sittingbourne, Faversham

LADIES' GUILD
President: HON.
Branch

MRS. P. G. SCARLETT

1. LONDON

Chairman
Mrs. D. F. Spinner

Secretary
Miss M. J. Coley, Worcesters Lodge,
Ridgel
: Hill, Nr. Barnet, Herts,

2. DOVER

Mrs. J. Crookenden, J.P.

3. FOLKESTONE

Mrs. G. Wood, J.P.

Mrs. A. M. Foulkes, 25 Vale View Road,
Dover
Mrs. Kay Mantell, 5 Page Place, Folkestone

4. DEAL

Mrs. Fast

Mrs. G. Maxted, 143 Middle Street, Deal

5. MEDWAY

Mrs. King Holt

6. ASHFORD

Mrs. L. King

7.

Mrs. M. E. Dean

Mrs. M. Sellens, 69 Priestfield Road,
Gillingham, Kent
Mrs. F. Partiss, 22 Bond Road, South
Ashford
Mrs. J. Ravensdale, 10 Railway Terrace,
Sittangbourne

SlTIINGBOURNE

[iii]

Meeting Dates and Places
First Saturday in each month, Prince
Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, S.W.I,
6.30 p.m.
First Thursday in each month, T.A.
Drill Hall, Liverpool Street, Dover, 3 p.m.
Every other Wednesday, Drill Hall, Shellons
Street, Folkestone, 3.30 p.m.
First Wednesday in each month, St.
George's Hall, High Street, Deal.
Fourth Tuesday in each month Foresters'
Hall, King Street, Gillingham, 2.30 p.m.
Second Wednesday in each month, The
Drill Hall, Ashford, 3 p.m.
Third Wednesday in each month, Drill
Hall, Fast Street, Sittingbourne, 6.45 p.m.

THE BUFFS (Royal East Kent Regiment)
Colonel-in-Chief: His Majesty Frederik IX, K. G., King of Denmark
Colonel: MajorGeneral Hon. P. G. Scarlett, C.B., M.C D.L., Stonegreen Hall Mersham, Nr. Ashford, Kent.
Unit or Appointment

Name

LIEUTENANTCOLONELS

§Dewar, M. P. D., M.B.E ... T/Col., G.S., E. Africa.
fParry, F. W. B
T/Col., H.C.Bde.
Oliver, G. E. F., D.S.O. ... att. Depot.
MAJORS 

Div. Battle School, MELF.
Bruce, E. P. C., M.C.
T/Col., School of Infantry.
Parry, R. F., M.C. ...
T/Lt.Col.,
1st Bn.
Connolly, J. F., D.S.O.
Depot.
Craig, B. H
T/Lt.Col.,
4th Bn.
Jelf, A. G. ...
Craddock.R.W.,D.S.O. tM.B.E. T/Brig., War Office
T/Lt.Col.,
I.D.C.
Atkinson, J. G., O.B.E
Grace, H. R.
1st Bn.
...
War Office.
Scott, E. S., M.B.E.
1st Bn.
Hams St. John, B. J.
1st
Bn. Royal Sussex Regt., MELF.
Lewis, P. J
5th Bn. Nigeria Regt.
Bniley, N. T.
T/Lt.Col.
M. A., Copenhagen.
Edlmann, E. L. C., M .C. ...
H.Q. Arrnd. Div., B.A.O.R.
Rawlings, A. C.
1st Bn. Royal Fusiliers B.A.O.R.
Horley, J). M.
1st Bn.
May, J. F
1st Bn.
Ravenhill, R. A. C....
2/3rd Bn. K.A.R., E. Africa.
Plumptre, P. B., M.B
1st Bn. E. Surrey Regt.
Dendy, R. H.
1st Bn. Royal Fusiliers, B.A.O.R.
Lucas, J. P
3rd Bn. Parachute Regt.
Norris, N F. H. C. ...
W. Africa.
Majendie, A. E.
1st
Bn.
Crichton, R. F., M.C.
Adjt. Cambridge U.T.C. (T.A.)
McGrath, B., M.C. ...
CAPTAINS

Staff College, Camberley.
2/3rd Bn. K.A.R., E. Africa.
T/Maj., 3rd Bn. Parachute Regt.
School ot Infantry.
G.S.O.3, War Office.
G.S.O.3, FARELF.
4th Bn.
G.S.O.3, MELF.
Gold Coast Recruits Trg. Centre
IstBn.

Blaxland, W. G.
Gay, A. W
Montgomery, D.
Morgan, F. de R., M.C.
Poulsen, N. D.
Cox, E. G., M.C. ...
Collins, H. A.
Critchley, L. P.
...
Worts., J. B., M.C.
Semmence, R. G. H.
S Supernumerary
Broadley, A., M.B.E., T.D
O'Geary, M. G.
Buckeridge, M.
....
Bailey, C. F., M.C. ...
Ford, E. N M.C. ...
Minard, F. G.
Pickard, D. L L, T.D.
Stewart, E B.
Papworth, R. E. ...
Leates, M. M.C.
...
Todman, N. E. H. ...
Brooke, C. W.
Sherwood, R. D.
Pitkin, W^H.
Carey, R., M.C.
Robertson, R. J.
Elliott, N
Ransley, E. J., M.C.
McGrath, G. A.
Bloomer, R. H.

CAPTAINS

LIEUTENANTS

... 1st Bn. Parachute Regt. .
... Language Course, London.
... HQ. British Gurkhas in India, Barrack
pore.
... 1st Bn.
... 1st Bn.
... 1st Bn. Parachute Regt.
... Depot.
... 1st Bn. Parachute Regt.
... Depot.
... 1st Bn.
... IstBn.
... 1st Bn.
... IstBn.
... 1st Bn.
2ND LIEUTENANTS
... 1st Bn.
... 1st Bn.
... IstBn.
...' IstBn.

Hamilton, C. M.
Gatehouse, H. R. ...
Phillips, L. M.
Griffin, C. J.
French, B.G.J.
Webber, J. W.
Pirn, A. H. E.
Brigstocke, W. F. ...
StratfordTuke, R. A.
Gillum, J. R.
Dalgliesh, A R. F. ...
Grugedn,. J. D.
Mullins, G. O.
MonckMason, G. V. S.
West, C. T. F.
Gatehouse, P. O. R.
Ward, M. W.
Dracopoli, M. P. St. F.

QUARTERMASTERS

... Maj. (Q.M.), Depot.
... Capt. (Q.M.), 1st Bn.
... Capt. (Q.M.) 4th Bn.

Williams, L J., M.B.E.
Watts, E. H. F.
Kille, W. E.

Short Service Commissions

T/Maj., War Office,
att. Depot, Course, U.K.
3 A.B.T.C.
MELF.
att. Depot, Course, U.K.
4 Int. Tr. Team, S. Command. .
T/Maj., D.A.D. Claims Commn., Hong
Kong.
13 Trav. Wing, W. Command.
1st Bn.
War Office.
9 Trav. Wing, E. Anglia Dist.
att. Depot, Leave U.K.
P.R.O.MELF.
War Office.
Aldershot District.
Depot.
1st Bn.
N. Ireland District.

CAPTAINS—continued
... T/Maj., DAQMG., Scottish Command
Court, D. N.
GordonWilson, N. F., M.B.E. T/Maj., G.S.O.2, War Office.
... 1st Bn.
Nash, J P
ffrench Blake, M. A. O 'B. ... IstBn.
... 1st Bn. Royal Sussex Regt., MELF.
Iliffe, R. O
... Depot.
Hadshar, G. ...
... Br. Mil. Mission, Ethiopia.
Dunglinson, W. G. H.
... IstBn..
Barrett, D. P. R. ...
... G.S.O.3, Sudan.
Dent, J. E. ...
... 1st Bn.
MacDonald. E. W. ...
... IstBn.
Marshall, F. ...
... 1st Bn.
Dubois, G. E., M.C.
... att. Depot, Leave U.K.
Peckham, A. D.
... 1st Bn.
Squire, S. J
... War Office.
Thorneycroft, F. E.
... 2nd Bn. Parachute Regt.
Willows, D. A.
... A.D.C., Comd., H.C. District.
Wilson, P. F.

CAPTAINS—continued
Delves, N. H.
HammondSeaman, H. L ... Malay Regt.
... W.O. 3P.I.A.
Fakley, J. F.
... Depot.
Wilson, A. F. P. ...
Coote, A. D
LIEUTENANTS

... War Office P.S.O.

Butcher, D.A.T
Huntley, S. J.
Severn, P. H. K.
Barlow, W. B.
Roseberry, L. S.
Thomas, E. B
Minto, I. G.,
Hicks, E. M. G.
Prentice, J. R.

...
...
...
...
...

T/Capt. W. Africa.
Inf. Div. Pro. Cov.
T/Capt. D.A.P.M., S.I.B./R.M.P.
1st Bn.
1st Bn.

2ND LIEUTENANTS

... Depot
... Depot

...

QUARTERMASTERS

Brit. Mil. Mission, Saudi Arabia, MELF
Hong Kong.
16 Coy. R.A.S.C.

Rowcliffe, T. A.„ Capt.
Stone, J. H., Capt.
Corps, J., Capt.

4th Battalion
HON. COLONEL

4th Bn.: Col. D. J. Dean, V.C., T.D.f Woodcourt, 1 Park Avenue, Sittingbourne, Kent.
LIEUTENANTCOLONEL

Jelf, A. G.
MAJORS

Hews, G. R. D., M.C., T.D.
Taylor, N. G. H.
Prestige, J. T. R.
Thorne, P. A., M.C.
Neville, F. G., M.C.
Tilleard, J. T. D.
Alexander, U. H. B., M.B.E.
Collins H. A (Adjt.).
Hannah, W. H.
Balding, C. E. E
Plunkett, P. N. P.
WatsonAlexander, B.

Bashall, T. H.
Fynmore, P. J.
Lees, H. D.
Barnes, A. G.
Lewis, W. G. G.
Klean, P. H.
Pantony, D. A.

LIEUTENANTS

'

2ND. LIEUTENANTS

Bett, J. T.
Bennett, R. G.
Sambrook, J. R.
Wicker, D. A.
Crowdy, K. E. L.
RoperCurzon, Hon., J. C. I.

QUARTERMASTER

Kille, W. E., Capt. (QM)
CHAPLAIN

The Rev. A. N. B. Sugden, M.A., S.C.F.
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EDITORIAL

E are often asked when The Dragon was first published. The first number, printed and
published for the Editor at The Buffs Printing Press, Fort William, Calcutta, was issued on
September 15th, 1874, price two annas and consisted of eight pages. The journal was then
called The Dragon and East Kent Chronicle.
We quote one paragraph from the editorial with which we endeavour to remain in accord under
very different conditions:—
"We hope to make The Dragon a complete Regimental Gazette, shewing all promotions, exchanges,
appointments, etc., etc., which may occur either with the Colors, or at the Depot; chronicling also
every event of interest to the Regiment and keeping some Record of old friends and comrades who
have left us, and who are very often lost sight of, or forgotten, altogether. Further we hope to have
in The Dragon a means of making known to our readers from time to time the reforms and changes
now so frequent in the Service, so hard to comprehend, and so difficult to explain through the
ordinary medium, — Regimental orders."
*

*

*

The death, recently, of Field Marshal Lord Bird wood, of Anzac and Totnes, again draws attention
to a very brilliant career in British Military History. His autobiography Khaki and Gown, published
by Ward, Lock and Co., at 25/, makes absorbing reading, progressively following his life and career
from 1865 to 1941. Many military campaigns and expeditions are lucidly and entertainingly
described, with preciseness and care and attention to detail.
*

*

*

A new Association, the Burma Star Association, has been formed of which anyone who is a
holder of one or* who is entitled to wear the Burma Star, can become a member. Inquiries should be
addressed to the Hon. Secretary, Burma Star Association, c/o British Legion, Haig House, 26
Eccleston Square, London, S.W.I.
*

*

*

The fourth volume of the Historical Records of The Buffs, covering the period immediately follow
ing the First World War to the period of army reorganisation, culminating in the year 1948, was
published during the month and it is hoped that, by now, all subscribers will have received their
copies.
The edition is limited to one thousand copies.
*

*

*

The Annual Report of the Past and Present Association and the remarks of the Colonel of the
Regiment will be found on page v.
Copies of the accounts have been circulated to battalions and branches. A limited number of
copies are available at headquarters upon application by members who do not belong to a branch.
[171]

THE DRA(J6N

BIRTH
BARRETT.—On 4th July, 1951, at Shorncliffe, to
Elisabeth, wife of Captain D. P. R. Barrett,
The Buffs, a son, John Francis Donovan.
*
*
*

Appreciation of
Major A. C. J. Van Ammel,
D.S.O., M.C.

LATE OF 5TH BATTALION, THE BUFFS

E

By Major E. N. Ford

XMEMBERS^f the wartime 5th Battalion
will have read with regret the announcement
in the May issue of the untimely death of
Major A. C. J. Van Ammel at so young an age.
"Charles", as he was known to everyone, was
one of the chief characters of the Battalion.
With his striking personality and ever ready
sense of humour, he was always a popular figure
in the 78th Division, of which the Battalion was
a part.
He belonged to the small group of officers
who saw active service in three campaigns and
at the time he left the Battalion in 1945 was one
of its oldest surviving members. His D.S.O.
was won in Italy, but his two M.C.s won earlier
came through in the wrong order. His first
award consequently became a bar to the second
and caused a certain amount of amusement in
the Battalion at the time.
Charles was probably at his best at Cassino,
although none of his awards was for this
operation. After a brief spell away from the
Battalion he took over "Y" Company ("A"
Company previously renamed). "Y" Company
had something of a reputation for being an
unlucky Company, having suffered rather heavily
in casualties—particularly amongst Company
Commanders. This did not seem to deter
Charles in any way when he took over. As it
happened he himself became the next Company
Commander casualty and was followed in quick
succession by two others.
Although the Battalion had held positions in
North Africa which were worse from the point
of view of rain, mud, and living conditions, it
was Charles' opinion that for sheer fierceness of
fighting, concentration of shells, mortar bombs
and bullets per square mile, there was nothing
to equal Cassino. This view was shared by most
of the other officers in the Battalion who had
fought through the previous campaigns.
Charles' Company held positions in the
station area in March of 1944 and suffered

heavy casualties from shells and mortar bombs.
It went Back after a short rest to take over the
Castle ruins perched on a spur jutting out from
the Monastery Hill, right under the nose of the
Monastery, and completely overlooked and
dominated by the Monastery. The Castle was
probably the worst position that the Battalion
ever held. It was only large enough to accom
modate one Company and owing to the nature
of the position, no Company was called upon
to hold it for more than 48 hours at a stretch.
It consisted of two Vshaped upright walls
(probably The remnants of a tower) about 30 ft.
high. A low crumbled wall ran round a court
yard outside. The apex of the Vshaped walls
pointed towards the Monastery 1,000 ft. above.
The castle was approximately onethird of the
way up the Monastery Hill, the Monastery on
the summit being 1,500 ft. above Cassino. It was
sufficiently isolated for the Germans to be able
to Mortar it at random without fear of hitting
their own troops. They lost no time in taking
advantage of the situation.
The Castle was held mainly to deny it to the
enemy. It was taken over at night and entailed
an exhausting 40minute climb on all fours up
the steep rocky slopes of the hill which was
sheer rock and crag. The Company in the
Castle could do little but sit and "take it" for
40 hours.
Charles took over the position with "Y"
Company and realised straight away that the
main thing was to keep up morale. Seizing a
Bren gun from a shaky private soldier he tore
off a magazine at the nearest enemy held house
in Cassino. Although this probably did no
damage it certainly had a morale effect and
provided a topic of conversation for the next
hour or so. The castle was straffed perpetually
by enemy mortars. Charles prevented the men
from thinking too much about the situation by
doing everything he could to keep them occupied.
He went round incessantly talking with them
and cracking jokes in his own characteristic
manner. Despite the water shortage (a limited
supply of water, rations, and ammunition was
carried up to the position at night on Everest
carriers strapped to the backs of Indians) he
insisted that the men shaved every day.
One platoon and Company H.Q. had to be
crowded into the floor space between the two
upright walls. By day it was impossible for
anyone to move outside without being seen
from the enemy positions below in Cassino.
At first it seemed improbable that the enemy
could drop a mortar bomb inside the two upright
walls, since to do this the bomb would have had
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to have fallen almost vertically. However, when
bombs began to strike the tops of the walls and
a number of men were injured by falling bricks,
Charles decided that possibly there might be
the chance of a fluke shot dropping into the
small floor space between the walls, and that
it was imperative to build dugouts. There were
no materials except entrenching tools. He
supervised the construction of the dugouts
himself. As best could be done in the hard
surface of rock and rubble three shallow trenches
were scraped along the sides of the walls. In
order to increase depth a line of rocks was laid
parallel to the walls along the sides of the shallow
trenches. Charles debated for a time and then
decided that in the absence of any other materials,
and in view of the urgency, a certain number of
rifles would have to be sacrificed. These were
laid across from the tops of the rocks and wedged
against the castle walls, thus forming the frame
work on which to build a roof. Water cans were
then laid across the rifles and handfulls of dust
and rubble scooped on top to give as much
thickness to the roof as possible.

In action Charles kept close to his wireless
set. He searched the ground with his binoculars
and never missed an opportunity of directing
Artillery on to a target. When his own position
was straffed he was quick to take a compass
bearing and send back a shell report for the
gunners to work on. If he couldn't get a bearing
on to the enemy battery he asked for the nearest
enemy position to be straffed in retaliation. In
a static position if there was nothing else to do
he read incessantly.
He believed in living as well as possible no
matter how adverse the conditions. His men
were always made to shave in the line and a
proper latrine set up. When his Company came
out for a rest, even if only for a short time, he
insisted on a proper Company lines being
established. Platoon bivouacs were set up in
three rows under the trees with a separate lines
for offiicers, and an officers' mess tent. The
officers' lines were marked off with white tape
and sign boards erected indicating the route in
and out of the area, M.T. Lines, Company Office,
etc. On the first night out of the line officers
sat down to dinner off plates with a white cloth
on the table.
On several occasions he took over the Battalion
for temporary periods, although under thirty at
the time. In the latter stages of the campaign
he became 2 i/c Battalion, but it must have
proved something of an anticlimax to him after
his long career as a rifle Company Commander.
Charles would never have felt at home in any
role as second in command attending to admin
istrative matters behind the line. With his
positive personality, ability for making quick
decisions, keen tactical sense, and faculty for
originating ideas to cope with the most difficult
situations he was essentially a commander.
His unfortunate death at so young an age
may in part have been due to the nervous strain
imposed by long periods of action in a battalion
that saw little rest from 1942 until the end of the
war.
He will be remembered as a great, if not
unusual personality, and an officer with an
unique war record.

His decision to sacrifice the rifles was justified.
The dugouts were completed after much effort
and he detailed the men off into three groups
and held a practice standto, to see if there was
sufficient room for everyone to get in. Wedged
in the crouch position it was found just possible
to squeeze everyone in.
Half an hour later the enemy started another
mortar barrage and the dugouts were quickly
occupied. Three bombs fell within the walls,
one scoring a direct hit on the roof of the dugout
that Charles was in. For a few minutes the
small crowded area was an inferno of flying
bricks, dust and rubble. As soon as the firing
ceased the casualties were dragged out—approx
imately twelve in all. Most had received head
injuries. It is doubtful, whether any of the forty
men would have survived had the dugouts not
been built. Charles himself was hit in the face
and his head and was temporarily stone deaf.
Stretcher bearers were sent up from Cassino
in daylight and in full view of the enemy. They
carried the Red Cross flag high above their heads.
The enemy did not fire. Charles insisted on
seeing the stretcher cases out before he led the
walking wounded down the hill. Despite his
wounds he supervised the evacuation of the
casualties himself. He rejoined the Battalion
some weeks later to take part in many more
battles in the arduous pursuit to Rome and
Lake Trasimeno. It was during this period that
he won his D.S.O.

*

*

*

Future Events
8TH BATTALION, THE BUFFS (191418) ANNUAL
DINNER, Saturday, September 22nd, Union
Hotel, 11 Pimlico Road, London, S.W.I.
Applications to: Captain R. Waby, D.C.M.,
M.M., 33 Hayter Road, Brixton, London,
S.W.2.
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In order to ensure that the Battalion receives
a fair "crack of the whip" in all the above matters,
he must be on good terms with DADOS, Barrack
Officer, Garrison Engineer, ADME, BBME,
the local Ordnance and Supply Depots and the
"Q" Staff Officers at Brigade and Garrison
Headquarters.
The Unit or "G.1098" equipment is the cause
of most of the Quartermaster's headaches.
A year or two before the last war, the weapons
of an Infantry Barralion were the rifle, pistol,
Lewis and Vickers guns. Nowadays, it has the
rifle, Sten machinecarbine and pistol as personal
weapons, plus the following platoon and support
ing weapons and armaments:—PIAT, Bren
LMG, Vickers MMG, 2in.  and 3in. Mortars,
Flamethrowers (both portable and transportable)
and the 17pr. QF Gun. All these additional
weapons need their "spares" and associated
equipment, plus drill and training munition.

LONDON BRANCH LADIES' GUILD DINNER, Saturday,

29th September.
THE BUFFS OFFICERS' REUNION CLUB SUPPER,
Friday, October 5th, 1951, 7 p.m., Rembrandt
Hotel.
6TH BATTALION, THE BUFFS (191418), ANNUAL
DINNER, Saturday, October 13th, 7.30 p.m.,
Talbot Restaurant, London. Dress optional.
Tickets 10/. Applications to: R. W. Billings,
14 Hornfair Road, Charlton, S.E.7. Kent
Representative; A. W. Rennells, Unicorn Inn,
Bekesbourne, Nr. Canterbury.
1/4TH BUFFS (1914/1919) REUNION DINNER,
Saturday, October 21th, Drill Hall, St. Peter s
Lane, Canterbury. Further details will be
published later.
   .

'
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"What Goes On"
W 7ITH the article "The Quartermaster's
* W Stores", which appears on this page, the
series of five articles under the general
heading of "What Goes On" comes to an end.
The writers of these articles have been:—
I. "Continuation Training"—Lieut. Mullins
in collaboration with 2/Lieut. West.
II. "Support Company"—Captain Barrett.
III. "Weapon Training Today"—Capt. Squire.
IV. "Signals and Signallers"—Lieut. Griffin.
V. "The Quartermaster's Stores"—Captain
(QM) Watts.
It is much to be hoped that some useful inform
ation, as well as some points for discussion and
comparison amongst the Past readers of the
Journal, have been obtained from the series.
And a vote of thanks to all six authors for the
time and energy expended on the production of
their article.—Ed.
V. THE QUARTERMASTER'S STORES
The Quartermaster's job these days is basically
the same as it has always been—he is the C.O.'s
staff officer for all "Q" matters and is responsible
for indenting for, receiving, storing and account
ing for all stores and equipment on behalf of the
Battalion.
He is mainly concerned with:—
(a) Clothing and personal equipment.
(b) Unit Equipment (G. 1098).
(c) Barrack Services and Accommodation Stores.
(<d) Engineer Services.
(e) Married Quarters.
(/) Camps, billets and requisitioned buildings,
(g) Ammunition,

In the "good old days", a soldier was given a
free initial issue of clothing and; necessaries.
Later he received a money allowance to keep it
in serviceable condition and;up to scale. At the
present day, the soldier receives a money allow
ance for the replacement of certain items, other
basic items being replaced free. This complicates
accounting, calls for more Army Forms, and more
frequent clothing exchanges as, obviously, the
soldier will not look after articles which are
exchanged free as well as he will articles for
which he has to pay.
Barrack Services cover the furnishing of
accommodation, barrack rooms, offices, stores,
messes, kitchens, etc.
Engineer services cover the maintenance of
buildings, roads, ranges, etc.
The Quartermaster needs a Staff to run the
following:—
Quartermaster's Office.
Unit Equipment (G 109S) Accounts and Stores.
Clothing Accounts and Stores.
Mobilization Clothing and Personal Equipment
Stores.
Unit Mobilization Equipment Store.
Accommodation Stores.
Fuel Yard and Fuel Accounts.
Training Stores and Accounts. ,
Field Engineering Stores.
Sanitation Services.
The Armourer is controlled by the Quarter
master, who must keep him supplied with tools
and materials for the repair of weapons and
bicycles. Arrangements for the Quarterly inspec
tion of arms and the provision of necessary
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fatigue parties are made by the Quartermaster.
He also supervises the work of the Pioneers and
arranges for the supply of tools and materials
required for the many and varied tasks which
they are called upon to carry out. Many of these
are unofficial but all of them are very necessary.
Through the Pioneer Sergeant and with the
assistance and goodwill of the Garrison Engineer,
he attempts to keep the Barracks in a good state
of repair without the necessity for excessive
Barrack Damage charges.
The administration of Married Quarters looms
larger each day in the life of the Quartermaster.
Gone are the days when married families'
furniture was comprised of tables, chairs, beds
and cooking utensils. Nowadays there are
hundreds of articles on the Schedule for each
married quarter. Unless he is very fortunate,
4he Quartermaster has not only families of his
own Battalion to consider, but also those of
"grass widows" of soldiers serving overseas in
nonfamily stations. Fuel for families is not
now a "buckshee" issue, neither is electric light,
so that cash for issues made to families with
husbands away has to be collected under arrange
ments made by the Quartermaster. Furthermore,
comings and goings of families these days are
much more frequent—in fact, a daily occurrence
—with their consequent marching in and out of
quarters, checking of inventories, reading of
meters, etc.
The foregoing is "what goes on" under normal
conditions in a permanent peace station. There
comes a time when the Battalion is required to
carry out Public Duties in London, followed by
several weeks under canvas away from the
permanent station. Added to this, several
hundred "Z" men have to be accommodated,
clothed and equipped, and the pot begins to
simmer. In between times, there are several
small matters such as fitting out the Band and
Drums in No. 1 Dress, borrowing several
hundred suits of battledress for the Battalion to
gladden the eyes of the tourists who come to
watch them mounting guard at the Royal
Palaces, receiving drafts of recruits and sending
off other drafts to Korea, arranging for Mrs.
Soandso's chimney to be swept and for the
tarbarrels to be moved from the vicinity of the
married quarters because Tommy Whoseit
keeps coming home smothered in the ——stuff.
"But it's all been done before", I can imagine
the Quartermasters of other days saying to
themselves if they read these notes. Bill Andrews
would probably recall those days in "Gib" when
the Battalion had to go off to Egypt at short
notice; or "Ginger" Dare would think of the

time when no sooner had we finished with the
Aldershot Tattoo than we had to think about the
presentation of new Colours in London; and
Harry Martin and George Ricketts would recall
similar episodes during their many years of
"quartermastering" in the Regiment. I wonder
what they think of us and our present day
standards of drill and dress and discipline?
*

*

*

Round and About
By The Tramp
SHIPS AND MEN
EADERS of these

R

notes may have
noticed from time
to time that one of my
major enthusiasms is
ships and ports. I am
far from singular in this
for whenever I go ship
gazing I find that I am
far from being lonely. It
was this way not long
since when, combining
my business with
pleasure, I spent a little
more than a week beside
the most romantic and
exciting of all waterways, the Thames. My head
quarters were in an unusually comfortable hotel
at Gravesend than which I can think of no better
vantage point for the study and observation of
the unceasing traffic in and out of the Port of
London.
Since my distant boyhood the name Gravesend
has immediately evoked that of one of its most
famous sons, Gordon of Khartoum. It was in
this interesting and attractive little riverside
town that the illfated and heroic general was
born and passed his youth. I wonder how
much his name means to people today. There
was a time when it was on everyone's lips in
England. His death at the hands of the Mahdi's
followers way back in the 80's very nearly
shattered the veneration felt by many people
for the commanding figure of Mr. Gladstone
who was considered by people of all degrees
from the Queen downwards to have left the
gallant soldier to the mercies of the Sudanese
spearmen. "But that's all shoved behind me,
long ago and far away", as Kipling wrote in
another context, and when I mentioned Gordon
in Gravesend the other day my hearers were
unimpressed and unresponsive.
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RIVER PAGEANT
Gravesend is a highly important point in the
Port of London. It is here that such vital
matters to shipping as Customs, Quarantine and
pilotage are concentrated. It is in fact the main
guard of the Port and it is necessary to say
forthwith that the formalities (and more) con
nected with these urgent services are carried out
with great expedition and efficiency as well as
with a complete absence of fuss. During the
days I was there I watched the unending pageant
of the river with keen attention and I marvelled
at the way these jobs were done. The great
liners, which dock across the river at Tilbury,
or the smaller craft, tramps, coasters, tankers
and colliers, as well as private yachts, all pass
this control point and some barely reduce speed
in the process. ;
Megaphones, or loudspeakers, are occasionally
heard requesting or giving necessary information
but there is no unnecessary noise. The ships'
sirens are the most vocal things about the
business and even they are not without interest,
for all their noise, because they vary most
engagingly in tone from a deep, sonorous
bellow to a little squeak.

land of opportunity. Hard though it may be
for them to leave familiar sights and sounds as
well as, perhaps, ageing relatives it is always
harder for those who come to bid them goodbye
and who, when the ship has disappeared round
the bend of the river below Gravesend, have to
go back to homes emptied, maybe for ever, of
someone irreplaceable. I never see a great ship
setting out on such a voyage without thoughts
like these and, let me be frank, a lump in my
throat. More than this I think of the thousands
of ships that in the past have steamed out of
London river with their freights of hope and
courage.
Now that our Empire has shrunk fewer English
men and women go East and the P. & O. carries
our fellows further than Bombay, Karachi and
Colombo. But the liners still have a very full
passenger list and it is only the ultimate destin*
ation that has changed. Some imaginative
novelist might do worse than weave a story
round the P. & O., tracing the fortunes and the
eventual fates of a selection of passengers over
the years. This is the sort of thing that occurred
to me as I sat by the river on more than one
evening watching the moving pageant of the
Thames.

DEPARTURE
I watched several of the largest ships seen in
the Thames arriving at and sailing from Tilbury.
The P. & O. and the Orient liners whose tonnage
sometimes exceeds 28,000 are small compared
with the two Queens which cross the Atlantic
and dock at Southampton but they are im
pressive enough in their bulk and lines for any
average shipgazer. The quiet efficiency and
skill with which these valuable monsters are
coaxed out of the comparatively narrow docks
into the river are worth going far to see. Not
the least interesting part of the delicate process
is played by the Thames tugs which guide,
control and persuade their towering charges to
a point where the liners' engines take charge.
The departure of a great ship from Tilbury
is hot only an interesting operation. It arouses
in the beholder certain very deep emotions.
There was one that I watched bound for Australia
and I stood for a time on the quay amongst the
voyagers and their relatives and friends before
the ship cast off. It needed little imagination to
share the feelings of many of the people near me.
There were the emigrants who had resolved to
make a momentous move to a new country,
with what thought and heart searchings one
could only gtfess. Some would never tread
English soil again and in a few weeks would be
absorbed by the new and vivid life in a younger

TWO MARINERS
The job I was doing took me into Tilbury
Docks and here I got to know at close quarters
the personality of ships of all types and sizes.
My own preference is for the smaller vessels.
They have more individuality than the floating
hotels whose size is somewhat overpowering.
I met and talked with various men who spared
some of their valuable time to tell me about their
life. Of these, two stand out most clearly. One
was chief engineer of a comparatively small
ship which plies between London and the
Middle East. Needless to say he was a Scot
and from Glasgow. He invited me aboard his
ship and I sat in his comfortable cabin and
chatted for an hour. His hospitality towards me
was the more remarkable because he was en
gulfed by forms which had to be filled in before
the ship sailed in twentyfour hours' time. He
casually mentioned such names as Famagusta
and I ventured to say that I would like to be
going with him. "You wouldn't", he replied.
"It's hellish hot there at this time of year."
That I could believe, having had some experience
long ago of the Mediterranean and the Aegean,
but I think I'd have risked the blistering heat for
the life aboard and for a sight of the sundrenched
islands. But ho doubt he was right. .We agreed
to meet again some time and who knows... ?
Mind you, it is much harder in these days to
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However, nothing daunted, we left Dover on the
Dunkirk Ferryboat on the last day of February.
We couldn't have had a calmer crossing, but they
have a playful trick of turning you out of your
bunk at 4 a.m. and off the ship an hour later hr
the dark. We planned to head South as hard as
we could with a view to getting into the sun, and
we rushed through the uninteresting country of
Northern France.
We halted on the hill at Cassel to watch the
dawn break, but it was cold and bleak. We
pushed on through places so familiar to anyone
who was in France in the 14/18 War such as
Bethune, Arras and Bapaume. It was pleasant
to get into the country of chalk soil and rolling
downs, which one connects in one's mind with
the fighting around Cambrai. We threaded our
way through the streets of Troyes and pulled up
for the night at a little village, BarsurSeine.
We had only covered 250 miles, but we were
both sleepy after such a short night, and the
thought of French cooking and good red wine
of the country were too strong a temptation to
resist.
Before we turned in it was snowing, and next
morning the aspect from our window was Christ
maslike. The locals told us there was a high
ridge of country where we might strike trouble
before we got to Dijon. We did. On a winding
road up a steep ascent we met excited Frenchmen
stuck n the snow, but our old car charged past
them and slid dangerously down the other side
into the plains of the wine country. We stayed
at Vienne that night, just south of Lyon.
On our third day out we intended to reach the
Riviera, but we stopped to look at the old
Roman Gateway at Orange, and again at Avignon
to see the Pope's Palace. The latter was magni
ficent, with wellkept gardens on a pinnacle
overlooking the Rhone. We were glad of the
climb to ease the stiffness of our limbs, and at
last the sun shone and made a glint of colour
over the valley with its wide and rapid river.
We were unlucky next day, when we reached the
coast, as it was the first of the fine weather and
a Sunday. All the world was on the road and
struggle was we might, we made little headway.
Flocks of cyclists met us in droves, their machines
bedecked with bunches of mimosa, which grows
freely along the roadside, and the light railway,
which crosses the main route frequently at level
crossing, held up the traffic in a long continuous
line of cars. Cannes looked attractive with a
harbour full of small yachts. It reminded one of
an English South Coast resort with obvious
Britishers doing their shopping in shorts from
their boats lying on their moorings.

On our fifth day on the road we struck
Mussolini's strategic autostrada from Genoa to
Milan. It compares poorly with the German
achievements in this line. The road follows the
natural contours in a succession of sharp bends,
none of which are banked like the French roads,
and it is impossible to speed.
We got into Venice early in the afternoon and
set out to renew our acquaintance with its
charm and beauty. It seems incongruous to
arrive in this city by car. You have to leave it
in a gigantic garage on the outskirts, and walk
with a porter to a hotel. The best method df
getting a rapid and general view of Venice is to
board a steamer, which takes you from one end
of the Grand Canal to the other — not so
romantic as a gondola and perhaps plebean, but
more comfortable, time saving and cheaper.
We were met at the frontier of Trieste Inter
national Territory by our host and hostess. It
was good to arrive in their spacious house set
on top of the hill overlooking the harbour.
One had almost forgotten what it was like to
live with a full staff, and to be waited on hand and
foot. We spent a fortnight en fete. Dinnerparties
seemed to occur most nights and it was interesting
to meet both the British and American highups,
including also the British authorities from
Austria. We spent many long days in the country
in Northern Italy, and one of the places which
impressed us most was the old island port df
Aqualia and Grada, where Mussolini has
restored some of the old Roman buildings and
converted it into a memorial of fallen soldiers.
During one stay the office of Commanderin
Chief of the Free Territory changed hands, and
we witnessed the parades of the British troops
and the Americans to say goodbye to the ^ one
and how do you do to the other. A "bora" or
northern gale blew on the second occasion, which
was so strong that the colours of the Regiments
could not be carried on parade.
The city of Trieste seems a flourishing port
with its ship building and crowded shopping
area. I understand that there are no unemployed
and that the budget very nearly balances. There
is a civil police force of 6,000 Italians. At times
they carry rifles. They were trained by the
British and wear the uniforms of the London
Constabulary. They are most impressive. D.P.s
come in from Jugoslavia, at the average rate of
170 per week. All is quiet and orderly, which
speaks well for our administration.
Only too soon we had to plan our return
journey and we decided to go into Austria and so
by Germany to France. This route crosses the
pass from Malnitz to Saltzburg entailing boarding
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THE MARCH FROM VICTORIA STATION TO WELLINGTON BARRACKS

Photo by Planet News, Ltd.

Photo by "Topical" Press Agency, Ltd.
THE KING'S GUARD IN THE FORECOURT OF BUCKINGHAM PALACE
Commander—Major H. R. Grace
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Photos by Planet News, Ltd.
THE KING S GUARD MARCHES TO ST. JAMES'S PALACE
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Photo by " Topical" Press Agency, L/T /.
BUCKINGHAM PALACE — POSTING OF FIRST RELIEF
Cpl. Stoakes, A., Pte. Fitzwalter, H.

Photo by Lambert Weston, Dover
DOVER — INSPECTION BY THE COLONEL OF THE REGIMENT
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Photo by Lambert Weston, Dover
PRESENTATION OF L.S. & G.C. MEDAL TO C/SGT. SEYMOUR

Photo by Lambert Weston, Dover
GENERAL SALUTE BY THE REGIMENTAL QUARTER GUARD
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a train through a tunnel. Travelling through so
many countries we had to hold an alarming
number of currencies — Lira, Austrian schillings,
Bafs (British Army money), American script
(dollars) and French francs. Over and above this
the Americans sold us petrol coupons for use in
their zone in Germany, which cost only Is. 6d.
per gallon. So armed we set out on the afternoon
of March 22nd.
Our first two days of this journey took us
through the most interesting country I have seen.
We were most fortunate in our weather and were
able to picnic en route.
Soon after crossing the frontier into Austria
we came into the snow line. I had difficulty in
making any headway as my passengers saw
Christmas roses glowing in the snow in the steep
mountain sides, and insisted on climbing after
them in most perilous places. At last we had
our surfeit of these, but came upon enormous
snowdrops which, I am told, are "Snowflakes".
These were growing actually under the snow in
places; we arrived in Villach rather like a
travelling florist.
Our next day was the most adventurous, as we
drove up to the tunnel along a steep winding
road, where the snow had been cleared by a
mechanical type of snowplough which lifts the
snow off the track into a solid wall either side
higher than the car, and just about the same
width. We charged ahead up this lane and,
fortunately, met nothing coming the other way.
Getting the car on to the railway flat we watched
many skiers taking their morning exercise on the
nursery slopes. The mountains towering above
the railway and the tunnel were most impressive.
We came out on the Northern side into rugged
country with rockfaced cliffs, and followed
the river down to Saltzburg. Saltzburg is in the
American zone, and the U.S. General in Trieste
had telephoned ahead for us. We were met and
conducted to their officers' club in style by a
coloured American sergeant driving a magnificent
car. They had taken over "Kavalier House",
which had been the summer palace of the last
Austrian Emperor. We each had a suite of rooms,
and the view of the mountains of the Austrie
Tyrol from our windows was as fine as I have seeii.
We visited Berchesgarden the next morning,
but by then the mist and cloud had come down
on to Hitler's aerie and completely hid it from
view.
There is little to relate concerning the remainder
of our journey through Germany and France.
We stopped for the night at Munich and again at
Rheims, but most of the time we were in snow
storms and blizzards. We reached Dunkirk in

ample time to catch the night ferry on March
27th. The only trouble we had with the old
Vauxhall was a flat tyre in Venice and a leak in
the water pump when almost at the end of the
trip. We covered some 2,000 odd miles when
abroad. Someone asked me how many miles
we did to a gallon. I said, "Do you mean wine
or petrol?". We were allowed to take a hundred
pounds sterling each with us, and even bringing
home with us from Trieste an extra passenger
we spent less than half of this, including the
return fares on the ferry.
I shall go again next year — if they ask me.
*
*
*

Old Dover Memories

D

By Capt. R. Maurice Hill

OVER Castle has long been known as
"the Gateway of England", and there can
be no town in all England which has a
longer connection with the fighting men of Eng
land than this ancient town on the coast of the
lovely county of Kent, in whose old highways
and byways linger memories of the long history
of our country—naval, military and civilian.
From the days when Julius Caesar's Roman
legions were the invaders threatening our coasts
to the days and nights when Hitler's Luftwaffe
and his long range missiles made life precarious,
old Dover has been in the front line on many
occasions, in time of war.
William the Conqueror captured the castle in
1066 and appointed his brother to be its Con
stable. Richard the Lion Heart and his retinue
of knights slept in Dover Castle on their way to
the Holy Land to take part in the Crusades, and
so also did Henry VIII and his gaily clad retinue
when awaiting embarkation on the way to meet
the King of France on "The Field of the Cloth
of Gold".
Queen Elizabeth stayed in the castle more than
once and there is a permanent memento of her
visits in the big, oldfashioned cannon known as
"Queen Elizabeth's Pocket Pistol".
It was here at Dover that Charles II landed
on his Restoration to the throne of his forefathers,
to be greeted by General Monck, founder of the
Coldstream Guards, an occasion when, so that
delightful old gossip Pepys tells us in his diary,
"the shouting and joy expressed by all were past
imagination".
Throughout the long wars with France, Dover,
as the Gateway of England, was always busy
with the tramp of armed men and the coming
and going of messengers with eagerly awaited
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tidings. Here at, Dover the great Duke of
Wellington was a familiar figure as Lord Warden
of the Cinque Ports, an office in which he has
been followed by a principle leader in another
Great War, Mr. Winston Churchill.
Another famous wartime Prime Minister who
also held office as Lord Warden of the Cinque
Poris was William Pitt the Younger, who was
responsible for raising at Dover a company of
Volunteer Artillery, one hundred strong, "to
serve without pay or expense to the Government,
except under the most urgent circumstances of
actual invasion, when it might naturally be
suggested that the Corps must be maintained at
the public expense".
Every sumiher we read in the papers of the
wouldbe swimmers of the English Channel who
throng the Dover beaches, and some of us are old
enough to remember the sensation which was
made by the arrival at Dover of M. Bleriot on a
summer day in 1909. This French airman, the
first man to fly the Channel from France to
England, thereby inaugurated the new era of
air travel which has made the world seem so
much smaller than it used to be.
In the Great War of 191418, Dover had a
great part to play. The Dover Patrol earned a
great name in. naval history, and another great
naval occasion linked with the name of Dover is
the Zeebrugge raid,.many (of whose heroes were
laid, to restore. In his Memoirs, Admiral of the
Fleet Sir Roger Keyes has told us how: "In the
last year of the war I watched the daily stream of
hospital ships passing through my command at
Dover, carrying thousands of wounded; ' ah!d: the'
leave boats bringing men from the front for a
few days at home, ofteh weary and haggard,
v[ith themiid and grime of battle still upoh them.
I saw men goihg back! from leave, undet ho
ihuiibns a$ to the hell that awaited them, with a
ldbk that filled one with pride and sympathy:
so different to the gallant bearing of the early
days; but a bfeatihgiof even greater value in the
critical timerwheii the i^su^ hung in the balance".
In the second World t War„ Dovejr was even
more in the thick of it. The Dover Home Guard,
\*prmg the badge of The Buffs, had the proud
1 tinctibn, like their predecessors throughout
i ages, of saying that they Were helping; to
g^d "the Gateway of England", and this time
they were doing it under the fire of the enemy.
In September, 1940, while assembled for training,
the Dover Home Guard had the unustial (prob
ably uriiqiie) experience of being shelled
continuously by German long range guns from
across the Channel for five hours, and on another
oeeasion the members of the Dover Home Guard

t

quietly received and signed for their one and
sixpence subsistence money to the sound of
enemy shells falling on their home town. A girl
belonging to the Women's Land Army was
awarded a welldeserved British Empire Medal
for sticking to her job and continuing "to reap
and to mow, and to plough and to sow" on a farm
on the outskirts of Dover aU through the dark and
dangerous days of enemy bombardment.
According to a Judge in Charles Dickens'
Pickwick Papers, "What the soldier said is not
evidence!". But in spite of this judicial obiter
dicta, let us see what one or two soldiers of
varying ranks and periods have had to say
about Dover.
First of all, let us hear what Wolfe, the future
hero of Quebec, thought about Dover, when he
was stationed there as a LieutenantColonel in
the 20th Foot (now The Lancashire Fusiliers)
in 175354. Now if anyone should have appre
ciated Dover as a town in which to be stationed,
he was the man: for Kent was his home county,
and it was the first station in England in which
the 20th settled down after years of exile in
Scotland, much of which had been spent in
remote highland glens. One might have expected
him to view Dover through rosecoloured
spectacles, but Wolfe, probably because he was
a lifelong invalid, rarely free from pain, was
always a pessimist, and so, after complaining
that his regiment's quarters in Dover Castle were
in a bad state of dilapidation, he went on to say
of Dover: "I am sure there is not in the King's
Dominions a more melancholy, dreadful winter
station".
LieutenantColonel the Earl of Cathcart of
the 29th Foot (The Worcestershire Regiment),
who marched into Dover Castle with his regiment
in November, 1789, was evidently much better
satisfied. On the day of his arrival he wrote to
his mother: "We arrived here about halfpast
one. Pleasant march. The women were there
with the stores* having come by sea (from
Tynemouth). Dinner for the men was served
the instant the parade was dismissed. The officers
found bare walls. We chose our rooms and then
went down to "The City of London", where we
all dined and slept. Today we begin a mess in
the barracks. Our mess will be extremely well
regulated under Is. 6d. a day. They have got the
mess in very good order. Candlesticks and wine
from Birmingham: a good cook and good wine."
In a later letter he sayds: "Stormy weather
continues. The rooms of the Keep (of Dover
Castle) are so spacious that two of them will
hold the whole Regiment and in bad weather we
parade there, and even march off our guards
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With4 drums and music. I like being here very
much. The great rooms of the Keep were King
Arthur's' Rooms of State. The effect of the Band
in these rooms is very fine when we "beat the
troop" and march off the guard."
The late MajorGeneral Sir Desmond
O'Callaghan has left us a picture of life as lived
by the Gunner officers of Dover garrison in
1^65, when he was serving there as a subaltern.
They certainly seem to have had a much easier
time of it than their present? day successors!
"Dover in those days (he says) was not a
particularly good place for a youngster. He had
very little to do. Parades and such time as were
devoted. to gunmounting, drills and practice—
this last of the most primitive condition, in which
firecputroj played no part, and,the allowance of
practice ammunition was 'loosed off" at a barrel
moored at sea—left much leisure on his hands.
For exercise he had the racket court : but this
was an expensive game for those who had small
allowances beside their pay, and in the winter
those who had horses or could borrow them,
hunted with the East Kent. While quartered
at the Castle the youngster was kept in order in
the Mess, but on detachment we dined at 'Rule's',
a small shop with a humble kind of restaurant,
and led a loafing and consequently unhealthy
life."
. The late Lieut.Colonel R. S. H. Moody, in
"Some Reminiscences",, speaking of his service
with the 1st Battalion The Buffs at the Citadel,
Dpver, in 188182, says: "I am, or was, the holder
of a cricket record. I made 31 or 33 runs (I forget
/which) in one drive, and without an overthrow.
I did it on the glacis of Dover Citadel, playing
in a Company match. Some years afterwards
there was a discussion in The Field as to the
greatest number of runs made at one stroke.
i Two men claimed to have made about 40 each.
One had hit. the ball into a passing market cart,
driven by a deaf old woman, who refused to
stop though pursued by half the eleven. The
other drove the ball, into a pond and no one
would go in after it. Billy Williams, without my
knowledge, wrote the story of my hit, and the
paper decided the controversy in my favour. It
was dry weather and the ground was very fast
and sloping slightly downwards. I caught a half
volley a satisfactory smack. The fielder who
pursued the ball was fat and scant of breath.
It just trickled six inches beyond his fingers till
it reached the top steps of the flight leading down
to the South Front Barracks; this giving it
impetus, it hopped on more and more merrily
till it reached the bottom, over one hundred
steps, as far as I can recollect".

An officer of the 1st Garrison Battalion The
Buffs has told us now, in World War I, a large
cave in the cliffs, capable of holdingtwo thousand
people, used to give shelter to many of Dover's
civilian population on air raid nights, "for which
purpose it was eminently suitable as it was almost
soundproof, even when the din made by the guns
was terrific outside and shrapnel was falling like
rain. The children used to cluster together like
puppies and sleep quite comfortably".
The Mess President of this battalion took over
one of the smaller caves, not in use as a; shjelter,
in which he grew mushrooms for theMess \^th
considerable success./ The Mess wasan "a;quqint
old pub on the waterside, which in days long ^go
was the H.Q. of the smugglers. Op one occasipn
(he says) I remember we had eight raids in nine
nights, but the dinner was always ready to, go pn
' the table the moment they had gone".
Of Dover's sha^e in the Battle of Britain,
General Sir Frederick Pile, in his book Ack-Ack,
tells us that Dover Harbour received the bulk
of the enemy's attacks in July, 1940, and it was
the guns, defending this town that did the best
execution during these preliminaries to the main
battle, for out of 26 enemy aircraft which were
reported as definitely destroyed over Great
Britain, 13 fell to the defences there. It is of
interest to note that Dover was the first defended
area in which it was necessary to double the war
establishment of the Antii^craft Batteries in
order to keep them in action day ^nd night.
There are many towns—aye, many great cities
—whose names arouse no thrill in the hearts of
nonnatives who hear them mentioned: but
dear old Dover, though a very small place I so
far as size or number of population is concerned,
has a name which brings back "England, Home
and Beauty" to the Englishman whenever and
wherever he hears it mentioned.
In the first World War, when ENSA and, the
BBC were still unthought of, the British soldier
in festive mood, to the accompaniment of a
piano in some YMCA hut or estaminet, and
often to the accompaniment of the guns in frpnt
line trenches, could be heard singing a popular
. song of the day:
"When the war is over,
All aboard for Dover,
And for Blighty!
See that transport ready to start,
Bound for Blighty now to depart,
Don't you know where Blighty is?
Why bless your heart,
It's the soldier's Home Sweet Home!"
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1st Battalion

LTHOUGHthe move to London and the
march from Victoria Station to Wellington
Barracks, the first Guard and its successor
Guards inevitably take pride of place in any
diary of July's doings, a quick reference must
first be made to one or two events which occurred
before the Battalion's departure from Dover.
The Divisional Commander, MajorGeneral
Sir Hugh Stockwell, paid us a brief visit early
in the month. Perhaps the thing that sticks in
the memory most was his concern at the decline
in the number of Regular recruits in the Army
as a whole today and at the disappointingly
small number of National Servicemen who are
taking on as Regular Soldiers. It is, one feels,
up to every one of us—no matter what one's
rank or seniority—to help recruiting along in
every possible way and in particular to see to
it that our National Servicemen, towards the
end of their normal tour, are given every en
couragement to serve on for an additional few
years. "We must be strong if we want to avoid
a war", said the General, "and to be strong the
Nation needs to have the ranks of its peacetime
Army filled to capacity."
A week later the Battalion was on parade,
under the SecondinCommand, on the occasion
of a visit from the Colonel of the Regiment—
his first, in his purely official capacity, since the
Battalion's return to England. The parade, in so
far as the armsdrill and turnout were concerned,
left little to be desired, but it is probably kinder
to draw a veil over the march past in column of
route—a manoeuvre which, because of the more
pressing requirements of Public Duties, had not
had anything approaching the necessary re
hearsaltime spent upon it. During the parade
the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal was
presented to C/Sgt. Seymour and a photograph
of this event appears elsewhere. We congratulate
the recipient on remaining undetected for so
long.
Bad though the march past was on that
particular day, it is a pleasure to record that
there was no lack of swank and swagger when,
two days later, the Battalion marched behind
the Band and Drums—resplendent in their new
No. 1 Dress—from Victoria Station to Wellington
Barracks at the beginning of our month's tour
of Public Duties. The Colonel of the Regiment,
accompanied by Col. C. R. B. Knight, was on
the platform to greet us as, punctual to the
minute, the train slid in. (Perhaps one should

just mention here that this punctuality involved
the Commanding Officer in a slight financial
loss.) A large crowd of onlookers both inside
and outside the station, as well as along the
route, made us all appreciate how much in the
public eye we were to be from that moment on
and also gave us a foretaste of the crowds
likely to be met with on our forthcoming Guard
mountings and dismountings. A photograph
taken during the march also appears elsewhere.
That these crowds were indeed encountered
the very next morning, when the first Guard
was mounted, is shown in the photographs
which appear in this issue. Certainly—as a
proud participant in that first Guardmounting
ceremony—the sight of so many spectators
hungrily awaiting one outside Buckingham
Palace did nothing to allay one's apprehension,
as one emerged with measured tread from the
comparative seclusion of the barrack square in
Wellington Barracks. Most fortunately the
weather was fine, everyone remembered what
to do, the long hours of toil under DrillSergeant
Jelley at last appeared in their correct perspective
and altogether it was a most gratifying and
impressive performance by all concerned.
Though noone had ever doubted that the
Battalion's first appearance would not be any
thing but good the standard attained at that
first Guardmounting parade was—to judge
from all accounts—of outstanding excellence.
It is more than pleasant to be able to record,
furthermore, that that standard has been
splendidly maintained by successive Guards.
There were many familiar and friendly Regi
mental faces, in the forecourt of Buckingham
Palace and elsewhere, to encourage us that
morning; doubtless, too, there were many
exmembers of the Regiment in that dense throng
lining the railings and on the steps of the Victoria
Memorial. To them all the Officers, Warrant
Officers, N.C.O.s and men of that first Guard
would like to express their thanks and their
appreciation; the presence—whether noticed
or unnoticed—of so many friends and well
wishers was undoubtedly a tremendous
encouragement to everyone on parade.
In the Officer's Guard Room at St. James's
Palace after the ceremony the Colonel of the
Regiment, Colonel Knight, the Commanding
Officer and the Adjutant were entertained to
luncheon and throughout the next fortyeight
hours there was a continuous stream of visitors.
The relief shown, by the Officers  concerned,
that the ordeal was at last behipd them was
faithfully mirrored in their messbills.
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Numerous changes have inevitably been made
in that "Forecast of Duties" which appeared in
the June issue. For the sake of the record the
first Guard, which mounted on July 20th and
dismounted on July 22nd, had Major Grace
(Captain of the King's Guard), Capt. Barrett
(Comd. the Buckingham Palace Detachment),
Lieut. Gillum (Comd. the St. James's Palace
Detachment) and 2/Lieut. West (Ensign). The
second Guard, which mounted on July 24th
and dismounted on July 26th, had Major ffrench
Blake (Captain of the King's Guard), Capt.
Barrett and Lieut. Gillum in the same roles as
before, and 2/Lieut.' Gatehouse (Ensign). It is
hoped to compile a Souvenir Album, similar to
that produced in 1931, at the conclusion of our
month in London, containing a selection of the
best photographs taken during our stay and
nominal rolls of those who were on parade with
the various Guards. It is probable that this
Album will also contain some record of the
Battalion's march through the City of London,
due to take place in the afternoon of Saturday,
August 18th; it is hoped that a detachment
from the 4th/5th Battalion, together with a
Colour Party, will also be on this parade.
Mention has already been made of the fact
that the Band and the Drums have been fitted
with No. 1 Dress. While expressing pleasure
that this new uniform was available for them
just in time for our London visit, there is no
hiding the intense disappointment — to say
nothing of the feeling of frustrated annoyance—
of the remainder of the Battalion that they, too,
could not have been similarly clad. To say that
there were not, in existence in England, sufficient
suits to enable the whole Battalion to be fitted
out is so palpably untrue as to be almost funny,
while the alternative excuse—that the existing
suits were already earmarked for Bands—shows
a nightmarish lack of sense of proportion. Be
that as it may, an insurmountable brickwall was,
at one stage or another, found to be obstructing
our path and that was that. Fortunately the
Battalion's drill, and their turnout in a new
suit of battledress, were of a sufficiently high
order for no smart suits of blue uniform to be
necessary for the display of their wares to the
general public. But that brickwall—whoever he
may have been—was a bit of a pest all the same.
By the time the next issue is published the
Battalion will have returned to East Anglia,
"Z" Reservists will have come and gone
(September 1st15th) and the ordeal of Exercises
"Hammer and Tongs", "Merry Widow" and,
last but by no means least, "Surprise Packet"
will be almost upon us. We shall have exchanged
Continued on page vi

4th Battalion

T

HIS month has again
been a very busy one for
the Battalion.
We had no sooner settled
down from Annual Camp
than we had to start firing
our Annual Course on the
Rifle and the L.M.G.
We also had to start re
hearsing with the 1st Battalion
for the March through the
City of London on 18th
August.
So far about fifty per cent,
of the Battalion have fired
their Range Courses and on the whole the
results have been quite good.
On 13th July we sent ten representatives to
Bisley to fire for the China Cup. We did not
amass a very high score, but it is hoped that all
the members of the team have gained some
valuable experience for future years.
We were very pleased to see Captain Edward
Body the other day when he came over to visit
the Depot. He served with the 5th Battalion in
North Africa, Sicily and Italy, until being
wounded at Bronte. He seemed very fit and well
and is at present living in Wittersham. If he
remains in that area it is hoped that he will once
again become a member of the Battalion.
We are now looking forward to the Canterbury
Cricket Week, and its supporting attractions, or
at least we were, until higher authority decided
that it would be better for the Commanding
Officer and Adjutant to take part in some Signal
Exercises, than for them to entertain their friends
in the Regimental Tent. We extend to them
both our deepest sympathy and can assure
them that we shall be thinking of them during the
week and also thinking how glad we are that we
are only Territorials and therefore able to
soldier as and when we want to do so.

* * *
Regimental Gazette

REGULAR ARMY
2nd Lt. G. V. S. MonckMason to be Lt., 14th July,
1951.
NATIONAL SERVICE LIST
Cadet David Franklin Lewis Turner to be 2nd Lt., 14th
April, 1951.
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6. FINANCE.

Past and Present
Association

The balance sheets and statements of accounts
follow upon this report.
The number of life members has fallen
considerably during the year. It is hoped
that the 1st and 4th Battalions will make
every endeavour to recruit members to the
Association.
WELFARE
During the year 103 applicants have been
assisted from the Benevolent Fund, and 168
from the World War Charitable Fund.
DONATIONS
The Committee acknowledges with thanks
a donation of £140 from the Committee of
the Canterbury Cricket Week Ball.

Annual Report and Accounts
1ST APRIL, 1950 TO 31ST MARCH, 1951
1. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

2.

3.
4.
5.

The Colonel of the Regiment has appointed
the following as members of the Committee
for the period April 1st, 1951, to March 31st,
1952.
Chairman: *Brigadier E. Foster Hall, M.C.
Vice-Chairman: Colonel D. J. Dean, v.c.,
T.D.
Members:
Brigadier J. F. Whitacre Allen, M.C.
*Lieut.Col. G. R. Howe.
Officer Commanding 1st Battalion.
*Officer Commanding Home Counties
Brigade Depot.
Officer Commanding 4th Battalion.
Administrative Officer.
Major A. A. West, T.D. (representing
Dover Group).
Major M. A. Bompas (representing
Canterbury Group).
Major A. J. H. Taylor (representing
Ramsgate Group).
Major A. J. Peareth, Secretary.
* Finance Committee
The Executive Committee, during the period
under report, has held three ordinary
meetings.
The Annual General Meeting was held in
January, 1951.
MEMBERSHIP
Last Year This Year
Number of new Life
Members ...
... 110
52
Number of new Annual
Members
64
55
LADIES' GUILD
The seven Ladies' Guilds continue to hold
monthly meetings and social gatherings.
COTTAGE HOMES
The Cottages are all occupied and in a good
state of repair.
"THE DRAGON"
Rising costs of production have added to
the difficulties of making the Journal pay its
way. Certain alterations have been made in
the makeup such as the use of Times print,
the alterations to headings and the sequence
of the main monthly recurring items of news.
A better cover is used whenever suitable
paper is available.

7. WAR MEMORIAL FUND, 193945

The Committee acknowledges with thanks
donations amounting to £91 from branches
and Ladies' Guilds.
Costs incurred through the new Book of
Life, £450, and the refurbishing of the
Lectern and the addition to it of a casket,
£117 10s. 0d., have been paid.

8. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The Committee wishes to record its appreci
ation" of the assistance given during the
year by the Honorary Legal Adviser (Frank
Furley, Esq.) and the Honorary Financial
Adviser (H. Brian Jones, Esq., M.C.).

REMARKS BY THE COLONEL OF THE REGIMENT:—

The last year has been full of incident which
has entailed much hard work, not only on those
serving, but also on the members of our Regi
mental Committees under the Chairmanship of
Brigadier E. Foster Hall, for which efforts we
are duly grateful.
After extended service abroad both in peace
and war, the 1st Battalion has returned Home
and we welcome them very wholeheartedly.
The 4/5th Battalion (T.A.) are starting to fulfil
their new role as trainers of the National Service
men who have completed their service with
regular units and have gained distinction in
competition with other units in the 44th Division
whilst the Depot has come to life again as the
Home Counties Brigade Depot after several
depressing years during which the familiar sights
and sounds of military training were absent.
We have, in fact, been kept alive in this
country by the efforts of the Headquarters and
Depot and by our Association and a T.A.
battalion struggling to grow up, abroad the
regular battalion has kept up the standard we
expect.
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The Badge & Colours
of your Unit

Sterling Silver Cigarette Cate
With Colours in enamel
and mounted Silver Badge

Sterling Silver Cigarette Box
with Colours in enamel

JLhere is a gradually improving stock
of vanity cases, cigarette cases, cigar
boxes,pocket lighters,toilet services etc.
with colours in enamel and mounted
with silver badge of any Unit of H.M.
Forces. The Goldsmiths & Silversmiths
Company will be pleased to submit
Sterling Silver Vanity Case
with Colours in enamel
and mounted Silver Badge

details upon request.

THE
GOLDSMITHS &
SILVERSMITHS
C O M P A N Y LTD
112
Sterling Silver Vanity Case
witht Colours in enamel
and mounted Silver Badge

REGENT STREET
LONDON - W - I
NUMBER 112
OUR ONLY
IS ADDRESS
TELEPHONE: REGENT 3021
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THE DRAGON

I know I am not alone when I express our
pleasure and gratification at finding our recruits
once more at our Regimental Depot. This should
make all the difference in deciding the recruit to
make the Army his Career which will, we hope,
produce the necessary N.C.O.s who are the
backbone, of the Army and will do much to
encourage the regimental and family spirit
which shows itself, not only in the serving soldier
but in the Association which is a lifelong link
with those with whom the soldier has served.
The Past and Present Association is not a
Veterans' Club; it welcomes not only those
who served in the Regiment in the last war who,
for some reason or other, have not yet joined,
but also those now serving. The younger gener
ation is to be stimulated to play their part in
caring for the old soldiers and their families and
encouraging those who are serving or wish to
serve in the Regiment.
To those National Service men who have a
territorial obligation, I would ask them to
consider seriously whether it would not be to
their advantage to join the T.A. Battalion as
 Volunteers and to serve, if serve they must,
with those they know. If they are not T.A,
volunteers they may be posted anywhere on
mobilization.
Regarding our accounts I have little to say.
On the whole I think we can consider them very
satisfactory in view of the rising costs in all
directions.
Whilst costs have increased our subscriptions
remain the same, but if I were a stock exchange
expert I should advise all who can to become
Life Members of our Association now.
Our thanks are due to the Editor of The Dragon
and the Contributors who have kept the Regi
ment so well informed of our activities and so
far have kept our heads above water. But we
must have more subscribers if we are to keep
up our present high standard.
G. SCARLETT,
Major-General,£
Colonel of The Buffs,

1st Battalion—Continued from page 189

our Bowlers and our Anthony Edens for a very
different type of headgear, and civilian clothes
will be garments of the past. But no matter
whether swimming the Thames at Pangbourne
or cowering in a slittrench in the middle of
Salisburh Plain, we shall most of us have by
that time a quiverful of memories of "Public
Duties, 1951", an event in Regimental History
in which so many of us are quite rightly revelling
as these words are written. We shall be able to
look back on it as a great experience, one which
perhaps very few of us will ever enjoy again,
and we shall be able to count ourselves doubly
fortunate and privileged to have been serving
with the 1st Battalion at this particular time.

How to get "The Dragon"
UOR those wishing to receive the Paper direct through
the post each month, the rates of subscriptions are :
1 year, 8/-. 6 months, 4/-. 3 months, 2/-.
Remittances should be sent to the Editor, Depot The Buffs,
New Infantry Barracks, Canterbury.

OVER i CENTURY CATERING
FOR CANTERBURY AND GARRISON
Since we opened after the first world war, we have
seen the change
From large families and large joints,
To small families and smaller joints,
To rationing and even smaller joints,
But we make it our constant endeavour to help
you through the week and give you the joint of
your choice for Sunday.

BUTCHER AND POULTERER
Your share

or
dt"C0US „

nome made
Sausage

T%

K

TB

R. Beaney
*+
(EXBUFF)
J"™*'

22a MILITARY ROAD
23 BUS PASSES THE DOOR

^Refrigeration
.
''

JlevrL
— "P ho to graph —
CANTERBURY


Old Dover Memories—Continued from page 187

In the second World War, how very often did
we hear singers on the radio, or with ENSA
concert parties, assure us that "There'll be
Blue Birds over the White Cliffs of Dover to
morrow, just you wait and see". For Dover and
its white cliffs are so deeply woven into the
minds of the Island Race that in themselves they
somehow seem to symbolize much that is best in
Britain and the British way of life.

PH0118 3937

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
Artists Materials
PICTURE FRAMING

Eetabliehed 1816

Telephone 2107

Banking for
His Majesty's Forces

Gibbs & Sons

General Printers
All Classes of
MILITARY PRINTING
EXECUTED AT SHORT
NOTICE

BALANCE SHEETS
POSTERS  PROGRAMMES
SPORTS FIXTURE CARDS

PRINTERS OF THIS JOURNAL
9

ESTIMATES

GIVEN

16 Orange Street
CANTERBURY
AT NO. 6 Pall Mall can be seen the original charter
granted by FieldMarshal Lord Ligonier to his private
secretary, Richard Cox, as Banker of the First Regiment
of Foot Guards. By 1815, Cox's had become Bankers,
Official Paymasters and Agents to the entire British
Household Brigade, the bulk of the Cavalry and Infantry
Regiments, the Royal Artillery and the Royal Wagon
Train — now the Royal Army Service Corps. Cox's
have also been Agents to the Royal Air Force since its
inception. Lloyds Bank absorbed this historical connec
tion in 1923. A modern banking service is now provided
dealing in every type of business but the individual
attention to customers' banking requirements still re
mains a distinctive feature.

tradition passed
. 'M from mother to Sv.
frar*
daughter since

3*

g&r.
1817m

kpr.

'

LLOYDS BANK
L I M I T E D

t plccetof

(COX'S & KING'S BRANCH)
ARMY AND
ROYAL AIR FORCE AGENTS
6 Pall Mall, S.W.I

Offices at or near all Army and
Royal Air Force Centres
in England and Wales
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THE KENTISH GROCERS

T

HE steep rise in the price of wool and other raw materials last autumn is inevitably
leading to higher prices for finished garments.
Foreseeing this rise, however, we have placed large orders well in advance for cloth at
the old rates, and so long as these stocks last, Suits and Overcoats will be obtainable at
1950 prices.
In our ReadytoWear Department the craftsmanship of bespoke tailoring is allied with
the economy of modern methods of production; and it is therefore the recognised resort
for men who dress well.

Lounge Suits
Sports Jackets
Cashmere Trousers

£18104 to £29106
£10100 to £1358
£9105

All prices include Purchase Tax

Overcoats
£15150 to £31153
Black Jacket and Vest £1941
British Warms
£29169
Subject to alteration without notice

Hawkes of Savile Row

Established 1771

Regimental Tailors to THE BUFFS

1 SAVILE ROW W.l

68 High Street, Camberley, Surrey

Telephone: REGent 0186

Telephone: Camberley 829

j|# £ j. brooke, ltd.

Appointment

Wine
Merchants

Established 1799

Merchants
Wi

To His Majesty the King

LONDON
27

CLEMENTS

LANE,

E.C.4

Telephone: MANiion House. 5301 (2 lines) ft 7097

FOLKESTONE
134

SANDGATE

ROAD

Telephone: Folkestone 3t23 (2 lines)

HYTHE
78

Price List on application.

HIGH

STREET

Telephone: 6301

PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY GIBBS AND SONS, ORANGE STREET, CANTERBURY
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CONWAY
WILLIAMS
THE MAYFAIR TAILOR
48 BROOK ST., MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.l
(Opposite Glaridge's Hotel)
AND

3 9

L O N D O N

R O A D ,

C A M B E R L E Y

Morning and Evening Wear, Court and Military Dress for all occasions
::

::

::

::

Hunting, Sports and Lounge Kits

::

::

::

::

All Cloths cut by expert West End Cutters and made exclusively byjhand
::
::
in our Mayfair Workshops by the Best English Tailors
::
::
REGIMENTAL TAILORS TO THE BUFFS
Telegrams :
'Militalla Wesdo, London'

Telephones :
Mayfair 0945—Camberley 498

HENRY HART & Co., Ltd.

It is always worth a visit to

Established 1820

STATIONERY — BOOKSELLERS
TYPEWRITERS

ANTIQUES
OBJETS

DART

39/40 HIGH STREET  CANTERBURY
Tel 2139

A bigger treat now!
Smooth chocolate
Delicious sweetmeat
Crisp wafers

13 BEST LANE BENCH STREET
DOVER
CANTERBURY
PHONE 4135

PHONE 503

BLUE
RIBAND
3 GOOD THINGS
IN ONE!

m

The Past and Present Association
Headquarters : DBPOT, THE BUFFS.

Telephone: CANTERBURY 4764.

Secretary : MAJOR A. J. PEARETH.

BRANCHES
Branch
1. 1st Bn., The Buffs
2. 4th Bn., The Buffs
3. ASHFORD

Chairman
SecondinCommand
SecondinCommand
Mr. J. W. Rossiter (Jnr.)

4. LONDON

Mr. R. W. Billings

5. DOVER

Major J. C. Jackson

Mr. C. A. Mills, 10 West Street, Dover

6. WEALD

Col. B. B. Burns, T.D.

7. MEDWAY

Mr. F. C. Cox

Mr. B. Maxwell, 7Stone Street, Cranbrook,
Kent
Mr. H. A. J. Brand, 83 Delce Road,
Rochester

8. SLTTINGBOORNE

Secretary
R.S.M.
R.S.M.
Mr. B. J. Sharrard, 13 Sackville Crescent,
Godington Road, Ashford
Mr. B. Gould, 51 Lincolns Inn Fields,
London, W.C.2

17. FAVERSHAM

Col. D. J. Dean, v.c., T.D. Mr. W. Sinclair, 50 Homewood Avenue,
Milton Regis
Mr. C. F. Fakley
Mr. B. B. Knott, 33 Brunswick Street,
Ramsgate
Mr. R. H. Harman
 Mr. J. H. Shakeshaft, 14 Alexandra Road,
Broadstairs
Col. J. V. R. Jackson
Mr. L. R. Peirce, 50 Paraker Way, Horn
street, Hythe.
Mr. L. F. Parratt
Mr. J. J. Sharp, "Mylton"', Tonford Lane,
Thanington, Canterbury
Mr. W. Stanard
Mr. A. Trice, 23 Queen's Gardens, Herne
Bay
Major A. A. West
Mr. H. Fordred, 36 Fernbank Cresent,
Folkestone
Mr. H. Taylor
Mr. D. H. Hart, 45 St. Barts Road,
Sandwich
Mr. W. F. Oram, 344 Middle Deal Road,
Deal
Cept. J. Green
Mr. W. Drury, 2 Dorset Place, Faversham

18. BRIGHTON

Capt. R. J. Robertson

19. DENMARK

Capt. W. M. Iversen, K.D. Mr. S. B Frederiksen, St. Hansgade,
4 Kobenhavn, N. Denmark

9. RAMSGATE
10. MARGATE
11. HYTHE
12. CANTERBURY
13. HERNE BAY
14. FOLKESTONE
15. SANDWICH
16. DEAL

Major H. Milton, 118 Queen's Road,
Brighton

Meeting Dates and Places

First Saturday in each month, Somerset
Arms, 7 p.m.
Third Saturday in each month, Prince
Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, West
minster, 7.30 p.m.
First Thursday in each month, ''Bagle
Hotel", London Road, Dover, 7.45 p.m.
Last Saturday in each month, The Two
Brewers,
High
Street,
Rochester,
7.30 p.m.
First Friday in each month, Drill Hall,
Bast Street, 7.30 p.m.
Third Friday in each month, Freemason's
Tavern, Ramsgate, 8 p.m.
First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall,
Harley Square, 8 p.m.
Last Wednesday in each month, British
Legion Hut, 7.30 p.ih.
First Friday in each month, Rhodaus Town
Canterbury, 8 p.m.
Second Monday in each month, British
Legion Club, May Lodge, 8 p.m.
First Tuesday in each month, Drill Hall,
Shellons Street, 8 p.m.
First Tuesday in each month, Drill Hall,
8 p.m.
First Tuesday in each month, Royal
William, Faversham, 7.30 p.m.
Second Monday in each month, R.B.
Record Social Club, The College, Ditchling
Rise, Brighton, 8 p.m.
7th Day in each month, Keglebanens
Selskabslokaler Bernstorffsgade 7, Copen
hagen, 7.30 p.m.

GROUPS
(a) Dover, Folkestone, Hythe, Deal
(b) Ramsgate, Sandwich* Margate

Canterbury, Herne Bay, Ashford, Weald
(d) Medway, Sittingbourne, Faversham

(0

LADIES' GUILD
President: HON. MRS. P. G. SCARLETT
1. LONDON

Branch

Chairman
Mrs. D. B. Spinner

Secretary
Miss M. J. Coley, Worcesters Lodge,
Ridge Hill, Nr. Barnet, Herts.

2. DOVER

Mrs. J. Crookenden, J.P.

3. FOLKESTONE

Mrs. G. Wood, J.P.

Mrs. A. M. Foulkes, 25 Vale View Road,
Dover
Mrs. Kay Mantell, 5Page Place, Folkestone

4. DEAL

Mrs. Bast

5. MEDWAY

Mrs. King Holt

6. ASHVORD

Mrs. L King

7. SlTIINOBOUHNE

Mrs. M. B. Dean

/

Mrs. G. Maxted, 143 Middle Street, Deal
Mrs. M. Sellens, 69 Priestfield Road,
Gillingham, Kent
Mrs. B. Partiss, 22 Bond Road, South
Ashford
Mrs. J. Ravensdale, 10 Railway Terrace,
Sittingbourne

[iii]

Meeting Dates and Places
First Saturday in each month, Prince
Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, S.W.I,
6.30 p.m.
First Thursday in each month, T.A.
Drill Hall, Liverpool Street, Dover, 3 p.m.
Bvery other Wednesday, Drill Hall, Shellons
Street, Folkestone, 3.30 p.m.
First Wednesday in each month, St.
George's Hall, High Street, Deal.
Fourth Tuesday in each month Foresters'
Hall, King Street, Gillingham, 2.30 p.m.
Second Wednesday in each month, The
Drill Hall, Ashford, 3 p.m.
Third Wednesday in each month, Drill
Hall, Bast Street, Sittingbourne, 6.45 p.m.

THE BUFFS (Royal East Kent Regiment)
Colonel-in-Chief: His Majesty Frederik IX, K. G., King of Denmark
Colonel: MajorGeneral Hon. P. G. Scarlett, C.B., M.C; D.L., Stonegreen Hall Mersham, Nr. Ashford, Kent.
CAPTAINS—continued
... T/Maj., DAQMG., Scottish Command.
Court, D. N.
M.B.E.
T/Maj., G.S.O.2, War Office.
GordonWilson, N. F.
... IstBn.
Nash, J P. ...
»'B.
...
1st Bn.
ffrench Blake, M. A. O
1st Bn. Royal Sussex Regt., MELF.
Iliffe, R. O. ...
Depot.
Hadshar, G. ...
Br. Mil. Mission, Ethiopia.
Dunglinson, W. G. H.
1st Bn.
Barrett, D. P. R. ...
G.S.O.3, Sudan.
Dent, J. E. ...
1st Bn.
MacDonald. E. W.
1st Bn.
Marshall, F. ...
...
1st Bn.
Dubois, G. E, M.C.
att. Depot, Leave U.K.
Peckham, A. D.
1st
Bn.
Squire, S. J....
War Office.
Thorneycroft, F. E.
2nd
Bn. Parachute Regt.
Willows, D. A.
Course.
Wilson, P. F.

Unit or Appointment

Name

LIEUTENANTCOLONELS

§Dewar, M. P. D., M.B.E ... T/Col., G.S., E. Africa.
fParry, F. W. B.
T/Col., H.C.Bde.
Oliver, G. E. F., D.S.O. ... att. Depot.
MAJORS

Div. Battle School, MELF.
Bruce, E. P. C., M.C.
T/Col., School of Infantty.
Parry, R. F., M.C
T/Lt.Col., 1st Bn.
Connolly, J. F., D.S.O.
Depot.
Craig, B. H
T/Lt.Col., 4tli Bn.
Jelf, A. G. ...
Craddock,R.W.,D.S.p:,A/.B.£. T/Brig., War Office
T/Lt.Col., I.D.C.
Atkinson, J. G., O.B.E
1st Bn.
...
Grace, H. R.
1st Bn.
Scott, E. S., M.B.E.
IstBn.
Harris St. John, B. J.
1st Bn. Royal Sussex Regt., MELF.
Lewis, P. T
5th Bn. Nigeria Regt.
Bailey, N. T.
Edlmann, E. L. C., M.C. ... T/Lt.Col. M. A., Copenhagen.
..
Rawlings, A. C . . . .
. . . H.Q. Armd. Div., B.A.O.R.
1st Bn. Royal Fusiliers B.A.O.R.
Horley, B. M.
1st Bn.
May,J>F. ...
...
1st Bn.
Ravenhill, R. A. C....
Plumptre, P. B., M.B E. ... 2/3rd Bn. K.A.R., E. Africa.
1st Bn. E. Surrey Regt.
Dendy, R. II.
1st Bn. Royal Fusiliers, B.A.O.R.
Lucas, J. P. ...
3rd Bn. Parachute Regt.
Norris, N F. HK C
W. Africa.
Majendie, A. E.
1st Bn.
Crichton, R. F.t M.C.
Adjt. Cambridge U.T.C. (T.A.)
McGrath, B., M.C

Hamilton, C. M.
Gatehouse, H. R. ...
Phillips, L. M.
Griffin, C. J.
French, B.G.J.
Webber, J. W.
Pirn, A. H. E.
Brigstocke, W. F. ...
StratfordTuke, R. A.
Dalgliesh, A. R. F. ...
Grugeon, J. D.
Mullins, G. O.
MonckMason, G. V. S.

CAPTAINS

Staff College, Camberley.
2/3rd Bn. K.A.R., E. Africa.
T/Maj., 3rd Bn. Parachute Regt.
School ot Infantry.
G.S.O.3, War Office.
G.S.O.3, FARELF.
4th Bn.
G.S.O.3, MELF.
Gold Coast Recruits Trg. Centre
Malay Regt.

Blaxland, W. G.
Gay, A. W. ...
Montgomery, D.
Morgan, F. de R., M.C.
Poulsen, N. D.
Cox, E. G., M.C. ...
Collins, H. A.
Critchley, L. P.
...
Worts., J. B., M.C.
G.
H.
Semmence, R.
§ Supernumerary
Broadley. A., M.B.E., T.D.
O'Geary, M. G.
Buckeridge, M.
Bailey, C. F., M.C
Ford, E. N. M.C
Minard, F. G.
Pickard, D. L. L., T.D.
Stewart, E.B.
Papworth, R. E.
Leates, M. M.C.
Todman, N. E. H. ...
Brooke, C. W.
Sherwood, R. D.
Pitkin, W. H.
Carey, R., M.C.
Robertson, R. J.
Elliott, N. ...
Ransley, E. J., M.C.
McGrath, G. A.
Bloomer. R. H.

CAPTAINS

West, C. T. F.
Gatehouse, P. O. R.
Ward, M. W.
Dracopoli, M. P. St. F.
Williams, L J, M.B.E.
Watts, E. H. F.
Kille, W. E.

2ND LIEUTENANTS

...
...
...
...

IstBn.
1st Bn.
1st Bn.
1st Bn.

QUARTERMASTERS

... Maj. (Q.M.), Depot.
... Capt. (Q.M.), 1st Bn.
... Capt. (Q.M.) 4th Bn.

Short Service Commissions

T/Maj., War Office,
att. Depot, Course, U.K.
3 A.B.T.C.
MELF.
att. Depot, Course, U.K.
4 Int. Tr. Team, S. Command.
T/Maj., D.A.D. Claims Commn., Hong
Kong.
13 Trav. Wing, W. Command.
1st Bn.
War Office.
9 Trav. Wing, E. Anglia Dist.
att. Depot, Leave U.K.
P.R.O.MELF.
War Office.
Aldershot District.
Depot.
1st Bn.
N. Ireland District.

LIEUTENANTS

... 1st Bn. Parachute Regt.
... Language Course, London.
... HQ. British Gurkhas in India, Barrack
pore.
... 1st Bn.
... 1st Bn.
... 1st Bn. Parachute Regt.
... Depot.
... 1st Bn. Parachute Regt.
... Depot.
... 1st Bn.
... IstBn.
... 1st Bn.
... 1st Bn.

CAPTAINS—continued
Delves, N. H.
L
... Malay Regt.
HammondSeaman, H.
... W.O. 3 P.I.A.
Fakley, J. F.
...
Depot.
Wilson, A. F. P. ...
Coote, A. D
LIEUTENANTS

... War Office P.S.O.

Butcher, D.A.T.
Huntley, S. J.
Severn, P. H. K.
Barlow, W. B.
Roseberry, L S.
Thomas, E. B
Minto, I. G.,

...

Hicks, E. M. G.
Prentice, J. R.

...

...
...
...
...
...

T/Capt. W. Africa.
Inf. Div. Pro. Coy.
T/Capt. D.A.P.M., S.I.B./R.M.P.
1st Bn.
1st Bn.

2ND LIEUTENANTS

... Depot
... Depot

QUARTERMASTERS

Brit. Mil. Mission, Saudi Arabia, MELF
Hong Kong.
16 Coy. R.A.S.C.

Rowcliffe, T. A.„ Capt.
Stone, J. H., Capt.
Corps, J., Capt.

4th Battalion
HON. COLONEL

4th Bn.: Col. D. J. Dean, V.C., T.D., Woodcourt,
LIEUTENANTCOLONEL

Jelf, A. G*
MAJORS

Hews, G. R. D., M.C., T.D.
Taylor, N. G. H.
Prestige, J. T. R.
Thorne, P. A., M.C.
Neville. F. G., M.C.
Tilleard, J. T. D.
Alexander, U. H. B., M.B.E.
CAPTAINS

Collins H A (Adjt.).
Ilannah, W. H.
Balding. C. E. E
I'lunkett, P. N. P.
WatsonAlexander, B.

Park Avenue, Sittingbourne, Kent.

Bashadl, T. H.
Fynmore, P. J.
Lees, H. D.
Eames, A. G.
Lewis, W. G. G.
Klean, P. H.
Pantony, D. A.

LIEUTENANTS

2ND. LIEUTENANTS

Bett, J. T.
Bennett, R. G.
Sambrook, J. R.
Wicker, D. A.
Crowdy, K. E. L.
RoperCurzon, Hon., J. C. I.

~ QUARTERMASTER

Kille, W. E., Capt. (QM)
CHAPLAIN

The Rev. A. N. B. Sugden, M.A., S.C.F.
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EDITORIAL

I

N our correspondence column will be found a letter from 22249345 Pte. P. Scamp giving welcome
news of Buffs serving with the K.S.L.I. in Korea.
*

*

*

The Officers' Pensions Society is holding a public meeting of those interested, at 2.30 p.m., on
Thursday, September 20th, at the Victory Club, 7379 Seymour Street, London, W.2 (Marble Arch
Tube Station). Officers' widows will be especially welcome.
Applications for the proposed Agenda for the meeting should be made by those intending to
be present to the Appeals Secretary, Officers' Pensions Society, "Browfield", Exmouth, Devon.

Personalia

C

OLONEL F. W. B. Parry recently went to
Germany on duty for four days, during
which time he met Majors B. M. Horley
and J. P. Lucas who are with the Royal Fusiliers.
*
*
*
Colonel T. H. Spear has just returned from a
very pleasant trip to Gibraltar and Tangier.
*

*

*

Major E. S. Scott has relinquished his duties
at the War Office and is now with the 1st
Battalion.
*

*

five months before completing his studies in
Russian.
*

*

*

Captain R. G. H. Semmence has sailed for
duty in Malaya with a Malaya Regiment.
*

*

*

Lieut. H. R. Gatehouse is staying in Eire with
a Russian family, with whom he has another

*

*

Mr. I. Escane, ex6298109 (Joe) Private,
writes from P.O. Box 25, Inyazura, S. Rhodesia.
He would like to get in touch with his old com
rades of the 70th Battalion and would be pleased
to hear from any of them.

*

*

*

Lieut. G. P. Herbert writes from Tokyo that
he has been called up off the reserve and joined
the 1st Battalion, The Gloucestershire Regiment,
in Korea, in November last. He was wounded
in February.

We regret to record the death of Major
P. R. H. Fox which occurred at the Kent and
Canterbury Hospital, Canterbury, on August
31st, aged 54 years. We offer our sympathy to
his wife and family.
*

*

*

*

*

We congratulate John Young on winning the
individual championship this year in the Ash
burton Shield. He has just left Bloxham School
where he was Captain of the School. He is a
grandson of Sergeant Fawcett and a nephew of
Major Dare and Captain Fawcett.
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THE

DRAGON

BIRTH
BONNERWILLIAMS.—On 11th June to Delphine,

wife of K. John H. BonnerWilliams, The
Tiger's Head, Church Lane, Tonbridge—a
daughter, Nicola Caroline, a sister to Trevor,
Kevin and Paul.
*

*

*

DEATH
FOX.—On August 31st, at the Kent and Canter
bury Hospital, Major Percy Russell Halton
Fox, M.C., late The Buffs, aged 54 years,
beloved husband of Mary (nee Farquharson),
The Old Farm House, Street End, Nr.
Canterbury.
*

*

*

ENGAGEMENT
MAJOR C. BOSSOM AND LADY BARBARA NORTH

The engagement is announced between Clive,
elder son of Mr. Alfred C. Bossom, M.P., of 5
Carlton Gardens, S.W.I, and Barbara, elder
daughter of the late Lord North and of Mrs.
C. Harman Hunt, of Waldershare Park, Dover.
*

*

By courtesy of "Kentish Gazette "

*

Obituary
MAJOR PERCY RUSSELL HALTON FOX,
M.C.
born 5th March, 1897; died 31st August, 1951
DUCATED at Charterhouse he enlisted in
the ranks of the R.N.V.R. in the Great
War, 191418, being commissioned into the
R.N.V.R. on October 20th, 1915, with whom he
served until May 12th, 1917. He was com
missioned 2/Lieutenant in the Buffs on July 20th,
1916, being promoted Lieutenant, January 1st,
1918, Captain, June 1st, 1930, and Major
August 1st, 1938. From June, 1916, to 1918 he
served in Greek Macedonia, Serbia, Bulgaria,
European Turkey, the islands of the Aegean Sea,
France and Belgium, being awarded the Military
Cross and being mentioned in despatches. He
was in possession of the British War and Victory
Medals. From 25th February, 1920, to 18th
November, 1922, he was employed with the
W.A.F. Force. In 1932 when with the 1st
Battalion he took part in the Burma Rebellion
receiving the Medal and Clasp. In September,
1937, he was employed with the W.A.F. Force
serving with it until August, 1944, when he re
verted to home establishment. From 1945 until
February, 1946, he was employed with Military
Government in the Ruhr. He returned home to
the I.T.C., later being posted to the staff of the
Regimental Depot from which employment he
retired from the army in August, 1947.

E

For many years between the two wars he
served with the 1st Battalion and was a member
of the Battalion's Polo and Hockey teams at
Gibraltar, in India and in Burma.
He was also a very keen shot both with the
rifle and gun.
*

*

*

Future Events
8TH BATTALION, THE BUFFS (191418) ANNUAL
DINNER, Saturday, September 22nd, Union

Hotel, 11 Pimlico Road, London, S.W.I.
Applications to: Captain R. Waby, D.C.M.,
M.M., 33 Hayter Road, Brixton, London,
S.W.2.
LONDON BRANCH LADIES' GUILD DINNER, Saturday,
29TH SEPTEMBER.

THE

BUFFS OFFICERS'

REUNION

CLUB SUPPER,

Friday, October 5th, 1951, 7 p.m., Rembrandt
Hotel.
6TH BATTALION, THE BUFFS (191418), ANNUAL
DINNER, Saturday, October \3th, 7.30 p.m.,
Talbot Restaurant, London. Dress optional.
Tickets 10/. Applications to: R. W. Billings,
14 Hornfair Road, Charlton, S.E.7. Kent
Representative: A. W. Rennells, Unicorn Inn,
Bekesbourne, Nr. Canterbury.
BUFFS GOLFING SOCIETY AUTUMN MEETING, LITTLE
STONE, Saturday, October 21th and Sunday,

October 28th.
1/4TH BUFFS (1914/1919) REUNION DINNER,
Saturday, October 21th, Drill Hall, St. Peter's,
Lane, Canterbury. Further details will be
published later.
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In a changing world,
Preys' still give the Virginia
smoker the old satisfaction—

If you're out of sorts through late nights and irregular meals,
take a glass of ENO'S cc Fruit Salt" in the morning. ENO'S
will keep you regular—and that's the secret of keeping fit.
More than that, sparkling ENO'S is very refreshing to a stale
mouth. Sold by N.A.A.F.I. or any chemist. 2/'6d. & 4/6d.
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Gentle laxative—mild antacid
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SHINE
YOUR BOOTS WITH KIWI!
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BRYMAY
SAFETY
MATCHES



THE MATCH FOR THE
BRITISH FORCES
BRITISH MADE

BY

BRYANT & MAY

THE POI/Sw rwr
KEEPS THEM BIACKEP tOA/GER
Do you want a highgloss shine, a real
parade ground shine? Then remember
KIWI—the polish that recolours your boots,
and gives them a really high shine that
comes back with a couple of rubs. Kiwi
keeps boots brilliantly black for a longer
time because Kiwi use only the costliest
Carnauba wax from Brazil, only the purest
aniline dyes. Get a tin today and prove

KIWI
SHINES

BLACKER

LONGER

You're perfectly set for the day when you use Brylcreem, for
Brylcreem is the perfect hairdressing. There's no excessive
oiliness in Brylcreem, because its pure, natural oils are
emulsified into a rich cream. Brylcreem grooms without
gumming and gives life and' lustre to Dry Hair. Ask for
Brylcreem — most men do! Brylcreem is in tubs 1/8 and 2/6,
jars and tubes 2/6 and large size economy tubs 4/6.
royds 38/36
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Buffs Golfing Society

Valour of the Buffs

ERY shortly after the
issue of this number of
The Dragon the notice of
the Autumn Meeting will be
circulated. The Meeting as
usual since the war, is being
held again on the Littlestone
Links. The Committee of the
Littlestone G.C. have very
generously made a special rule
in regard to the Green Fees
payable by Members of the
Buffs Golfing Society and also
by the Members of the Queen's
Own Royal West Kent Golfing Society.

By Lieut. Gen. H. G. Martin

V

These are as under:—
MONDAY TO FRIDAY

Round 3/6; Normal 6/.
Dayr 5/; Normal 10/.
SATURDAY OR SUNDAY

Round 5/; Normal 10/.
Day 7/6; Normal 20/.
The considerable saving will be noted, especially
at weekends.
As these terms will apply to the Society's
Meeting, it may help to swell the numbers
attending.
In any case the usual attractive Programme
has been arranged and that together with the
prospect of the Annual Dinner will, I hope,
result in the Spring Meeting postwar record
attendance being beaten.
So keep the date in mind and let no other
engagements interfere.
There will be the usual Annual General
Meeting after the Annual Dinner which will
take place at the Dormy House Hotel, 27th
October.
AGENDA
1. Appointment of Office Bearers vide. Rule
IV (2).
2. Honorary Secretary's Report.
3. Vote of Thanks to Committee of Littlestone
G.C.
4. Alteration to Rule VI (c). Instead of "Four
some Tournament" at Spring Meeting,
to read "Foursome Competition under
Stableford scoring".
5. Any other business.
J.C.

" We hailed from hamlets hidden in the Downs,
A creek beside the Swale or Medway mouth,
A sheepcote on the marshland, in the southr
A street in Canterbury or Ashford towns,
A farmhouse 'mid the hop-poles of the Weald.
But with the Buffs we marched to fight and die
In foreign parts and strange. ..."

T

HESE words from Major J. S. Blanford's
poem A Man of Kent epitomise the story of
the Buffs in the late war: the story told so
finely in the fourth volume* which has now
appeared of The Historical Records of the Buffs,
Royal East Kent Regiment {3rd Foot) formerly
designated The Holland Regiment and Prince
George of Denmark's Regiment.
Five battalions of the Buffs played an active
part; and they fought in every major theatre.
The 1st Battalion all but came to an untimely
end. After the desperate fighting outside Tobruk
that marked the Eighth Army's opening offensive
in December, 1941, the battalion could muster
no more than 69 survivors.
A reconstituted 1st Battalion, however, was
soon back in the thick of things. It played its
part throughout the rest of the North African
Campaign and at Anzio; was first to cross the
Arno at Florence and fought its last fight—a
costly one—on Lake Comacchio in April, 1945.
* Historical Records of the Buffs, 191948.

By Col.
C. R. B. Knight. (Medici Society, Ltd., 25/.)
H<

*

*

The 2nd Battalion went to France with the
B.E.F. and fought its first battle on the Escaut.
What was left of it thereafter was evacuated at
Dunkirk. Next it fought at Alamein. And it
ended the war fighting the Japanese along with
Gen. Festing's 36th Division in Burma.
In June, 1940, after much gallant but hopeless
fighting in the Battle of France, the 4th
Battalion—the original Territorial battalion—
was evacuated at Le Havre. Four mpnths later
it was in Malta, and remained for the duration
of the siege.
In October, 1943, an evil fate sent the 4th
Buffs to Leros. That was the end of a fine
battalion. Ten officers lost their lives; five were
wounded; 21 were taken prisoner.
*

*

*

The 5th Battalion came into being in spring,
1939. On May 20th, 1940, it had its rough
baptism of fire on the Doullens road. May we
never again send our troops into battle so
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miserably equipped ! In Tunisia, Sicily and
Italy, however, the 5th Buffs were to go from
one hardfought victory to another with the 78th
Division.
Last of the Buffs' battalions to see service was
the 7th. In due course it became the 141st
Regiment R.A.C., and was the first regiment to
be equipped with Crocodiles—or Churchill tanks
converted into flamethrowers.
Throughout eleven months of almost con
tinuous combat from the Normandy beaches to
the Rhine and beyond, these Crocodiles amply
proved their worth, but at a cost of 64 killed,
136 wounded and 9 missing out of a complement
of 290:
Thus, true to their Kentish tradition, the Buffs
have gone forth once more "to fight and die in
foreign parts and strange".
(Reproduce! bykind permission of" The Daily Telegraph")

Recruiting for
Southern Rhodesia Staff Corps

T

HE Southern Rhodesia Staff Corps is experiencing
difficulty in obtaining sufficient recruits and it is
thought possible our readers may _be interested in
the career which the Southern Rhodesia Staff Corps offers
and which might be brought to the notice of those men
leaving the Army and seeking employment. The standard
required of recruits for the Corps is a high one and those
most likely to be suitable are junior N.C.O.s leaving the
Army as timeexpired and the National Service man on
completion of his period of service.
The Southern Rhodesia Staff Corps is part of the
Permanent Force of Southern Rhodesia and is responsible,
primarily, for the administration and training of the
Territorial Force which forms the bulk of the Colony's
forces. In addition the Corps provides the staff for the
Southern Rhodesia Training School, a recognised War
Office training school which, among others, runs courses
for both European and African personnel from East
Africa Command. The Corps also provides the officers
and British N.C.O.s for the Rfiodesian African Rifles, the
Colony's African Regiment, and the staff for the Ordnance
apd Supply Branch,
Age limits for entry into the Corps are not rigidly laid
down but men between 18 and 30 years of age are the most
acceptable. Preference is given to single men, although
married men, if they have particular qualifications, may
he considered, Recruits are normally accepted in the
rank of private but in cases of men with previous service
or with some special qualifications, they may be accepted
in the rank of corporal. The boat and rail fares to
Southern Rhodesia are paid by the Southern Rhodesia
Government for men recruited in the United Kingdom.
Application forms and any further particulars con
cerning the rates of pay and conditions of service in the
Southern Rhodesia Staff Corps may be obtained from:
The Secretary to the High Commissioner for Southern
Rhodesia, Rhodesia House, 429 Strand, London, W.C.2.

Canterbury Cricket Week

I

T was indeed a pity that in this Festival Year
the weather should have been so unkind
during the Week. Cricket was much cur
tailed by rain and the spectacle of the Bank
Holiday spectators seeking shelter from the
pouring rain under what cover they could find
was a pathetic one.
Happily on Ladies' Day the sun shone and
there was a large attendance in the Tent.

Amongst those present were:—
Major and Mrs. Alexander, Brig, and Mrs. Whitacre
Allen, Lt.Col. and Mrs. Argles, Mrs. Baird, Major
Blanford, Capt. Blaxland, Major Bossom, Major Colley,
Capt. H. Collins, Major and Mrs. Craig, Lt.Col. and
Mrs. Cremer, Lt.Col. and Mrs. Crookenden, Col. and
Mrs. Dean, Lt.Col. Edlmann, Major Edmeades, Lt.Col.
and Mrs. A. O'B. ffrench Blake, Major and Mrs. ffrench
Blake, Mrs. V. Findlay, Lt.Col. and Mrs. R. Friend,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Friend, Major and Mrs. Fox, Major
and Mrs. Grace, Mr. T. Green, Mrs. Groves, Capt. and
Mrs. Hadshar, Major Harris St. John, Major and Mrs.
Hews, Mr. Hicks, Mrs. Hirst, Lt.Col. Howe, Mrs. Hulke,
Col. Jackson, Lt.Col. and Mrs. Jelf, Lady Jelf, Lt.Col.
and Mrs. King, Col. Knight, Lt.Col. and Mrs. Knocker,
Lt.Col. and Mrs. Lucas, Lt.Col. Lushington, Lt.Col.
and Mrs. LyndenBell, Mr. Mauduit, Mrs. Meakin,
Mrs. Metcalfe, Major and Mrs. Moore, Capt. F. de R.
Morgan, Capt. and Mrs. G. Mount, Major D, Norriss,
Lt.Col. and Mrs. Oliver > Major and Mrs. Parratt, Lt.Col.
and Mrs. F. Parry, Miss S. Parry, Mr. Pirn, Major Peareth,
Major and Mrs. Prestige, Capt. and Mrs. Poulsen, Major
Ravenhill, Lt.Col. and Mrs. Reid, Lt.Col. and Mrs.
Rennison, Brig. N. D. Rice, Mr. RoperCurzon, Mr, M.
Rose, MajorGen. Hon. and Mrs. Scarlett, Lt.Col. and
Mrs. Howard Smith, Brig. Spear, Mr. and Mrs. Stratford
Tuke, Brig, and Mrs. Stronge, Major and Mrs. A. Taylor,
Major and Mrs. N. Taylor, Brig, and Mrs. Thomson,
Major and Mrs. Thorne, Major Tomlinson, Major and
Mrs. C. Tuff, Lt.Col. and Mrs. C. R. Tuff, Capt. and
Mrs. Wale, Major and Mrs. Webster, Miss Webster,
Major and Mrs. Wes<, Mr. C. West, Col. and Mrs. Wilkiris,
Lt.Col. and Mrs. Willows, Capt. A. Wilson, Capt. P.
Wilson.

I

Remembrance Sunday

N spite of a threatening outlook the weather
held firm except for a short period of rain in
the early afternoon.
The Parade, commanded by Lieut.Col. A. G,
Jelf, comprised detachments from the Depot
Company, the 4th Battalion and a good muster
from branches of the Association, with the Band
of the 1st Battalion at the head. Also on parade
were InPensioners Norman and Pullinger and
four boys from the Duke of York's R.M. School,
the two Maplesdens, Pointer and Garratt.
During the Service at which there was a large
attendance the Second Book of Life was handed
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to the ViceDean by the Colonel of the Regiment
with these words:

Correspondence

"On behalf of the Regiment and of all members,
past and present, I offer to the Dean and Chapter
of Canterbury the Book containing the names
of 1,728 men of all ranks of The Buffs and the
Queen's Own Rifles of Canada who laid down
their lives for King and Country in the World
War 19391945.
I ask you to accept this Book, to be placed
with the Memorials of the Regiment in the
Warriors' Chapel, as a remembrance to us and
a token to future generations of their supreme
sacrifice."

16th August, 1951.
The Editor, "The Dragon".
Dear Sir, 
During the war I was working in The Buffs Record
Office and during that time got to know a number of the
men. I remember the first time one of the two women
then employed, spoke on the 'phone to the Orderly
Room, a remark was heard over the 'phone, " Here, it's
a woman." As time went on those two women became
very well known to hundreds of The Buffs—one in fact
married an O.R.S.
To return to the present and the object of this letter. . . .
Yesterday in the Guards Chapel, some 350 Buffs attended
a service conducted by the Chaplain to the Brigade of
Guards and one of the women mentioned—the writer of
this letter—was present. It was a most impressive service
and the Buffs Band was excellent. The service opened
with the Hymn Lead us, Heavenly Father—the writer's
thoughts went back to the evacuation from Dunkirk and
how the men of the 2nd and 4th Battalions dribbled back
to these shores. Surely a number of those present
yesterday must have thought of that time too. The
Chaplain's text was just the one word "Remember".
Remember your parents, remember your tradition and
remember your God. A straight from the shoulder talk,
from a man to men. How wonderful it would have been
to have had men from the various Buffs Associations
with us, but as it was, the Chapel was filled to its utmost
capacity. I would like those old members to know that
they were not forgotten and that they were remembered
in the prayers.
With all good wishes to Buffs past and present.
Yours sincerely,

The ViceDean in accepting the Book said:
"I accept this Book on behalf of the Dean
and Chapter for safe keeping in this Cathedral
Church."
The Book was then dedicated and placed upon
the Altar.
At the conclusion of the Service the Book was
returned by the ViceDean to Cpl. Phillips who,
leading the bearers of wreaths, slow marched to
the Warriors' Chapel where he placed the Book
in the casket prepared for it, on the lectern. He
then saluted the Book.
At the conclusion of this ceremony wreaths
were laid at the foot of the lectern by the Colonel
of the Regiment and by representatives of
Branches and Guilds.
The Service was most impressive and will
long be remembered by those who attended. It
was made memorable by the superb rendering
of Chopin's Funeral March by the Band of the
1st Battalion and by the fine sounding of Last
Post and Reveille by Drummers of the Home
Counties Brigade Depot.
In the afternoon there was a large gathering
for the reunion and it was a great pleasure to see
so many retired officers and their wives attending
it. The Band of the 1st Battalion played delight
fully until the rain put an end to their programme.
Sideshows were arranged and the Drums of
the Home Counties Brigade Depot sounded
Retreat, but, as is ever the case, the chief enjoy
ment was in the meeting of old friends once
again.
In conclusion, the thanks of the Association
are due to the O.C. Home Counties Brigade
Depot and his staff for their hard work in
making the day such an enjoyable one and to
the NAAFI for the excellent catering arrange
ments.

"RECORDIAN".

[A special service for the 1st Battalion, The Buffs, was
held in the Guards' Chapel, Wellington Barracks, London,
at 2.15 p.m. on August 15th, 1951.
The following are the introductory remarks to the
Service by Richard FitzPatrick, Assistant Chaplain
General and Chaplain to the Brigade of Guards.—Ed.]
To the Soldier reading this:
This service is being held at the end of your visit to
Wellington Barracks, and if you care to take away this
paper in memory of it, you are very welcome to do so.
I just want to say two things: one is that I have been
deeply impressed by the smart bearing and friendly
attitude of all ranks, 1st Battalion The Buffs. The other
is, that it is a particular happiness to receive your famous
Regiment in the Guards' Chapel which has been a
Soldiers' Chapel for so long.
God be with you.
*

*

*

22249345 Pte. Scamp, P.,
H.Q. Company M.T.,
Attd. K.S.L.I.,
B.E.F. B.A.P.O. 3,
Korea.
10th August, 1951.

Dear Sir,
I am sending you P.O.s for 8/' for The Dragon for a
year in the hope that it will be possible for you to send
it out here to us.
You see, when I have finished it, I can pass it on to the
other members of The Buffs who are also in this Regiment
with myself.
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Communication

There are Ptes. Wray, Cox, Bean, Touhy, Tuckwell,
Richards and myself.
We all send our best wishes and regards to the old and
new members of the Buffs. We hope that the new members
will do as well as the old boys have done in the past, and
we are all looking forward to the time when we will be
back with the Regiment. So far we have had a few
casualties; I am glad to say all the Buffs are still going
strong.
So far Private Wray has seen the most out of us. But
then we all think he is quite mad, he has no fear in him
whatsoever. Now he has a job of driving the Adjutant.
Cox is in the Sigs. and has to carry a 31 set all the time
which weighs about a ton at the end of the day. Touhy
sits on the exchange mixing everyone up all day long.
Bean is also in the Sigs. getting everyone on net once in
a while so that we cannot get lost. Tuckwell is in charge
of the porters; they dig holes, clean guns and carry the
food over the hills. And myself, well all the Battalion is
glad to see me, I drive the Q.M. truck rations. But the
greatest of all, I bring up the beer which is four bottles
per man per week.
This is all for the present. With all the boys wishing you
all on police guards a good turn out.
P. SCAMP.
*

*

To Lieut.-Colonel J. F. Connolly, D.S.O.,
The Buffs.
I wish to convey to you and to all those under
your Command who took part in the Guard
Duties in London, my appreciation of their
conduct and bearing.
I am satisfied that you have maintained the
standards expected of The Buffs.
I hope this historic occasion, culminating with
the March through the City of London, will
live in the memories of those who had the
Honour and Privilege to represent the Regiment.
G. SCARLETT,
Major-General,
Colonel, The Buffs.
21st August, 1951.
*

*

C

Regimental Gazette
REGULAR ARMY
SHORT SERVICE COMMISSIONS

2nd Lt. John Robert Prentice from Emerg. Commn.,
to be 2nd Lt., 18th March, 1951, retaining his present
seniority.
2nd Lt. Eric Michael Graeme Hicks from Emerg.
Commn., to be 2nd Lt., 7th April, 1951, retaining his
present seniority.

Historical Records

*

THE BUFFS

REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS
THE BUFFS

2nd Lt. M. B. Foster to be Lt., 14th August, 1951.
TERRITORIAL ARMY
THE BUFFS

Capt. U. H. B. Alexander, M.B.E., to be Major, 27th
May, 1951.
Capt. J. Tilleard, T.D., is granted the acting rank of
Major, 27th May, 1951.
THE WAR OFFICE, 14TH AUGUST, 1951

The following Officer is awarded the Efficiency Medal
(Territorial):—
THE BUFFS.—Lt. M. H. Gurmin.

*

OPIES of the new volume sent to the
following have been returned by the Post
Office as being untraceable at the address
given. Will the owners or anyone knowing their
present address, please inform the Administrative
Officer, Depot, The Buffs, so that delivery may
be effected.
Major C. Sessions, M.B.E.
Captain A. J. Parish.
A. H. Hyland, Esq.

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST
The undermentioned cadets to be 2nd Lts., 12th May,
1951:—
Geoffrey Peter Gardiner.
Stephen William Hurry.
Edward Howard Salmon.
The undermentioned cadets to be 2nd Lts., 26th May,
1951:—
Herbert Richard Morris.
John Henry Davison.

*

I

*

*

Irish Letter

N this postwar life of scarcities and restric
tions it may be some consolation for the
downtrodden reader to know that an oasis
of "the good old days" still exists not far from
your English shores. In fact, in this age of air
travel, it is readily and comfortably accessible
in three hours from the air station in the heart
of London. Yes, I am referring to Eire and, in
particular, to Dublin and its annual Horse Show
Week in August which must recall many nostalgic
memories for visitors of prewar days, and
probably something akin to legendary for those
unfortunates who have never had the luck to
be there. Let me say that it is little changed
from what it was before the war and I hope that
this article will encourage the prewar visitor to
savour its gaiety and splendour once more and
the unfortunates to confirm the rumours they
may have heard.
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Horse Show Week begins officially on (he
first Tuesday in August but there is a hustle and
a bustle in the usually sleepy City of Dublin
long before then. As is to be expected, the
centre of activity is the Show Ground at Balls
bridge. This magnificent venue with its attractive
treelined show rings, its large oval jumping
paddock dominated by the fearsome double
bank and flanked by massive concrete stands, its
range upon range of stabling and its large
exhibition halls is a fitting background for the
World's most famous horse show. It and its
clockwork organisation are a fine tribute to
private enterprise for The Royal Dublin Society,
whose officials are nearly all unpaid volunteers,
is under no State control or subsidy and runs its
functions with a refreshing military precision
and thoroughness, the same smooth pattern
being followed from year to year.
Almost everyone in Ireland is affected in one
way or another by Show Week. Exhibits come
from every corner of this island and for weeks
beforehand these have been prepared by pre
liminary outings at local shows and by constant
schooling and grooming. The long trek. to
Dublin by road and rail begins during the
previous weekend and the thousand and more
stables atfe full by the Monday evening. Mean
while, the regular tourist crowds are augmented
by thousands of Show Week visitors who come
in by sea and air. Some have come to enjoy the
pleasures and gaiety offered, others to buy
horses privately or at The Sales, which take place
opposite the show grounds concurrently with
the judging and jumping.
The arriving air traveller receives a pleasant
surprise at Dublin Airport for here he finds no
Nissen huts or mushroom colony of temporary
buildings clustered round a depressing asphalt
aerodrome, as at Northolt on departure. Instead
he is greeted by white graceful modern buildings
placed majestically on the edge of an emerald
green aerodrome. Nor does he have to endure
a forty minutes' 'bus ride for, if he is not met by
friends and ushered into the palatial bar for a
"quick one", the 'bus ride to the centra of Dublin
only lasts fifteen minutes. From the moment
the traveller steps into the Aer Lingus plane at
Northolt he has the feeling of being wanted and
welcome, and of being the centre of attention.
From then onwards your holiday has already
begun and pleasant surprises come fast and in
plenty.' The attractive Air Hostess will offer you
tea and biscuits "on the house" during the trip
or, if you want to awaken that holiday spirit,
there are large whiskies at 1/6 each, and cigarettes
at 1/8 for twenty. But let us return to Dublin
and see what awaits your arrival.

Every shop window carried a special display
of goods in short supply in England in the hope
of tempting you to spend the little money that
the English Exchequer has left you with. Most
of these goods are English and of export quality
too—lovely china and glass, jewellery at prices
unaffected by Purchase Tax, real leather goods,
nylons and materials and mountains of good
food off the ration, particularly chocolates and
other delicacies. If you have brought your car
over by sea, or have hired a car for your stay,
you will be muddled by the peculiar signals
and short tempers of the Gardai on point duty,
and by the lack of parking places and the droves
of cyclists who weave about in front of your
car bent on committing suicide. But you will
forget these pinpricks when you settled down
in your comfortable hotel, rubbing shoulders
with famous horsemen and horselovers of every
nationality, and contemplate appreciatively the
endless menu of good food and wine which
awaits your unaccustomed stomach—and will
surely give you sleepless nights unless your
restraint is better than that of most visitors.
Tuesday morning sees the opening of the
show and all roads lead to Ballsbridge. There
you will find judging in progress and the four
show rings surrounded by anxious exhibitors,
by casual visitors and by horseylooking men
and women searching for a bargain to take home
with them. The casual visitor may miss the
behindthescenes activity, the caustic remarks
of disappointed exhibitors, the anxious seller
who thinks some English couple is interested in
his horse because his groom has just told him
that they stopped and gave the animal a pat in
passing, and the excited exhibitor whose horse
has just won its class and is now eligible for
competing for one of the many Challenge Cups
or even for that coveted prize, The Champion
Hunter. From early morning these exhibitors
have been at the grounds exercising their horses
and ponies and supervising that last minute spit
and polish which can so easily make all the
difference in the show ring. The pleasant
interlude of lunchtime arrives and everyone
disappears to the wellstocked snack bars, the
restaurants or even to a picnic lunch under the
large marquee where the band is playing. Some
gourmets are drawn back to the City to the
slapup restaurants, to famous Jamies perhaps.
After lunch greater crowds are drawn to the
jumping paddock where jumping contests take
place until the evening, day after day, culmin
ating in the Aga Khan's Cup on the Friday.
But that is a long way off yet and there is plenty
to do before then.
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Teatime comes and with aching feet you return
to your base, be it hotel or private house, perhaps
for a bit of a rest or else to change for one of
the many cocktail parties which, take place before
the evening entertainment begins. There are
two or three different balls each night and you
can take your choice. Most of these are run by
famous Irish hunts such as The Meath, The
Louth and The Blazers, but there are others
worthy of attendance, such as The British
Legion Dance on the Wednesday night where
there is an atmosphere of allegiance to the
English Crown among the bemedalled revellers,
unnatural in a neighbouring Republic. Some of
the energetic ones dance every night but one
needs to be in good training for these dances
are lively and energetic affairs and seldom
finish, before 4 a.m. On the Wednesday evening
there is racing at Phoenix Park, that pleasant
racecourse in a lovely setting of wellmown
lawns and giant trees where you can wander
from paddock to stand, from stand to bar, to
the strains of a military band playing from the
top of the totaliser building.
Friday comes and with it the highlight of
Show Week—the Aga Khan's Cup. This is a
competition for National teams of four horses
each, and a minimum of three riders, each horse
having to jump the gruelling course of sixteen
fences twice during the competition. They are
allowed 2f minutes to complete the course
which includes two permanent bush fences, a
double bank of awesome size, a single bank, a
stone wall, a water jump and a host of madeup
fences ranging in height from four feet to five
feet, from formidable roadblocks and gates to
triple bars, in a multitude of brilliant and dis
tracting colours. Only very rarely does a
competitor make a clear round.
That afternoon an atmosphere of excitement
can be felt among the vast crowd assembled in
the stands. The proceedings start with the
parade of the Champion and Reserve Champion
Hunters whose owners ride them round and
show off all their paces to the delight and admir
ation of an appreciative audience. Then comes
the arrival of The President. He used to arrive
in an open coach with a cavalry escort but this
has been discontinued since, some years ago, a
wheel came off at the height of the pageantry
and The President had to disentangle himself
from broken traces and stampeding horses.
Once the President has been greeted with the
Soldiers' Song—the national anthem of Eire—
and ushered to his seat, all eyes turn to the
entrance. Then, led by a yellow kilted pipe
band, the first of the teams enters the arena.
Here come the Italians in khaki uniforms on

excited horses unaccustomed perhaps to the
tremendous ovation. In line abreast they wheel
before the President's box and salute, while the
massed bands play their national anthem and
everyone stands to attention. No sooner have
they retired a bit than the next team, this time
the French, repeats the performance; and then
the Spanish come. Then comes the sight to
thrill the eyes of every Englishman present. In
comes the English team dressed not in drab
uniform like the other teams but in hunting pink
with gleaming white saddlecloths emblazoned
with the Union Jack. What a wonderful sight
they are as, led by that indomitable couple,
Harry Llewellyn on "Foxhunter", they wheel
before the  President's box. Then, last and by
no means least, comes the hope of Ireland, the
Irish team sitting their horses as only an Irishman
brought up in this horseloving country could
do. The saluting over, the teams are led, one
behind the other, in line abreast behind the
massed bands round the arena and out.
Now the spectators settle themselves more
comfortably in their seats to witness the most
spectacular jumping event in the world. One by
one, team by team, the competitors make their
supreme effort and by the end of the first round
England lead with only twelve faults, closely
followed by Ireland with fourteen faults. Excite
ment heightens as the drama unfolds and you
could hear a pin drop in that large amphitheatre
as the courageous, and apparently indifferent,
"Foxhunter" puts up a superb performance to
record only one fault and win the individual
prize for the best performance, and to leave
England with a comfortable lead. But Ireland
has yet to jump again and the Irish team has
before now been known to pull something out
of the bag at critical moments such as this.
With one horse still to jump they cannot afford
to concede more than one fault if they are to win
the Cup. Over the bush fence he goes and into
the single bank without a mistake. This is a
tricky jump as most horses try to change on top
of it but such an offence constitutes a fault, but
luckily he executes it correctly. And so into
the stone wall capped with loose stones which
fall with the slightest touch. Alas, one solitary
stone is flicked to the ground and four faults
are registered against the Irish team. England,
has won again ! What a welcome awaits the
team as proudly they reenter the arena to
receive the huge gold cup; and what a picture
they make as, followed by the gallant losers, they
make a triumphant parade round the paddock
behind the band to the tumultuous applause of
every onlooker ! And dear old "Foxhunter",
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HIS month's Editorial
is written on the train
which, with twothirds
of the Battalion on board,
lurches and sways on its
journey away from the flesh
pots of Dover towards that
cosy little homefromhome
in East Anglia which most
of us know so well. There
can be but few of us, no
matter how we are travel
ling, who are not devoutly
wishing that we were going
the other way: "Roll on
October 20th—or whenever
it is", is undoubtedly the universal cry.
The last occasion on which the Battalion were
the victims of British Railways was when, with
our month of Public Duties in London safely
ended and our march through the City satis
factorily accomplished, we were brought back to
Dover for a further march through crowded
streets. In retrospect it is probably safe to say
that our month in Wellington Barracks was a
highly successful one and that everyone enjoyed
themselves; a most important paragraph has
been written in Regimental history and—though
many of us are financially the worse for wear—
it is a paragraph in the writing of which we are
all proud to have assisted. The many congratu
latory and kindly letters and comments which
have been received on all sides help to confirm
the feeling that the Battalion did well for itself
and—more important still—for the Regiment.
And such things are well worth striving for.
The march through the City—our ancient
right; not, as some suppose, our privilege—was
blessed with that same fine weather which it
had been our great good fortune to enjoy on
seven out of the eight Guard mountings and
dismountings. It was also memorable for the
surprisingly large crowds gathered on the
pavements; for the inability of the DrumMajor
to remember the way, despite having "walked
the course" the previous day; and for the skill
and apparent ease with which both the Com
manding Officer and Major ffrench
Blake
conducted affairs from the saddles of their
Brigade of Guards troophorses.
The maihch through Dover, when all taking
part were selfpropelled, went even better, it

was considered, than the City march. Whether
this was due to the fact that the Band and Drums,
marching behind rather than in front of the
leading Company, were more audible, or whether
it was because there was little if any traffic about,
it is difficult to say; whatever the cause the
general feeling is that the event went well and
we were certainly given a most warm and hearty
welcome by the townspeople and the holiday
makers who lined the Dover streets.
For the sake of the record it should perhaps
be mentioned here that the King's Colour and
the Regimental Colour, during both marches,
were carried by 2/Lieuts. Gatehouse and
Dracopoli respectively; and that Sgts. Noy,
Partridge and Ivory had the honour of forming
the Escort. It was a sad occasion when, three
days after our arrival back in Dover, both
Colours had to be condemned, by a Board of
Officers, as beyond repair and unfit for further
public use. That they will be replaced next
year—and that their replacements may possibly
be received from the hands of the Colonelin
Chief himself—is the fervent hope and wish of
all ranks.
A bare week at Dover and then, as has already
been recorded, the Battalion moved away, by
train and by M.T., to Buckenham Tofts Camp,
on the edge of the Stanford P.T.A., to join the
remainder of the Brigade and of the Division for
the final spasm of Collective Training. The
period will include a fifteen day "refresher" for
some 400 "Z" Reservists, numerous Company,
Battalion and Brigade Exercises, a Divisional
Exercise or two, and a rivercrossing Exercise
near Pangbourne; and it will end with the
nightmare of an Army Exercise on Salisbury
Plain in the middle of October—a caper for
which, so we understand, Colonel R. F. Parry
has been very largely responsible. We look
forward to meeting Colonel Parry again some
time.
There have been many arrivals and departures
during the past month or so. It has been a
pleasure to welcome 2/Lieuts. Gladders and
Monins, both from Eaton Hall. The former is
really a member of the Royal West Kent Regi
ment, but postings have been altered so that
he does not have to journey to the Far East;
and the latter's father, the late Capt. J. E. Monins,
was in the Regiment during the First World
War and was for many years a staunch supporter
of Regimental Golfing Society Meetings. 2/Lieut.
Burgess of the R.A.E.C. is doing his three months'
attachment to a Line Regiment, like his brother
officer 2/Lieut. Smith. Major E. S. Scott, who
needs little introduction to readers of this
Journal, has at last succeeded in tearing himself
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E. W. Macdonald with Sgt. Cockerton as
Sergeant of the Main Guard and Sgt. Floyd as
Sergeant of the Spur Guard. The ceremony is
a simple but impressive one which has been
going on nightly without a break for some 700
years. Perhaps the most impressive parts of the
ceremony, from the spectators' point of view,
are first the sounding of Last Post as the Tower
clock strikes ten, and second the sentry's challenge
as the keys arrive at the archway by the Bloody
Tower. On 2nd August we were fortunate with
our timing so that the clock and the bugle
exactly coincided. Drummer Sedge faced the
microphones and a large crowd of spectators
with an iron nerve and sounded Last Post
beautifully. The sentry was Pte. Robinson of
Support Company. There have been times in
the past when the sentry, overcome by ^ the
solemnity of the occasion, has muffed his lines.
Pte. Robinson however spoke up loud and clear
and was absolutely word perfect throughout the
rather complicated challenge. The Band were
on parade and added solemnity to the occasion
by playing hymns before the ceremony. Their
playing of the National Anthem after Last Post,
in the perfect setting afforded by the Tower,
provided the perfect ending to the ceremony.
As a member of the Guard, the writer is unable
to assess the effectiveness of the broadcast.
However, we were proud of our performance
and hope that listeners enjoyed it.
Lastly, we thank the Depot of the Royal
Fusiliers for handing over their Mess to us for
drinks before and after the Ceremony. It was
amusing to hear the wellknown voices of John
Snagge, Audrey Russell, WynfordVaughan
Thomas, Rex Alston, and Max Roberson in
normal conversation.

away from Chessington Zoo. And 2/Lieuts.
Pilcher and Mitchell, both from the R.M.A.
Sandhurst, have just arrived on first joining the
Regiment. To them all we extend a most warm—
if in some cases a slightly belated—welcome to
our midst.
Goodbyes are always sombre occasions and
there is no denying the fact that the departures
of Capt. Semmence and of Lieut. Gillum are no
exception. In these days, when Regular Officers—
of any rank but especially, perhaps, of the more
senior ones, of the right calibre—are of such
immense value in the Regiment of their own
choice, it is particularly galling to have to lose
one who has spent so short a time with us. This
is the case where Capt. Semmence is concerned
and he has been removed from us, much against
his will and at woefully short notice, to go out
to the Malay Regiment. Lieut. Gillum, who
will always be remembered for his long teeshots,
his dryocaustic wit and bis daily success with
The Times Crossword, has at long last achieved
his ambition of resigning his Commission and
will shortly be going up to Cambridge. To them
both we wish God speed and all good fortune
wherever they may be, and the assurance of a
warm welcome whenever they come to rejoin
or to visit us.
Other departures have been Lieut. Legge,
about whom the authorities have at last decided
that he should go, after all, to the Middlesex
Regiment; 2/Lieut. Salmon, a newlyarrived
National Service Officer who is now on his way
to Korea; 2/Lieut. Gatehouse who has gone to
Canterbury for a six months' attachment; and
2/Lieuts. Bateman and Snowden, both of them
National Service Officers whose two years of
service has ended. Our good wishes go with
them all.
And now we must all buckle on our equipment,
synchronise our W.D. watches, cut the "Members'
Enclosure" badges off our binoculars, stuff little
pieces of grass into our steel helmet camouflage
nets and show everyone that, good as we may be
on parade in the forecourt of Buckingham
Palace, we can do even better when it comes to
our turn to play at Red Indians.

BROADCAST OF THE CEREMONY OF THE
KEYS FROM THE TOWER OF LONDON
On 2nd August, the Battalion's "B" Guard
was on duty when the B.B.C. Broadcast a tour
of the Tower of London culminating with the
Ceremony of the Keys at 10 o'clock in the
evening. The Guard was commanded by Capt.

SERGEANTS' MESS
London. Duties have of course been the main item of
interest over the past two months. During the early part
of July the barrack square was very seldom unoccupied.
It was impossible to spend a quiet hour in the Mess,
sipping a glass of ale, without hearing details of guard
mounting procedure over and over again.
The days passed very quickly, and on 20th July our
first guard was mounted. There was considerable tension
throughout the Battalion that morning, and when all
sentries had been safely posted there was a general feeling
of relief that all was well.
From that date onwards we were constantly honoured
by visits from old and new friends, who called in to
compliment the Battalion and to wish us good luck.
Visitors to the Mess were too numerous to mention
individually, but we very much appreciated seeing them
all.
On 3rd August we were pleased to have with us to
Dinner Major Crichton, representatives of the London
Branch of the Past and Present Association and those
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two "Old Buffs" InPensioners Pullinger and Norman.
On behalf of the Mess, the R.S.M. thanked D/Sgt. Jelley
for the hard work put into the training of the Battalion
for guard duties.
Later in the month we spent a very enjoyable Social
Evening at which the London Branch and their Ladies
were present. We were all most impressed by the excellent
buffet arranged by Sgt. Seymour, A.C.C.
The termination of our tour of duty in London and the
march through the City have, no doubt, been fully covered
in the notes of other contributors. We hope that past
members of the Regiment have drawn favourable com
parisons between the duties of 1951 and of 1931.
At the time of writing we are once again in the Norfolk
training area. Our first night under canvas here was one
of heavy rain, but we shall give our impressions of life at
Buckenham Tofts, as opposed to Buckingham Palace, in
the next issue.
*

*

*

CORPORALS' CLUB
While the days of August are yet with us, and the
sunlight still lingers as in summer evenings, your Corporals'
Club representative once more brings you some news
and presents yet another picture to those past and present
of what has been happening, and what plans have been
made for the future.
Our last instalment in The Dragon closed with the
mention of a Dance which was to be held on Saturday,
14th July. On that evening Cpl. Harding, President of
the Club, acted as host, while Cpl. Clifton performed the
ever active office of M.C. As the dance progressed the
Commanding Officer made his appearance together with
many of the Officers' Mess.
Representatives from the civilian departments invited
were in attendance, despite the fact that there were many
other attractions elsewhere; we also entertained members
of various Corporals' Messes within the Division and
welcomed a batch of nurses and girls from the two services.
During the course of the evening there were a number of
spot prizes, and raffle tickets were being bought with
great enthusiasm.
A photograph taken at the time will appear in due
course.
During our month of Public Duties in London (we
arrived at Wellington Barracks on 18th July) it was
virtually impossible to organise any functions during our
stay. We did, however, towards the end of our tour hold
a Mess Meeting which was, as usual, presided over by the
R.S.M.
With only a week's grace after our return from
Wellington Barracks there was little or no time in which
to entertain either ourselves or our friends within the
Mess. So, with the usual encouragement to those who
are present and new amongst us, and good wishes to those
who are of former years, I will cease, amid a table infested
with papers and on the very eve of our departure for
eight weeks in Buckenham Tofts, Norfolk.
"A" COMPANY
Since our last notes a large contingent of the Company
has taken its place in the Battalion during the tour of
Public Duties in London. As the result of much hard
work both on the square and in the Barrack Room a
very high proportion of the Company took their place
amongst the various guards which the Battalion had to
find. They are all to be congratulated on the standard of
their turnout and their drill. Whilst it is invidious to

draw attention to any particular man on those guards,
I think it is only fair to congratulate Pte, Fitzwater on
his smartness in the photograph in the August number
of The Dragon.
However, particular mention must be made, and great
credit given, to C.S.M. White, C/Sgt. Berrett and other
Senior N.C.O.s of the Company for the high standard of
drill and bearing which the men showed, both during the
guards and the marches in London and Dover.
Of our stay in Wellington Barracks, little need be said;
it only confirmed most people's impressions that any
prolonged stay in those circumstances would result in
many debit balances at the Paymaster unless the amount
of walking out was drastically reduced.
To the Regulars and the National Servicemen who took
part in the March through the City was granted an honour
which is unlikely to be given to them again during their
lives.
To have taken part in such a parade should be something
all should remember with pride.
The period of London Duties was followed by a hectic
week at Dover when thoughts had to change from
ceremonial parades to the rigours of a camp life under
canvas.
As some wit has said, 44 From Buckingham Palace to
Buckenham Tofts.",
We shall at last have an opportunity to get the Company
together in the same location and get down to some hard
training; but before we can really get that organised, we
have to prepare to receive 84 "Z" Reservists on 1st
September for their 15 days' training. More will be said
of that next month.
Lastly we must bid farewell to 2/Lieut. E. H. Salmon,
who has been posted for service overseas, and wish him
the best of luck during his remaining service.
COMPANY
When these notes were last written we were preparing
for one aspect of a soldier's life—ceremonial duties. At
the present moment we have returned to Norfolk, and
looking back over the past two months it would be hard
to find two greater contrasts in styles of living.
The move to London gave us a foretaste of the extent
to which we were to be in the public eye. There was a
huge crowd at Victoria Station, but this did not affect the
drill in any way and in spite of any preliminary nervousness
everyone enjoyed the march into Wellington Barracks.
From the moment of arrival into the barracks the Company
seemed to disappear into various guards and too little
was seen of them as a Company for the next month.
The next day the first guard mounted, with the Company
well represented, and the good wishes of all went with
them. Everything went extremely well and though strange
stories were circulated of a sentry found flat on his face
outside Marlborough House and others of sentries making
obvious mistakes on duty outside the Palace, they were
found to be completely false—an undetected fifth column
at work. However, as successive guards maintained the
standard the fifth column gave up and compliments were
passed on the standard of the drill of all sentries by all
manner of people.
It was one new experience after another for everyone
in the Company. Those on King's Guard saw the inside
of places that were place names to most, as sentries were
posted outside the gardens of Marlborough House and
Clarence House and patrols visited the gardens of Bucking
ham Palace. In spite of the fact that the Court was out of
residence there were continual crowds in the hope of
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Seeing someone, and in fact H.R.H. The Duke of Edin
burgh and Prince Charles were seen on one occasion, and
soon after H.R.H. Princess Elizabeth drove out. However,
as these royal comings and goings tend to reduce sentries
to near mental breakdown it may have been as well. The
Bank Picquet, in spite of a long march through the City,
a hazardous proceeding in rush hour traffic, also enjoyed
themselves, receiving a shilling each from the Bank for
their pains. It would, we feel, be untrue to say that a
march on an empty stomach through the City at 0600
hours is really enjoyable. The Tower of London Guard
were very much on show, and were actually the subject
of a B.B.C. broadcast, a distinction of their own which
they well deserved. All praise too must go to the Barrack
Guard, who had the most delicate task of all, even though
they did salute empty cars and taxis in the beginning.
The visit to London was ended by exercising the
Regimental privilege of marching through the City of
London with Colours flying, drums beating and bayonets
fixed. In spite of difficulties in keeping step and the
invariable small hitches that usually occur on such
occasions we reached Cannon Street Station and entrained
for the journey home.
We were seen off by a large crowd and left the station
to the Regimental March played by the Band of the
Grenadier Guards. Once in Dover we marched past the
White Cliffs Hotel, where the Salute was taken by the
Mayor, and eventually, rather weary, back to Old Park
Barracks.
The week that followed was concerned with administra
tion prior to the move to Norfolk. This time we were
spared a move by M.T. but had to get up at 0330 hours.
We arrived at Buckenham Tofts Camp at 1600 hours to
find rows of tents and the familiar signs of camp life.
Now twentyfour hours later we are beginning to settle
down and wondering what the next two months will
hold for us.
We have seen a good many changes lately. Capt.
Nash has left us to take over "D" Company, taking
2/Lieut. Ottley with him. 2/Lieut. Gladders arrived from
the.Royal West Kent Regiment and 2/Lieut. Monins from
Eaton Hall, taking over No. 4 Platoon and No. 6 Platoon
respectively; 2/Lieut. Hayward remains with No. 5
Platoon. C.S.M. Johnson, Cpl. Wagstaff, and L/Cpls.
Grigor and Claringbould have also gone to"D" Company;
we are sorry to see them go. C.S.M. Maker from H.Q.
Company is a very welcome arrival and claims that life
is less complicated; time will tell. Sgt. Clarke has come
as deputy to C/Sgt. Miles but is soon to go as Platoon
Sergeant to No. 5 Platoon. We have also received a
steady influx of men whom we are glad to have with us,
including two new N.C.O.s, L/Cpls. Kingston and Stookes.
We congratulate Pte. Hillier on his marriage and Pte.
Booth on the birth of a daughter.
By the time the notes are written again we shall be
halfway through our training and as usual enjoying it.
*

*

*

"C" COMPANY
On the whole the weather has smiled upon our activities
this past month. In London, although it rained on one
or two occasions and caused that depressing event called
a wet (dis)mount, we had several glorious days when it
was hot work, to say the least of it, in the Forecourt of
Buckingham Palace. With the rear party in Dover the
weather was much the same, although some vicious sqaulls
of rain accompanied by a high wind made a mackintosh
an essential and also postponed the Channel Swimming
Race, to the annoyance of one or two members of the
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rear party who were unable to watch the race owing td
their return to London.
We gather that, on the whole, our period of Public
Duties was most satisfactory and I think most of us have
that comfortable, almost smug, feeling of a job well done.
Members of the Company took part in the Buckingham
Palace Guards, Tower Guards, Barrack Guards and Bank
Picquets and I am sure will remember their experiences
for the rest of their lives. The march from Victoria
Station to Wellington Barracks was a good start to what
followed and our final marathon march through the City
and then from Dover Marine Station up to Old Park
Barracks was a fitting climax. If the march through the
City was slightly marred by the rear two Companies
being unable to hear the Band, the fact that we were
exercising our privilege more than compensates and our
warm reception in Dover was sufficient to take our minds
off the length of the march and the steepness of the final
ascent. Everyone is full of admiration for the Band and
Drums who played for us throughout our march through
the City and through Dover most excellently; in London
indeed, in our opinion from the rear of the column, they
outplayed the Band of the Grenadier Guards who
accompanied us on the first leg of the march.
On returning to Dover, a certain amount of chaos
reigned. There was little for the Companies to do but
more than enough for the administrative staffs. Two or
three Battalion soccer trials were organised in which the
Company's hardy annuals, Sgt. Jameson, Pte. Stansbie
and Pte. Fuller, took part. The C/Sergeant has produced
more than his usual quota of grumbles and rather less
than the required number of boxes* so G.1098 and accom
modation checks and packingup fpr Norfolk have
assumed the proportions of nightmares.
During this past month, departures from the Company
hold a large majority over the new arrivals. Shortly
before we went to London, we received a small N.S.
draft and a platoon earmarked, as they say, for the Far
East, but we have just lost the latter to the newlyformed
"D" Company. Other 44late lamenteds" include Capt.
Barrett, who is putting in some practice for his coming
appointment as Adjutant to the T.A. Battalion, Lieut.
Minto to 44D" Company but at the moment with "S"
Company, and 2/Lieut. Gatehouse to the Depot at
Canterbury, together with Sgt. Ivory and Cpl. Munnery.
We welcome Sgt. Killick who replaces Sgt. Ivory. We
shall miss Sgt. Lawrence, Sgt. Jackson, Cpl. McNeill and
L/Cpl. Pope who have been transferred to44 D" Company.
Our very loyal and keen core of N.C.O.s has certainly
dwindled sadly, to the Depot's and "D" Company's gain.
Cricket now seems to be a thing of the past but there
should be some mention of the performances of the
Company in the Company Cricket League. We lost one
match inexplicably against the bottom Company in the
League, but won the remainder quite, comfortably except
for a memorable game against 44 B" Company, when the
issue was in doubt until the last moment. Notable
individual performances include Major ffrench Blake's
65 v44H" Company, Pte. Hartnup's 47 not out and 2/Lieut.
West's 35 not out v 44 Q" Company, L/Cpl. Burford's 26
v44 A" Company and L/Cpl. Gooch's 42 v "B" Company.
Pte. Fuller has taken a lot of wickets and bowled con
sistently well, and 2/Lieut. West, in spells of almost
unbelievable inaccuracy, produced a straight ball now
and again to confound our opponents. The most extra
ordinary incident occurred in our match against 44 Q"
Company. The score stood at 120odd for 5 when five
wickets fell in five successive balls. 2/Lieut. West achieved
a hattrick with the first three, then Major ffrench Blake
completed his, two stumped and a run out, and 2/Lieut.
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West cleanbowled the last man with the fifth ball. ( Unless
my mathematics are faulty this is seven wickets.—Sub-Ed.)
Next month's Dragon notes will be from the wilds of
Norfolk in what we confidently expect to be frightful
weather, and we shall be talking in terms of tents, mud
and soccer, and think of rivercrossings and the "Z"
Reservists back at home, having completed their training.
SUPPORT COMPANY
Whether it is the fault of the present Government or of
the Atom bomb it is difficult to say, but time has given
up its habit of standing still and no sooner were we the
"new boys" at Wellington Barracks than we found that
our stay in LondQn was finished and that it was time for
us to return to Dover. During our four weeks on Public
Duties we suffered one great loss in the Company when
Captain Semmence left us to go to Malaya: with him
go our best wishes and the hope that he will come back
to the Battalion some day. While he commanded the
Company we were all given an excellent example by him,
not only of how the Company should be run, but also
by his constant good humour, fairness and thorough
knowledge of his job.
Lieut. Mullins was seen in the barracks from time to
time,, spending his weekends in vain endeavour to work
for the muchadvertised examinations which he will have
to take on completion of his course at Netheravon; the
M.M.G. Platoon in particular and the Company in general
are looking forward to his return to us in Norfolk.
On 18th August several members of the Company
having taken part in the last Guard to be mounted, we
took pur place in the Battalion's ranks and marched
through the City to Cannon Street Station where we
were revived with "char and wads" before being moved
by British Railways to Dover at high speed. We were,
on the whole, sorry to leave London, but it was a relief
to get out at Dover Station and smell some clean air for
a change—and by the time we reached Old Park Barracks
we certainly needed it.
Within less than a week of leaving London we are on
our way again—this time to Norfolk—having spent the
last six days in a hectic rush to get the Company organised,
not only for our own purposes but also for the 72 "Z"
Reservists who are coming to us for training at the
beginning of September.
In two months' time we should return to Dover, wiser
but I trust not sadder than when we left, and in the
meanwhile we are looking forward with mixed feelings
to our stay in Norfolk.
H.Q. COMPANY
BATTALION ORDERLY ROOM
London ! To most of the Orderly Room staff this
meant only another troublesome time of packing
stationery, etc., and setting up office at Wellington
Barracks, but to one member—Cpl. Edwards—it meant
hours of drill practice and 44 bulling", and finally the
honour of mounting guard at the Tower of London. And
let it be set down now, in black and white, that although
he has worked as an office clerk for several years, his
turnout, drill and carrying out of duties was well up to
the required standard.
Our representatives in the march through the City of
London and Dover with fixed bayonets, were Cpl. Edwards
and Pte. Daly, while the others remained to ensure the
safety and resetting up of the Orderly Room at Old Park
Barracks.

After one week of respite we once again struggled with
packingcases. Nails were sought, found, straightened
and eventually forced into pieces of wood, which gradually
took the shape of lids, and which, after a great deal of
"persuasion", fitted perfectly on top of the wooden boxes
already provided.
The O.R.Q.M.S. and L/Cpl. Willcox quickly com
mandeered seats in the office 15cwt., and the rest of the
staff were allocated to the second train. And so, on
Saturday, 25th August, 1951, the Battalion once again
travelled to the wilds of Stanford P.T.A., where besides
two arduous months of training, exercises and manoeuvres
we shall have the added responsibilities of a large number
of 44 Z" men. No doubt much will be said in the next
issue on the subject of Stanford.
The terrible twins—Ptes. Baylis and Slade—despite the
occasional moan and grunt behind carefully selected
doors, work steadily on.
Congratulations to Slade and Daly on their recent
success at becoming Clerks G.D., Group "B", Class III,
though whether it was their keenness for clerking or their
foresight regarding the star system of pay, it is difficult to
say.
Before closing mention must be made of the departure
of Cpl. Mills to"D" Company, and Pte. Jabelman back
to the Intelligence Section; and of the arrival of Pte.
Meredith, to whom most things are 44 quite ridiculous",
but of whom we are hoping some day to make something
representing a soldier; until that day—44nil desperandum".
*
*
*
ADMINISTRATIVE PLATOON
It has been a busy month for the 44Q" department.
After settling the Battalion in at Wellington Barracks,
the majority of the staff returned to Old Park Barracks
to do some44 very necessary readjusting and reorganising"
as they say for want of a better term.
Those who remained in London were kept busy with
the daytoday tasks necessary to keep the Battalion
comfortable and in good humour. Sgt. Dutton tried his
hand at answering for the R.Q.M.S., doing his own job,
assisting to settle in the Advance Party at Buckenham
Tofts and acting as escort to a delinquent. For all that,
he was able to work in a day or two's leave when his
family came to town. L/Cpl. Griffiths dealt with all
matters pertaining to accommodation stores, boot repairs,
laundry, tailoring, etc., and still managed to keep an air
of unruffled calm. Cpl. O'Dowd and his merry men are
by now familiar with the sights and smells of Wellington
Barracks and St. James's Palace. Pte. Morgan also
improved his 44 Q" education with sundry out of the
ordinary jobs such as paying out civilian employees.
Whilst all this was happening, the Quartermaster,
based on Wellington Barracks, was sharing his time
attending "Z" Reservist conferences, settling in the
Advance Party at Buckenham Tofts Camp, conferring
with Ordnance regarding clothing for 44Z" Reservists
and marching out the Battalion from Wellington Barracks.
It never rains but it pours and towards the end of the
month, we received a visit from the Auditors. Nothing
daunted, we took this in our stride and by working far
into the night on several occasions, managed to have
everything 44 shipshape and above board" so that the
Command Secretary's representatives departed seemingly
entirely satisfied.
Our congratulations to Mrs. Watts on reaching the
finals of the Mixed Doubles and Ladies' Doubles in the
Home Counties District Tennis Tournament which was
held from 22nd to 25th August. As she also got into the
semifinals of the Ladies' Singles before losing to the
eventual winner of the Competition, she can be said to
have enjoyed a very successful tournament.
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M.T. PLATOON
The M.T. Platoon enjoyed themselves in London at
considerable expense and now that we are in camp it is
amusing to watch the scrapings of pockets to raise the
money for a cup of NAAFI tea. Although only two
(Ptes. Swaffer and Green) plus the M.T.O. actually
appeared on any of the ceremonial guards we felt that
our vehicles played an important part in the whole
proceedings, transporting both guards and kits here,
there and everywhere. For the occasion we repainted
everything, mostly by hand, and finally set off for London
with the last vehicle still in the process of drying. However,
our efforts were well worth while and there could have
been few smarter W.D. vehicles on show anywhere.
Whilst in London we welcomed back Sgt. Bradley from
his course at Borden; he was immediately chosen to
command the Barrack Guard and took up his stance at
the Main Gate in borrowed plumes and did credit to any
rifle company soldier. Sgt. Marsh was left in Dover, in
theory to sort out the M.T. stores in our absence.
L/Cpl. Stroud managed adequately in the absence of
his immediate superior. L/Cpl. Brand became adept in
distinguishing between real duty journeys and demands
by various people for vehicles to perform nebulous duties
in the general direction of the Westend.
Lastly, it is to the credit of everyone that we did not
have a single accident in London despite the fact that
many drivers had no previous knowledge of traffic other
than that encountered on the Dover Road.
SIGNAL PLATOON
The beginning of the month saw the majority of the
Platoon doing their duty by King and Country, with the
accent on the former ! Signals were well represented on
Public Duties, only two or three members being unlucky
enough to miss the invigorating experience of guarding
London's Palaces.
Those who carried out Public Duties to the credit of
the Signal Platoon were: Sgt. Stremes, Sgt. Floyd, Cpl.
Joyce, L/Cpl. Dunk, L/Cpl. Ambrose, Ptes. Fisher, Beton,
Wilson, Whitten, Warren, Rew, Raven, Armitt, Davids,
Browning, Apark. The familiar faces of Cpls. Walker
and Hibburd could be seen frequently at the Barrack
Gate in between periods of extensive leave.
Down in the dusty vaults of Wellington Barracks
L/Cpl. Lincoln, aided and abetted by Ptes. Martin (92),
Piggott, Creser and Hemsley, carried on the equally
important task of maintaining telecommunications and
warming the hearts of many a lonely telephonist.
Our Rear Link at Dover was supervised by the "Daddy"
of the Signal Platoon, Pte. 44 Calculus" Stewart, ably
assisted by Bradberry and Coppard in dusting the Stores
occasionally.
Numerous urgent Despatches were
delivered by Peiuiicard and Nairne, safely if not swiftly.
A shadow was cast upon the tranquillity of the London
scene when an Advance Party was despatched to Stanford
P.T.A. Pte. Martin (65), temporarily and reluctantly
parted from his beloved Signal Platoon in the capacity of
Company Clerk, and Ptes. Hemsley, Creser and Pirie to
establish Basic Communications, were included in this.
From Buckingham Palace to Buckenham Tofts was
but a mattgr of moving back to Dover for a week and
thence to Stanford on what seems like a oneway ticket.
The Platoon is settling down to two months of roughing
it, confident that come what may each member will do
his utmost to maintain the high standard of efficiency
set by our predecessors, some of whom will be returning
for a brief stay in early September.

Retired hands, pay attention to this column in next
month's edition for news of comrades who have spent a
delightful fortnight in the greenest (and wildest) of Nor
folk's countryside. If they are looking forward to seeing
us as much as we are to seeing them, a good time will
be had by all !
INTELLIGENCE SECTION
Since the last issue of Dragon notes the Intelligence
Section has been split up and occupied with various duties
other than those originally intended by the word
Intelligence.
4
Cpl. Beal has been busy posting reliefs on the Tower
Guard whilst his 2 i/c, L/Cpl. Johnson, left in Dover*
performed the very hazardous duties of Orderly Sergeant.
Pte. Waldron was keeping the civilian employees happy
by continuing his normal job as civilian pay clerk and
several other pleasant occupations amongst which was
the issue of passes, travel warrants and ration cards: this
was not sufficient to keep his spirits down, however, and
above the clatter of his typewriter could be heard his
voluminous voice straining: 44My cup is full and flowing
over."
Pte. Jabelman, a considerable novice as far as the
Section is concerned (owing to the fact he was attached
to the B.O.R. soon after his appointment to the Section),
was doing his bit in the King's Guard. He has now
resumed his status in the Section after being " released"
from the B.O.R. by only too willing hands to speed him
on his way.
The Section hopes to prosper under the guidance of the
new I.O., Capt. Barrett, and trusts he won't find Ms new
duties, as such, too arduous, especially wMle we are
camping in Norfolk.
We hear with a certain amount of sceptical apprehension
that a few more novices will be roped in to form a full
complement. Pte. Llewellyn, an old hand, will be greeted
with the usual gusto by those exiled to O.P.s (observation
posts) and will be reverently presented with a pair of
binoculars to verify this pleasure.
Now we hope our readers will bear the silence from
this column while we dash up to Norfolk and dig away a
couple of months in that remote corner of England !

THE BAND
In common with the remainder of the Battalion much
of our time during the last month or two has been devoted
to Public Duties in London.
But we have taken part in other functions away from
home, the first being a three day visit to Maidstone for
the Royal West Kent's annual Depot Cricket Week.
A Corporals' Dance was held in the Gymnasium at
Old Park Barracks. It was as great a success as previous
dances held in these barracks since our return from abroad.
Sunday the 15th found us at Maidstone once again;
this time for the R.W.K.'s Past and Present Annual Church
Parade. TMs was followed in the afternoon by several
competitions including a Standard Bearers' Competition.
Several weeks ago Drill Sergeant Jelley of the Coldstream
Guards arrived in Dover. There followed drill parades
in preparation for public duties.
Without Drill Sgt. Jelley's help and long experience in
these matters it is questionable whether such a high
standard of drill could have been reached.
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The Battalion's march from Victoria Station to
Wellington Barracks on their arrival in London will go
down in the annals of the Regiment. This is the first
time since 1931 that the Buffs have marched along this
route. The weather was glorious and many hundreds of
people lined the streets to mark this memorable occasion.
And so to the first of our Public Duties in London.
Public opinion has it that it was good. We hope that we
can report favourably on the remainder of our Public
Duties in our next issue.
THE DRUMS
Once again we have a change of residence, this time to
London for the purpose of Public Duties. Our first
parade in the City was the march on arrival from Victoria
Station to Wellington Barracks, which, we are told, was
well up to expectations. Having completed our first
Guard Mounting and Dismounting, we feel confident
that we will do the duties as well, if not better than the
previous Regiments. We hope to report more on this in
our next issue.
During July we have had the honour of entertaining
Colonel Howe and his Cadet Drummers with a parade
followed by a very enjoyable game of cricket.
On 17th July we bade farewell to two of our Drummers,
Dmr. Blomer and Dmr. Durling, whom we miss very
much. We hope that they will find civilian life up to their
requirements, but who knows ? They may be back again
as Regulars. On behalf of the Corps of Drums, we wish
them both the best of luck for the future.

The 23rd August was a busy day. The second
intake were drafted to 1 Buffs and replaced by
more recruits from "Civvy Street". The majority
are Men of Kent although a number come from
the other side of the county as well.
There have been several changes among the
staff. Lieut. A. Pirn is on embarkation leave;
we wish him the best of luck in Korea. We
welcome 2/Lieut. P. O. R. Gatehouse from the
1st Battalion. We also welcome Sgt. Ivory from
1 Buffs who changes place with Sgt. Killick.
Sgt. Closier has left the army and we hope he
settles down happily after 27 years' good service.
And from within the Brigade Group comes
another instructor — Cpl. Adams (formerly
Pioneer Corporal in the Battalion).

SERGEANTS' MESS
The past month has been a very active one for the
Sergeants' Mess of the Buffs Depot. Functions have
included the Remembrance Day Parade, Sergeants' Mess
Ball and Canterbury Cricket Week. The weather, alas !
has been most unkind this month, but remained fine
(except for one brief shower) on Remembrance Sunday
and for the Ball.
The usual distinguished gathering attended Remem
brance Sunday and we were pleased to welcome old and
new friends of the Mess who always appear on such
occasions eager to talk over old times.

Beneath Bell Harry
URING their
sixth week of
training the last
"intake" was honoured
to take part in two
important, and for such
new recruits, difficult
ceremonies. The first
being Remembrance
Sunday.
On August 15th, the
last day of their
training, 44 of these
recruits with 4 N.C.O.s
and 2 Officers provided
a Guard of Honour for
Mr. Winston Churchill when he visited Dover
to receive the Freedom of the Town. The Guard
was commanded by Captain A. F. P. Wilson.
Before going to Dover the Brigade Colonel,
Colonel F. W. B. Parry, held a short passing out
ceremony when he presented certificates to the
best recruits.

The dance was a great success and was enjoyed by all
present. A not inconsiderable amount of liquor was
consumed and I believe the bar has shewn a profit. Our
thanks are due to the "Terrible Twins" (Laker and Shaw)
who ran the Siberian Bar (incidentally it was the first
time that either of them had been under canvas), Sgt.
Nash, who ran the bar, Sgt. Nanninni (P.R.I. Sergeant)
and others of the Committee.
We were honoured by the presence of the Colonel of
the Regiment at the Ball.
Sgt. Shaw (with the arrival of the football season) is
permutating in the hopes of hitting the jackpot on the
treble chance. With the winnings it is hoped to purchase
a new suit of blues for Sgt. Laker. Where ! Oh, Where !
did our worthy caterer get those blades he sells the Mess
members, and pray what is the mysterious ticket that
surrounds them ? Our T.A. members have appeared at
regular intervals with the exception of C.S.M. Sharman
and Sgt. Sweeney who are enjoying long leave. We hope
to have some more exercises for the latter on his return.
With the coming of winter livingin members are
sharpening their dominoes in the hope that this is at least
one game at which we can unseat Sgt. Shaw.
May we close these notes with congratulations to
R.S.M. Moody on the Christening of nis son Peter Norman.
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4th Battalion
H.Q. COMPANY—CANTERBURY

T

HERE has not been any
training during the month of
August in H.Q. Company as
most of the members are on
holiday but there were several
volunteers who paraded with the
4th Battalion detachment that
marched through the City of
London on 18th August, 1951.
The highlight of the month was
the Company outing to Dym
church on 26th August. With
the wives and families we totalled
some fifty people and although
the day was marred by very bad
weather they all seemed to enjoy
themselves. Our thanks are due
to our worthy P.S.I., Sgt.
Sherman, who put some very
hard work into the organisation
needed to make the day a success.

"A" COMPANY—RAMSGATE, MARGATE
AND SANDWICH
Past experience of this area, where the majority of the
members are employed on seasonal work, prompted the
decision of the Company Commander to close the Centre
for the month.. We have, however, accomplished more
and have had more support than during a usual month.
On Sunday, 5th August, there was a rehearsal in
Canterbury' which was attended by all those who sub
sequently went to London.
On Sunday, 12th August, we attended the Annual
Remembrance Day Service at Canterbury, some twenty
members of this Company forming part of the Battalion
detachment.
The highlight of the month undoubtedly was the great
honour conferred upon the Battalion in being invited to
form part of a company of the 1st Battalion when they
marched through the City of London on the termination
of guard duties in London. Again I will say little con
cerning this parade, except that I as a spectator consider
that the bearing and marching of the Detachment found
by the Battalion was as good if not better than some of
the Regular troops I have seen. For record purposes
I would like to publish the names of the personnel who
attended from this Company: Company Commander—
Major N. G. H. Taylor; Marching in the Detachment—
Sgts. W. Couzens, W. Gullis and H. Hellis, Cpls. Isaacs
and Hewitt, Ptes. Farrell, Gillespie, Grainger, Harris*
Love and R. Sivier. Pte. Evans was also to have marched
but was unfortunately taken ill. He is, I am glad to say,
although still in bed, on the road to recovery. Pte. Field
attended as a spectator.
On Sunday, 26th August, we are holding an44 At Home"
in Ramsgate Centre for recruiting purposes. It is hoped
that we induce a few more of the younger element to join
us, but more of this next month.

COMPANY—WHITSTABLE AND HERNE BAV

On 17th August a detachment of this Battalion pro
ceeded to London as escort to the Colours of the 1st and
4th Battalions, and what a fine spectacle it was to see the
Battalion exercising its ancient rights of marching through
the City of London with bayonets fixed, drums beating
and Colours flying. No wonder all looked like young
peacocks when seen on the television. Some American
visitors were heard to remark: 44They are better than
the Guards."
The following of the Company took part in this parade:
C/Sgt. Carter, Sgt. Joyce, Cpls. Thundow and Roberts
and Pte. Birch.
We are now in the midst of individual training learning
the mysteries of the latest weapons and arms.
Our National Servicejnen's strength has now increased
to 23; we wish them a happy time in the Company.

44D"

COMPANY—FOLKESTONE

So much to write about that we do not know where to
start. The first and greatest point is of course the
44 Venetian Fete" at Hythe. 44 A procession of splendidly
decorated boats passing down the Royal Military Canal"
as we think that one prominent journal has described it.
This Company enjoyed one distinction, it was the only
organisation, commercial or military, to enter two boats.
The first and most elaborate entry was in the historical
section—namely, the death of General Gordon at
Khartoum. The second was a humorous hotchpotch of
all ages set in a pseudo historic setting. 4<Boadicea's
Buffs" with their landing craft, B.C. model, with the
artillery, catapult projectile, and anteCenturion tank,
one Dinosaur power. The following can be selected for
special praise: Sgt. Faulkner, Cpls. Longhurst and Pond,
Ptes. Peto and Pope, for the untiring work carried out on
construction of the scenery. Lt. Fynmore performed
sterling service as General Gordon on a somewhat pre
carious platform. We must say that he looked a very
elegant gentleman for one about to endure martyrdom,
but perhaps 44De Mortuis nil nisi bonum". Captain
WatsonAlexander looked very ferocious as a Dervish,
or was it a4 4 Fuzzy Wuzzy". Other bouquets are handed
to Cpl. Peirce for milking the Dinosaur, Pte. Peto for
presenting a fine figure of a woman as Boadicea, arid
Cpl. Pond for doing a war dance and presenting a bottle
of Dinosaur's milk (XXX Light Ale) to the judge after
collecting the humorous prize. As for the C.S.M., he
performed Herculean tasks.
Other items of special interest :—
March through the City of London with the 1st
Battalion—a truly epochmaking parade for Territorials
which will be fully reported in the Battalion Editorial
without doubt.
44 Exercise Gate" in which certain military personnel
were nearly propelled (mp rather than hp) into % static
water tank. At least one syndicate had sore feet by the
end, we hear.
The formation of a Ladies' Guild amongst the wives
of serving members of the Company. Mention of the
Venetian Fete would not be completed without mention
of their kind and unstinted assistance.
'
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An increase in ration strength Ohale) to Capt. Hannah.
Continued en next page

T H E D R AGON
The total grants from the Benevolent Fund and the
World War 1939 Charitable Fund from August 1st to
August 25th, 1951, are:—
£ s. d.
Benevolent Fund
... 64 9 5
World War 1939 Charitable Fund ...
... 70 5 0

Past & Present Association
Life Members
JULY 1ST — JULY 31ST, 1951
Weald Branch.—Overing, W. J.

Donations—The Buffs War Memorial
Fund, 1939-45

AUGUST 1ST—25TH, 1951

H.Q. Roll —Davies, J. A., Hills, F. G. B., Capt.

£ s. d.
Hon, Lady LyndenBell and Miss V. LyndenBell 5 0 0
Anonymous
...
...
...
...
...
5 5 0

Annual Members

£10 5 0

JULY 1ST — JULY 31ST, 1951
London Branch.—Whiting, D. A., 2/Lt.
Folkestone Branch.—Setterfield, H. T.

Total to date, £3,324 8s. 2d. 

Donations—Benevolent Fund

Grants—Benevolent Fund

£ s. d.

1 1 0

Miss F. Hailey

The total grants from the Benevolent Fund and the
World War 1939 Charitable Fund during the month of
July, 1951, are:—
£ s. d.
Benevolent Fund
14 9 6
World War 1939 Charitable Fund
17 12 5

Ashford Branch
Ladies Guild
The monthly meeting of the Guild was held
on Wednesday, August 8th. Owing to the kind
invitation of Mrs. Beeching the meeting was
held in her new home at Ruckinge.
Minutes of the last meeting were read and
signed, and reports given upon Mrs. Collins who
underwent an operation recently, also upon the
recovery of Mrs. Hogwood. Other business
was quickly dealt with, and then all spent a
delightful afternoon with Mrs. Beeching—
together with many a jolly word and laugh with
her invalid husband. The time flew by, until all
realised the 'bus was due for the homeward
journey. Mrs. King proposed a hearty vote
of thanks to Mrs. Beeching and this was loudly
acclaimed by all.

4th Battalion—Continued from page 206
"S" COMPANY—ASHFORD, CRANBROOK AND
TENTERDEN
The Company was well represented when the Battalion
marched through the City of London on 18th August.
Judging from reports received we did very well.
On the 25th and 26th the AntiTank Platoon had a
movement exercise in the Ashford, Stelling Minnis,
Canterbury area. Unfortunately the weather was against
us but the experience gained in moving the antitank guns,
sited them and sleeping out was invaluable.
Sgt. Babbage is now in his glory as he has a small
detachment at Tenterden where he expounds the mysteries
of the Assault Pioneer Platoon.
The Cranbrook detachment still presses on with its
3in. Mortar training and we hear that they are extremely
confident and are looking forward to breaking all records
on the next 3in. Mortar shoot.
We have now 14 National Servicemen who have changed
their compulsory parttime service to voluntary. Con
sidering that there are only 19 National Service Volunteers
in the whole Battalion, that is a very good effort.
The AntiTank Platoon is going to Lydd on 22nd/23rd
September, 1951, for training and subcalibre firing the
17pdr. antitank gun. As soon as we get the new gun
we shall be able to get cracking on training the 6pdr.
crews in the new weapon.
/
C.S.M. Sharman has had a well earned leave and
C.S.M. Esler has been trying hard to cut himself in three
and dashing from Cranbrook to Ashford and Tenterden
in an effort to keep the flag flying. He has succeeded very
well so far.

London Branch
A meeting of the London Branch was held at
7.3Q p.m. on Saturday, 21st July, at the Prince
Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, S.W.I, with
Mr. R. W. Billings in the Chair,
The Chairman asked those present to stand in
silence for one minute in memory of Major Van
Ammel, Lieut. A, L, King, E. Skene and Associate
Member H. Williamson, who had recently passed
away.
The Secretary read the Minutes of the last
meeting which had been held on Saturday, 19th
May, These were accepted and signed.
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REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY.—Mr. W. Ricketts
said the coaches would leave Allington Street,
Victoria, at 8,15 a.m. There were several seats
vacant.
Sgt. Wright said he had been to Wellington
Barracks that afternoon and had been told mem
bers would be welcomed at 9 p.m. after our
meeting. He said six members were invited to
attend as guests at a dinner to be held at 6.30 p.m.
on 1st August. The names of Major H. V. Duffy,
Gaptain G. J. Emery, C.S.M. Belson, Mr. R. J.
Collins, Mr. E. Cousins and Mr. R. H. Martin
had been submitted, the last two having been
chosen by ballot.
C.S.M.'s Calloway, Belson, Twyman and Mr.
Harker attended for the first time and were
welcomed by the Chairman.
Nr. R. J. Collins gave details of a fishing com
petition to be held at Dover.
Major J. E. Enright read a letter handed to
him by Mr. R. E. Cross, whose son was serving
in the Royal Engineers in Korea, to the effect
that he had been decorated by the U.S. Com
mander for conspicuous gallantry at Seoul.
The Chairman said we were pleased to hear that
the son of one of our best members had so
distinguished himself in Korea.
A vote of thanks proposed by Mr. Sharp and
seconded by Mr. G. W. Clayton was accorded
to the Dinner Committee for giving us such a
splendid evening on the 23rd June.
Capt. G. J. Emery mentioned that Mr. Phelan
had been having a bad time and hoped he would
soon be well again.
Mr. A. J. Priest thanked the mejnbers for
having written to him whilst he had been in
hospital.
Mr. Ricketts said members had been invited to
a social evening to be held at Wellington Barracks
on 7th August.
There being no further business to discuss, the
meeting was declared closed and the ladies asked
to join us.
*

*

*

The 25th Silver Anniversary Dinner and
Dance of the London Branch took place at the
Duke of York's Headquarters on Saturday,
23rd June, with Mr. R. W. Billings in the Chair.
We were honoured to have with us the Colonel
of the Regiment and Mrs. Scarlett, Lt.Col. and
Mrs. Connolly, Colonel and Mrs. Dean, Major
Peareth, R.S.M. and Mrs. Weeks, R.Q.M.S.
Howe, Sgt.Major Galloway and Mrs. Galloway,
Sgt.Major White and Mrs. White. Prompt at
7 p.m. a gathering of 125 sat down to start the

five course dinner. After dinner the toasts were
as follows:—
THE KING. Proposed by The Chairman, London
Branch.
THE REGIMENT. Proposed by Major J. E.
Enright, President, responded to by the Colonel
of the Regiment.
THE LONDON BRANCH. Proposed by Mrs. D. E.
Spinner, Chairman of the Ladies' Guild, and
replied to by Mr. R. W. Billings, Chairman,
London Branch.
OUR GUESTS. Proposed by Lieut.Colonel C. E.
Vaughan, and responded to by Lieut.Colonel
J. F. Connolly, Officer Commanding 1st
Battalion.
Our ViceChairman, Major Duffy, thanked
Mr. Terry, Secretary of the Duke of York's, for
the splendid five course dinner he put on. Mr.
Terry said he would give his personal attention
to us next year.
Brighton Branch was represented by Colonel
Orwin, Mr. B. Tester and Mr. Britton.
Sittingbourne Branch was represented by
Colonel Dean and Mrs. Dean and Mrs. Collins.
With the dinner over we settled down with
dancing to the music of the Grenadier Guards
Dance Orchestra, which also played during the
dinner. Spot prizes were won by R.S.M. and
Mrs. Weeks, 1st Battalion, Mr. and Mrs. Timms
and two others whose names we failed to get.
Mr. Timms gave his to the M.C. and it was
proposed by C.S.M. Galloway of the 1st Battalion
that it be given to the best turnedout man on
the first Parade on Monday morning. This
Spot Prize was handed over to Lieut.Colonel
Connolly. The special prize of the evening was
won by Chelsea Pensioner Norman.
The Dinner Committee for the 25th Silver
Anniversary was as follows: R. J. Collins, B.
Ricketts, S. Lewis and Wright. Toast master
and M.C. of the evening, R. J. Collins, assisted
by his Committee.
*

*

*

Medway Branch
Ladies Guild
The Meeting in June was well attended when
a Whist Drive was held for Branch funds.
Many thanks to all who supported it.
JULY MEETING.—Despite many members being
on holidays there was a good attendance. After
business whist was enjoyed.
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Sittingbourne Branch

their sick members, Messrs. A. Curtis, S. Bing
and F. Hammon, and wished these members a
Minutes of the 192nd Monthly Meeting held
speedy recovery to good health. He thanked
at the Drill Hall, East Street, Sittingbourne, on
Mr. Swendell for taking the Chair at their last
Friday evenj ng, 3rd August.
meeting and was pleased to say that after his
Col. D. J. Dean was in the Chair, supported
brief illness he was feeling much better.
by Major J. E. Wills and about 20 members.
Mr. Knott stated that he had received a letter
The minutes of the previous meeting were from their President, Major A. J. H. Taylor,
read and signed.
who stated that he was much better and that
Matter arising from the minutes was the he looked forward to their next meeting.
Carnival tableau. The Chairman congratulated
Items of business discussed were Remembrance
the Branch for the show and after the Secretary
Day in August. The Branch hoped to send a
large contingent, other Branches attend in
reported that they had also been congratulated
strong numbers and the Chairman stated
by several of the Councillors. The Chairman
Ramsgate Branch must be well represented.
then suggested that the names of those who took
part should be recorded in the minutes. This The Branch had arranged for a 53 seater coach
was carried. Those taking part were: Mr. F. and members could avail themselves of free
Rains, Mr. Bob Russell, Mr. E. Spice, Mr. J. transport.
Frost and W. Sinclair.
A letter had been received from the Dover
The Chairman on behalf of the Branch and Folkestone S.B. Rifle Club inviting Rams
thanked Major Wills of Messrs. Wills and
gate Branch to become members. This was
Packham for their kindness in lending the accepted and Mr. Higbin, Shoot Captain, was
asked to send the 10/ entry fee. Also the Branch
transport.
Fishing Competition was to take place at Dover
The Chairman then read the Annual Report
on September 9th. Ramsgate, who won the
of the Association.
Cup last year, were going to send a team of
Other business :—
six for this year's Competition, also to send a
The Faversham Carnival was brought up and
special prize.
it was decided to enter a tableau.
The date for the Presentation of the M.S.M.
The Booby was won by Mr. E. Honey and
received by ExR.S.M. W. Jeffreys was bring
given by Mr. A. Excell, making 10/.
arranged by Capt. Morgan. It was trusted to
make this event a memorable occasion.
*
*
*
The business being concluded, the rest of the
Ramsgate Branch
> evening was spent in reviving old comradeship,,
refreshments being served by Buff Host Dick
It has been nice for us to contact many London
Atkins.
Buffs down at Ramsgate on holiday. They saw
our illuminations but more of Dick Atkin's
*
*
*
"Wallop". Dick always does his stuff and
makes all Buffs welcome. Amongst many I saw
Heme Bay Branch
was H. Smith of Walthamstow, on old veteran
We are sorry for no notes last month, but
of Chitral. The old soldier still looks well and
our Secretary overlooked the notes of the
is very cheerful—one of Dapper Jones' School
previous month noting the change of dates
of Good Old Buffs.
when notes shouldarrive.
Now for the Meeting notes:—
At our Branch Meeting it was proposed and
The monthly meeting was held on Friday,
carried,
that a word of praise should be passed
20th July, at the "Freemasons' Tavern", High
to all it may concern, in the arrangements for
Street, Ramsgate.
the Remembrance Service, also for the excellent
Mr. C. F. Fakley presided, supported by the catering.
ViceChairman, Capt. H. H. Knight, Major H.
To Bandmaster Sharp we should also like to
Martin, Capt. R. J. S. Morgan, Mr. E. H.
Swendell and Mr. B. E. Knott (Branch Secretary). express our thanks for the fine show given by
Mr. Fakley welcomed the officers and members, the Band.
Our numbers for the service did not come up
also extended an especial welcome to Mr.
to expectations, but for this we blame the
Gilfillan of the London Branch and asked him
to convey the best wishes of the Ramsgate Branch weather ; for those who did attend it was a day
to the London Branch. Mr. Fakley mentioned that will not be forgotten for years to come.

THE DRACJON

On Sunday the 26th some of our members
accepted an invitation to a shoot with .303 on
Lydden Spout Ranges with the T.A. and other
Rifle Clubs from Whitstable and District. The
least said about our journey the better, but we
hope the contractor had no difficulty in counting
his scaffold boards on Monday morning.
We managed: to get through the grouping
practice, then it came down with real Dover
soup and put finish to any other thought of
firing. All our old hands know which end the
bullet comes out, because they all put the Butt
in the shoulder.
One of our members visited London to see
the Changing of the Guard between the Buffs
and Guards. Whilst the Buffs were marching
to the Palace one small boy passed a remark to
another: "Here comes the soldiers." The reply
being, "They are not soldiers, they are in khaki."
*

*

*

Folkestone Branch
Quite a nice number attended our August
Meeting. Major West was in the Chair.
Apologies were received from several members
who were unable to be with us. I'm glad to say
our sick visitor received no further information
that other members were ill.
The Chairman expressed a hope that as many
as possible would attend the Remembrance
Sunday Parade. I was able to be there, and, as
usual, met the many friends that one only sees
on this day. I'm sure the Branch would like me
to say "THANK You" to all who had anything
to do with the most excellent arrangements
which made this day the wonderful success it
really was. I shall only venture to single out
one organisation for special mention. I refer
to the Band. What a treat. And how kind
they were to we "old 'uns" on the march. I have
heard many say how they appreciated this.
One felt they could go on for quite a long time
after all.
On Saturday, 18th, the Secretary and I went
to Dover to see the Battalion return from their
Guard Duties in London. We were able to take
up a position opposite the dais where the Mayor
took the Salute. To say that I was impressed is
a poor description, but I was more than ever
proud to be wearing a Buff tie that evening.
Add to this Col. Connolly's remark to me,
"Those boys have done a grand job up in Town",
and that went far to making a perfect day.
Yes, the Buff spirit is still there for all to see.
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with his ears pricked and enjoying every minute
of it, really seems to acknowledge the cheers as
he turns his head from side to side and walks out
round the arena. And so, really, ends the Horse
Show with Harry Llewellyn and "Foxhunter"
the heroes of the day and one Irishman over
heard saying to an Englishman in the next seat:
"That man should be your next Ambassador to
Eire." It might be of interest to add that the
English team is the only one not financed by
its own country's Government. If the English
Government knew how much the English team
did to enhance British prestige at these foreign
shows they would surely give them some support.
But the Week is not yet over. There are more
dances to attend, plenty more food and wine,
the shops are still full of good things and there
is racing and polo in Phoenix Park on the
Saturday afternoon and evening. If you must
return to England immediately, you will do so
with lots of happy memories. But perhaps you
have a few more days to spare. If so, how
better to recover from your extravagances than
to see a bit of the real Ireland, the Ireland that
is always here—not just for one crowded week.
Why not drive down through Limerick to the
beauties of Kerry, the Lakes of Killarney and
the Kenmare estuary. Or else why not go through
Athlone and Galway to lovely remote Conne
mara, where the wild Atlantic waves thunder on
to shimmering white sandy coves tucked under
the gaunt greenmantled mountains. Here you
will find peace and quiet, here you may drive
along dusty roads flanked with redlanternhung
fuchsia hedges for mile after mile without seeing
a sign of civilisation save here and there a white
crofter's cottage. Comfortable hotels will greet
you at the end of your journey and you will
return to the cares arid troubles of England,
knowing that the careless freedom of those far
off prewar days can still be recaptured if only
by taking a short holiday in Ireland.
J.P.W.S.
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of your Unit

Sterling Silver Cigarette Box
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JLhere is a gradually improving stock
of vanity cases, cigarette cases, cigar
boxes, pocket lighters, toilet services etc.
with colours in enamel and mounted
with silver badge of any Unit of H.M.
Forces. The Goldsmiths & Silversmiths
Company will be pleased to submit
Sterling Silver Vanity Case
with Colours in enamel
and mounted Silver Badge

details upon request.
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How to get "The Dragon"
the post each month, the rates of subscriptions are :
1 year, 8/. 6 months, 4/. 3 months, 2/.
Remittances should be sent to the Editor, Depot The Buffs,
New Infantry Barracks, Canterbury.
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All desserts are better with

Regimental Histories of The Buffs

BIRD'S
CUSTARD

The following Histories may be obtained from the Administrative
Officer, Depot The Buffs, New Infantry Barracks, Canterbury.

HISTORICAL RECORDS OF THE BUFFS
1572—1704
H. R. KNIGHT
by
Half bound In leather  fil

10s.

1704—1814 and 1814—1914
In

by C. R. B. KNIGHT
Two Parts  £1 0s. 9d. Post free

1919—1948
by G. R. B. KNIGHT
£1 5s. Post free

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE BUFFS
by E. FOSTER HALL
Revised edition  2/6 Post free

" DRUMS AND DRUMMERS"
by G. R. HOWE
Price 2/2 Post free
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